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Abstract 

 

Alexandre-Gabriel Decamps (1803-1863) set out on his only trip to Greece and Turkey in 

1828 to return to France and produce visual images of the Orient at a time when no major 

European artist had traveled to the Near East and at a time when the Orient had yet to be 

experienced, understood, and interpreted. Decamps’ highly original and personal interpretation 

of the Orient in painting has been studied by present-day scholars exclusively within the context 

of Romantic Orientalist genre painting. Studying criticism written on his work throughout the 

19th century and working closely with his paintings, certain issues in his Orientalist paintings 

question the longstanding categorization of his work as solely Romantic Orientalist genre 

paintings. The fact that the artist never returned to the Orient; the fact that he invested his 

Orientalist landscapes with a Rembrandtesque rather than Oriental light; his constant inclusion 

of contrasting opposites in the ostensibly subdued compositions he produced; the striking 

differences between his Oriental visual expressions and those of his Romantic contemporaries; 

and his own sentiment of being a failed artist, reveal alternative, less settled, readings of his 

work.  Studying Decamps’ Orientalist oeuvre in its social and political contexts and taking into 

account the artist’s personal ambitions demonstrates the lasting resonance of this work, of the 

artist’s highly original working methods, and of his innovative technique.  This study provides an 

assessment of Decamps’ Oriental work; it also delineates its relevance and influence in 

movements beyond Romanticism and into trends that developed during the late 19th and early 

20th centuries.  
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Preface 

 

Alexandre Gabriel Decamps was born in Paris on the 3rd of March of 1803. Writing his 

autobiography in 1854 the artist noted that no event ever marked his birth except that day 

being the third of the third month of the third year of his century.  Such irony in Decamps’ sense 

of humour is one that colours his oeuvre and especially his Orientalist work, composed of a 

highly personal perception of the Orient translated by means of contrastingly ironic and at times 

unsettling elements to create his un/familiar Orient. As a child Decamps was sent together with 

his brothers to the Picardian country side, in Decamps’ father’s words, “to learn the hard ways 

of life in the country.”1 Instead of attending to his studies however, young Decamps set out to 

explore the fields and obstinately pursued “l’école buissonnière.” Even at this young age the lure 

of first hand experiences with nature and the dislike of academic training would strongly 

influence the young boy’s activities. As a grown artist such direct experience continued to 

influence the subjects he explored with most success in his artistic career, these being mostly 

hunting, genre, and Oriental scenes.  

  Having returned to Paris, Decamps began his training as an artist at the atelier of 

Etienne Bouhot (1780 – 1862), an accomplished architectural painter. The lessons2 in geometry, 

architecture and perspective Decamps learned at Bouhot’s studio from roughly 1816 to 18173 

had a marked effect on the young artist since throughout his career such elements consistently 

contributed to his sense of balanced compositions and to his sensitive use of perspective 

through architectural devices. After a year of such training Decamps left Bouhot and became a 

pupil of Alexandre Denis Abel de Pujol (1787 – 1861), around 18184. A pupil of Jacques Louis 
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David, Abel de Pujol operated within the classicist tradition and provided such training for the 

young Decamps until 1819-20 when Decamps left the studio. Decamps stated: 

Malheureusement, le maître, bon et indulgent, absorbé d’ailleurs par ses travaux, était 
peu propre à me faire comprendre l’utilité, l’importance même des études, dont je 
n’apercevais guère que la monotonie. Le dégoût me vint, et je quittai l’atelier.5   

 

Such was Decamps’ sentiment towards the academic approach he had experienced and 

towards rigorous academic training in general. Paul Mantz summarizes Decamps’ approach to 

his own training as an artist when he stated: “À notre sens, l’école française doit s’estimer deux 

fois heureuse d’une rébellion qui lui a donné un imitateur de moins, un maître de plus.”6 As a 

largely self-taught artist, Decamps has been recognized since his own time as one of the most 

original artists of the nineteenth century in France for his personal style, technical innovations 

and his unprecedented representation of the Orient. Becoming the first major European artist to 

travel to the Middle East in 1828, Decamps originated a vogue of voyages that inspired artists 

like Delacroix, Marilhat, and Fromentin in their own journeys of discovery eastward. Having 

come back with a highly personal interpretation of the Orient Decamps conclusively launched 

what we know as Orientalism today. In this way Decamps has been perceived by scholars to 

have discovered the Orient and to have opened a mode of representation based more on 

ethnographic realism than on purely fantastical renderings of the Orient as had been the case 

throughout the eighteenth century with Carle Vernet and the early nineteenth century as is 

seen in the work of Horace Vernet. Christine Peltre’s remarks concerning a growing concern for 

a naturalist or realist representation of the Orient are particularly insightful:  

La mise en scène théâtrale, la recherche des effets, l’appel au sentiment ont tendance à 
se dissiper dans la seconde moitié du siècle, sous l’influence d’une exploration plus 
réaliste de l’Orient, déterminée par le constat d’une occidentalisation galopante et le 
développement de la science ethnographique. La qualité descriptive de la peinture 
orientaliste est cependant très tôt une valeur estimée : en offrant en 1840 à son 
secrétaire le tableau de Decamps, Souvenir de la Turquie d’Asie enfants turcs jouant 
avec une tortue (1836), le duc d’Orléans s’y référait explicitement, souhaitant que son 
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obligé ait toujours sous les yeux « quelques-uns de ces enfants musulmans qu’*ils 
avaient+ si souvent observés ensemble dans les rues d’Alger, et dont *ils ne se lassaient+ 
pas d’étudier l’étrange physionomie.7 

 

Decamps however did not operate entirely within either a naturalist or a purely 

imaginative idiom, thus his Oriental work takes special significance. Although his status as a 

Romantic Orientalist has been unquestioned by scholars, a careful study of his personal Orient 

reveals a more open and at times complex interpretation of such work and one that allows 

Decamps’ Orient to be inserted within alternative modes of representation. While Decamps 

enjoyed the generous success of his work during his life time and received favourable criticism 

at the Paris Salons, it is difficult to trace his influence among nineteenth-century artists when 

considering his work as purely Oriental and as operating solely within a Romantic stance. Since 

Decamps had no pupils; since he wrote so little concerning his own work; and since he is a 

relatively obscure personality today, it is difficult to trace this artist’s direct influence beyond his 

impact within Romantic Orientalism during and beyond the nineteenth century. However, 

through a first-hand study of his work, and for our purposes of his Oriental work, of the social 

and cultural conditions under which he operated, of the artistic trends and preoccupations of his 

time, and of his role as an artist, it is possible to obtain a more comprehensive understanding of 

his Oriental work, of its nature, and of its influence within the nineteenth century and beyond.  

Concerning Decamps’ development as an artist and his artistic career we know that 

soon after he left Abel de Pujol’s studio he became involved in printmaking and he began to sell 

paintings. The artist wrote: “J’essayai chez moi quelques petits tableaux: on me les acheta.”8 As 

early as 1822 some of his early paintings had been reproduced in print by the engraver Ulysse 

Denis and were published in the Chronique des Arts that same year. Decamps also produced 

some lithographs, two of which were published by M. Arnault in the Vie politique et militaire de 

Napoléon of 1822. The subjects he represented during the early 1820s were mostly genre and 
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hunting scenes, as were his Matelot and his Chasseur published by Daudet in the Chronique des 

Arts, and battle scenes, as were his Bataille de Mondovi and Bataille d’Aboukir which appeared 

in Arnault’s publication of 1822. Two years later Decamps visited Switzerland influenced 

perhaps by the painter and critic Étienne Delécluze’s call for artists to travel beyond Rome to 

Switzerland, Auvergne, and Les Vosges in his article for Le Moniteur in May of 1822. In his search 

for new sources Decamps was drawn in particular by the costumes and customs of the people 

he had encountered rather than by the grandiose and lesser represented landscapes he 

discovered. His focus on picturesque details and his interest in the anecdotal revealed the 

artist’s penchant for truthful and at the same time picturesque representations of local colour 

and his natural tendency to represent contemporary every-day life scenes.  Passing through the 

North of France in 1825, Decamps returned to Paris in 1826 and exhibited at his first Salon the 

following year with a hunting scene and an Oriental subject. Decamps departed for the Orient in 

1828, as part of an envoi to record the Battle of Navarino with the marine painter Hippolyte 

Jean-Baptiste Garnerey (1787-1858). Decamps abandoned the task however and set out to 

explore Greece, Constantinople, Smyrna, a section of the Middle Eastern littoral and the islands 

of the Greek Archipelago. It was this journey and his experience of the Orient that would inspire 

his most successful artistic productions, from which flourished his highly personal Oriental 

idiom. Paul Mantz writes: “Decamps, sans rapporter la vérité tout entière, revenait cependant 

avec les premiers éléments d’une révélation, et, parmi les œuvres qui ont fait sa gloire, presque 

toutes ont été inspirées par le souvenir de ce voyage.”9  

Concurrently to Decamps’ innovative personal interpretation of the Orient, the artist 

also developed an original and personal style and technique based on heavy impastos, a 

textured surface, and a highly sensitive rendering of lit and shadowed areas. The resulting 

paintings elicited both enthusiasm, among critics who paralleled his work to that of Rembrandt, 
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and irritation, among those who deemed it unfinished, simplistic, and coarse. By the 1830s 

Decamps had developed a decisive personal style and a marked taste for Orientalist and 

everyday-life subjects. In 1833 he exhibited his large battle picture at the Paris Salon entitled 

Défaite des Cimbres, which garnered considerable success with critics and the public alike. The 

following year this work earned him a First Class Medal and five years later he was made 

Chevalier de la Légion d’Honneur. During the Exposition Universelle of 1855, he was given a 

retrospective alongside Ingres and Delacroix where critics such as the Goncourt brothers and 

Paul Huet likened his work to that of the Old Masters. Decamps however, continued in his 

search for self-renewal and in this search he began to develop the sense of being a failed artist. 

Due in part to his ambition towards history painting and the promise of official recognition it 

held out, Decamps revisited his subject-matter, undertaking a series of historical and Biblical 

themes. While his Défaite des Cimbres (1833) and his series of the life of Sampson (1845) gained 

considerable success, Decamps did not receive the official commission for a grand-scale painting 

he hoped to earn. Due in part to the politics of a juste milieu under the citizen king Louis-

Philippe and to the political ideals he sought to propagate through official commissions, the July 

Monarchy did not encourage innovative landscape artists nor genre painters in large-scale 

commissions for public decorations. Decamps wrote:  

J’essayai divers genres. Lorsque j’exposai cette grande esquisse de la Défaite des 
Cimbres, je pensais fournir là un aperçu de ce que je pouvais concevoir ou faire. 
Quelques-uns, le petit nombre, la parcelle, approuvèrent fort ; mais la multitude, 
l’immense majorité qui fait la loi, n’y put voir qu’un gâchis, un hachis, suivant 
l’expression d’un peintre alors célèbre et que la France aujourd’hui regrette, à ce que 
j’ai su quelque part. *...+ Je vous ai parlé des Cimbres, parce que ce sujet est 
caractéristique de la voie que je comptais suivre ; mais le peu d’encouragement que je 
trouvai d’abord, le caprice, le désir de plaire à tous, que sais-je encore ? M’en ont plus 
ou moins détourné.10  

 

While Decamps’ personal ambition towards history painting, and consequently his 

notion of his role as an artist remained frustrated to some degree, it is important to consider the 
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work he continued to produce through the 1830s and 1850s. Such work is composed of highly 

communicative paintings where he, consciously or even unconsciously, began to reveal certain 

tendencies beyond those of a mere Romantic Orientalist. Beyond, his facture, personal style, 

and working methods point towards movements that did not fully emerge until the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. While it is certainly relevant to consider the artist’s 

sentiment of being a failed artist, it is also necessary to reassess his work beyond the generally 

accepted notion among nineteenth-century critics as well as present-day scholars of Decamps’ 

failed attempts towards history painting and his personal regret of his lack of academic training. 

Through re-evaluating especially his Oriental oeuvre it is possible to come to a better 

understanding, interpretation, and assessment of its relevance and influence within the art of 

the nineteenth century in France and beyond.  
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Statement of Interest 

 

It is my intent in this dissertation to study Decamps’ personal Orient in its cultural and 

artistic contexts to obtain a better understanding of the nature of Decamps’ Oriental work and 

of the epoch during which he worked. This research ultimately explores nineteenth-century 

French Orientalism as a heterogeneous landscape of individual interpretations focusing on the 

lesser known Decamps, who raises issues that unsettle longstanding conclusions about 

interpretations of his Orientalist artistic production as operating solely within the realm of an 

Orientalist Romanticism. Scholars agree that Decamps discovered the Orient, yet his Orientalist 

work has not been fully assessed. The critic Ernest Chesneau wrote, in 1883: “Sa véritable gloire, 

c’est d’avoir forcé la porte d’un monde inconnu et jusque-là travesti d’une façon ridicule, c’est 

d’avoir découvert l’Orient. De lui procède immédiatement Marilhat, son contemporain.”1 I 

propose that his visual interpretation of the Orient was one where he expressed, consciously or 

even unconsciously, personal preoccupations linked to his role as an artist and his place within 

society, and in so doing he inscribes his work, through its personal style and subject, into genres 

beyond Romantic Orientalism. I will be approaching this subject by concentrating on criticism, 

on the social and political conditions shaping Decamps’ Orientalist work, and on the artist’s 

buyers and patrons as themes to frame and guide the chronological discussion of each of the 

Salons in which Decamps participated. The Salons will provide the overall structure of this 

research since they facilitate an understanding of Decamps’ progress on an almost year to year 

basis and provide a chronological structure to frame the social and political events affecting 

Decamps’ work at a time of political instability and intense artistic activity in France. A 
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discussion of Decamps’ buyers, patrons, and the general art market during the nineteenth 

century in France will be included within the framework of Decamps’ critical reception as a 

study of the conditions and implications affecting the nature of Decamps’ Oriental work and its 

marketability. Discussing critics’ responses to Decamps’ Orientalist oeuvre will reveal the ways 

in which his personal Orient was understood and interpreted throughout the nineteenth century 

and beyond. I will take into account major literary works written during the second half of the 

nineteenth century by key figures such as Ernest Chesneau, Gustave Planche, Théophile Thoré, 

Théophile Gautier, Charles Baudelaire, Adolphe Moreau, and Pierre du Colombier, as well as 

later figures such as Léon Rosenthal, Christine Peltre, and Dewey F. Mosby upon whose 

dissertation of 1979 on the artist I will expand. An appendix of Decamps’ Salon productions2 has 

been included to complement the text and provide information on provenance as it will also 

contribute to an understanding of Decamps’ most important buyers and to a study of the 

marketability of his work among the circle of amateurs who favoured his Oriental work. 

Decamps rarely spoke about his art and in his only autobiographic account, the artist 

dismisses any effort to discuss his work by directing the reader to the descriptions in critical 

texts that had already been published. He stated: “Je n’entrerai certainement pas dans le détail 

de mes productions, nomenclature insipide pour moi, inutile aux autres; d’ailleurs, les 

catalogues sont là.”3 Dr. Louis-Désiré Véron, who requested the text from Decamps, confirms 

the artist’s reluctance to discuss his work: “Decamps rappelle l’artiste passionné du moyen âge ; 

son orgueil n’a pas même cherché les plaisirs de la lutte, et un trait singulier de ce rare 

caractère, c’est que vous ne l’amènerez jamais à parler de ses tableaux, à les discuter ; il peint, 

et voilà tout.”4 Thus, the lack of written accounts by Decamps on his Oriental oeuvre and on his 

artistic production in general increases the relevance of a first-hand appreciation of his 
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Orientalist works to be treated as documents of primary importance. Special emphasis will be 

given in this research to a select number of Decamps’ Orientalist paintings based on the 

opportunities I had to visit such works first-hand. Works on paper from the Wallace Collection 

and from the Agnes Etherington Art Centre will be discussed in greater detail as will be oil 

paintings from the Musée Condé and from the Louvre. These first-hand observations will serve 

as a complement to the discussions of nineteenth-century and later criticism of Decamps’ 

Orientalist oeuvre.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

Decamps’ Early Oriental Subjects 

Mosby identifies the period from 

1824 to 1827 as the period leading towards 

Decamps’ personal style.1 During this time 

Decamps treated a variety of subjects and as 

early as 1822 his preference for Oriental 

subjects became evident. Among his early 

subjects we find School Time (1820-1822), a theme the artist later explored in 1830-32 and 

several times again in 1841. In School Time (Figure 1) we see a group of children in what seems 

to be Provençal costume, walking towards school. There is little indication of depth except for 

the horizontal floor plane which intersects a flat wall parallel to the picture plane. Its simplistic 

and flat composition highly contrasts with the dynamic spaces he creates in his later Oriental 

versions on this theme. Although School Time does not belong to his Orientalist oeuvre, it is 

important to note that Decamps’ subsequent representations of this theme are of an Oriental 

character, excluding his watercolour of 1830-32, unknown location. More importantly we note 

that he changed the moment in time within the theme of “school time,” which is of particular 

Figure 1 Decamps, School Time, c. 1820-22 (21 x 

32.3 cm) Location Unknown (Mosby, no. 518) 
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importance. The earliest version (1820-22), mentioned above and whose location is unknown 

today, depicts a group of Provençal children and school teachers moving towards the building 

and into the classroom. The general tone is one of restrained movement and lack of excitement. 

This perhaps was a vivid reminiscence of his early days in Picardy while being sent to school by 

his father “pour leur faire connaître la dure vie des champs,” as Decamps himself words it.2 In 

contrast, his two later paintings depicting this theme are of a celebratory nature, of vigorous 

movement and of a general emancipative tone as the children rush from the classroom to the 

outside and towards the viewer (Figure 2 and Figure 3). These versions Decamps set in an 

Oriental landscape and costume3 and it is interesting to speculate if he related, consciously or 

unconsciously, the Orient to general notions of freedom and lightness of spirit (Figure 4).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Decamps, La  Sortie de l’école, c. 1841 

(13.5 x18 cm) Sepia and Gouache. Musée 

Bonnat, Bayonne (Mosby, no. 34) 

Figure 3 Decamps, La Sortie de l'école turque, 1841 

(66 x 89 cm) Oil on canvas. Musée du Louvre, 

Paris 
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Among other early Oriental subjects are Decamps’ Maison arabe (1822), now in a 

private collection in Bordeaux, his Arabes devant une maison (1823) and his Bohemians 

Travelling in an Ox-Cart (1827), all of which precede key Orientalist works like his Soldat de la 

garde d’un Vizir of 1827. Thus when he presented his Soldat de la garde d’un Vizir (also known 

as Janissary) at the 1827 Salon, Decamps had established precedents for a choice of subject by 

which he was adhering to the broader Romantic movement. However, by choosing to depict 

Oriental subjects Decamps was not only adhering to Romanticism but he was also being, in the 

words of Linda Nochlin, “of one’s time.”4 To add to this notion it is important to note 

Baudelaire’s response to the Salon of 1845. He stated, “...my concern today is with the painting 

of manners of the present.”5 He added that “the pleasure which we derive from the 

Figure 4 Decamps, La Sortie de l’école turque, 1841 (59 x 80 cm)Watercolour. Wallace 

Collection, London 
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representation of the present is due not only to the beauty with which it can be invested, but 

also to its essential quality of being present,” and finally, “...what I am happy to find in all, or 

almost all of them *Salon entries+, is the moral and aesthetic feeling of their time.”6 Although the 

above citations pertain to a later Salon, it is nonetheless important to note that the concern 

with contemporary everyday life subjects preoccupied artists as early as 1820 and it included 

Decamps’ concern with a personal representation of contemporary everyday life in the Orient.  

The Romantic movement was, in the words of Donald A. Rosenthal “characterized by an 

intense subjectivism, *and+ a looking into the self for inspiration.”7 Rosenthal also adds that, 

“Romantic artists were freer than their predecessors in depicting their emotions, fantasies, and 

political beliefs.”8 Finally, he notes that such artists employed a hedonistic use of colour, a free 

painterly brushwork and that they broke with the linear style of the preceding period.9 As it 

concerns Decamps and this definition of Romanticism, we can assert that by depicting themes 

that lent themselves to notions of Otherness, of fantasy and even of the exotic, he was indeed 

adhering to certain aspects of the Romantic movement as one that welcomed expressions 

inspired by fantasy, imagination and the lure of the Orient. Further, as Decamps applied himself 

to these themes and combined them with trends in representing contemporary everyday life, he 

began to develop from this early stage what would become his own brand of Orientalism, and 

what I propose to consider as his “un/familiar Orient”. In this sense Decamps combined aspects 

of contemporary everyday life with themes lending themselves to the imaginary, which differ 

from contemporary depictions of contemporary life in the sense that Decamps inserts his 

everyday life subjects within unfamiliar Oriental settings. Beyond, his Orientalist scenes do not 

focus on the grandeur of a large-scale historical tableau. On the contrary, he depicts a quiet and 

subdued version of contemporary everyday life in the Orient. Such a stance takes special 
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significance since especially during the first half of the nineteenth century the Orient was a place 

that had not yet been explored by any major European artist;10 neither had it been understood 

nor interpreted in a conclusive way. Decamps’ combination of familiar, everyday life subjects 

within an Oriental setting was radically new and it was one that conclusively launched 

Orientalism as we know it today and prompted a trend towards more truthful representation of 

Oriental subjects.  
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Chapter 2 

Towards Decamps’ Oriental Sources: Early Voyages 

2.1 Switzerland (1824) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Decamps’ adhesion to the Romantic movement is not based solely on the types of subjects he 

chose to represent. Also indicating his Romantic stance were the trips on which he embarked 

prior to his departure to the Orient in 1827. The destinations on which he embarked reveal the 

artist’s break with traditionally accepted destinations among artists pursuing formal training or 

in search for new sources of inspiration in cities like Rome. In addition, Decamps’ unusual 

educational parcours and his association with the School of 1830 further linked him to 

Romanticism. His trip to Switzerland during the summer of 182411 was perhaps realized under 

the influence of the critic Délécluze’s call in 1822 for painters to travel to Auvergne, Les Voges, 

and Switzerland as alternatives to Italy.12 This was a move away from a classicist tradition and 

towards the impulse for renewing sources of inspiration popular among Romantic artists during 

first half of the century. We do not have written accounts by Decamps concerning his 

experience in Switzerland but fortunately we have Paul Mantz’ remarks concerning the artist’s 

sketches from this trip. The critic notes that “Decamps y fut moins frappé du paysage que des 

costumes des habitants ; du moins, les dessins qui nous restent de cette excursion représentent 

presque tous des Suisses et des Suissesses dans leurs pittoresques vêtements.”13 One such 
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example is an untitled charcoal drawing held at the Cabinet de Dessins at the Louvre (Figure 5),14 

of a female figure in local costume holding a vase of water on her head. Mosby dates this figure 

to 1824 and provides the title of Paysanne d’Agde, Agde being a region in the Midi of France. 

Decamps however did not complete his voyage to the Midi until 1825 and since this drawing is 

untitled and undated it is difficult to determine with accuracy whether this drawing indeed 

belongs to Decamps’ trip to the Midi of France. We can only then remark Decamps’ attention to 

detail in the figure’s costume which allows us to identify her as a young woman from the 

countryside. She is barefooted, which could indicate her status as a peasant. Her garments are 

not worn or torn however. Even as she balances a 

vase on her head and holds a basket on her left arm, 

she is not represented in movement or by extension, 

engaged in any specific work. Instead she seems to 

pause and to look at the viewer. This detail together 

with the unworn garments gives the figure certain 

autonomy and a dignifying character similar to the 

attitude with which he represented his Soldat de la 

garde d’un Vizir. Differing from the sketches the artist 

later brought back from the Orient, which depict 

group scenes, architectural and landscape scenes 

together with drawings and watercolours of Oriental 

figures, the focus on the human figure in the sketches 

from Switzerland is a striking one. Although these 

Figure 5 Decamps, Paysanne d'Agde, 

c.1824. (31.2 x 20.3 cm) Charcoal on 

paper. Cabinet de Dessins: Musée du 

Louvre, Paris  
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observations are drawn exclusively from the collection of drawings at the Cabinet de Dessins at 

the Louvre, with the exception of his Femme du village d’Elde (Figure 6), the almost exclusive 

focus on the human figure, on costume and on customs in the artist’s Swiss sketches perhaps 

indicates a certain lack of interest or perhaps disenchantment with the quality of light and 

landscape scenes available as sources for new subjects. Mantz also notes: “Il ne paraît pas 

toutefois que les grands aspects de la Suisse aient fait une impression bien vive sur son esprit. 

Du moins, il n’en reste guère trace dans son œuvre, et il faut croire que son idéal était 

ailleurs.”15 Switzerland had been romanticised during the early 1820s as a region of natural 

splendour with vast and untamed areas.16 Nonetheless Decamps’ interest in local costume is 

one that played a major role in his representations of Oriental subjects throughout his life and it 

is important to note the artist’s early representations of such themes in his quest for new 

sources of inspiration. Pierre du Colombier notes in this respect: “Decamps est proclamé 

d’emblée l’un des chefs de la nouvelle école immédiatement après Delacroix, et secrètement 

préféré par les bourgeois, car il échappe au mauvais renom du romantisme.17” It seems as if 

Decamps’ work would be 

too easily identified with 

the Romantic movement 

based on its subject alone. 

However, it is important 

to note that he did not 

participate in 

representations of the 

Figure 6 Decamps, Femme du village d’Elde, c.1824. Charcoal 

heightened with white (25.3 x 19 cm) Musée Bonnat, Bayonne 
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issues so pertinent during the first half of the century at the dawn of colonialism and of a 

complex network of politics of power, of gender, of violent conflict, and of intensified 

expressions of emotion through Oriental subjects. In this sense, Decamps’ apparently neutral 

stance and the subdued and quiet nature through which he represented his Oriental subjects 

inserts such work within idioms spanning beyond Romanticism.  

 
 

2.2 The South and Meridian of France (1825) 

 

In 1825 Decamps parted for the Midi18 and painted several landscape and genre 

scenes.19 From these productions and from the paintings mentioned above, prior to his Soldat 

de la garde d’un Vizir, it is clear that the artist chose subjects from contemporary everyday life. 

Such a choice must have been influenced by the popular revival of 17th century Dutch painting 

and genre scenes taking place during the first half of the 19th century. On the other hand, this 

interest in contemporary scenes met its counterpart with an interest in contemporary historical 

events which also infused the art scene in Paris during the 1820s. Delacroix’ grand-scale 

Massacre of Scio for instance, exhibited at the Salon of 1824, and his Greece Rising from the 

Ruins of Missolonghi exemplify the search for new subjects in contemporary events represented 

in grand-scale and through loud and tumultuous compositions. Mosby notes that as Decamps 

lithographed the subject of Massacre of Scio (1822) he was following “the growing vogue for 

depicting contemporary life that had been conclusively launched by Gericault’s Raft of the 

Medusa at the Salon of 1819.”20 It is important to note that before 1827 Géricault had painted a 

series of oil and watercolour studies of Oriental subjects, based on objects brought back from 
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the Orient by his painter friend Jules Robert Auguste. Focusing on ethnographic accuracy, their 

works exemplify a new way of depicting the Orient during the first half of the 19th century in 

France,21 one that would become popular later in the century with painters such as Jean-Léon 

Gérome (1824-1904) and Charles Bargue (c.1825-1883).  

The Orient during the early 1820s was a place that held an aura of exoticism and as such 

it drew a considerable amount of attention and curiosity among artists who, including Decamps, 

made efforts to make their depictions of the Orient as accurate as they could, based on the 

means at their disposal, such as Auguste’s collection of Oriental objects, or through written 

accounts by those who had traveled to the Levant. An example of such an account is Antoine 

Melling’s Voyage pittoresque de Constantinople et des rives du Bosphore published in Paris in 

1819, and which served as a source for Delacroix’s Massacre of Scio.22 In the same way Decamps 

must have consulted primary sources for his treatment of Oriental objects in his Soldat de la 

garde d’un Vizir. These objects and the soldier’s costume play a major role in grounding the 

painting within the realm of a more accurate Orient vis-à-vis popular 18th century and early 19th 

century depictions of Oriental subjects such as the fantastic mamelucks and cavarnalesque 

figures of both Carle (1758-1836) and Horace Vernet (1789-1863). Paul Mantz notes in this 

respect: “Il *Decamps+ représente un janissaire, qui, debout auprès d’une porte, monte la garde, 

moins pour empêcher les visiteurs indiscrets de franchir le seuil que pour montrer sa robe 

d’étoffe chamarrée et sa ceinture, où scintille tout un arsenal de pistolets et d’yatagans.”23 Thus 

the Oriental paraphernalia that surround Decamps’ Soldat de la garde d’un Vizir (Figure 9)are 

evidence of an attempt to depict a more accurate and authentic Orient. There are some other 

elements in Decamps’ Soldat de la garde d’un Vizir however that carry this conclusion a step 

further. The small dimensions of his Soldat de la garde d’un Vizir [24 cm x 19 cm], his focus on 
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local tone and costume, and the absence of a heroic attitude, characterize this work as a genre 

scene. Oriental genre scenes however are an innovative and highly original contribution since 

prior to Decamps the Orient in Paris during the 19th century had been almost exclusively 

represented through political events and battle scenes commemorating Napoleon’s expeditions 

to Egypt or the Greek War of Independence taking place during the 1820s.24 The attitude of 

Decamps’ Oriental figure is not that of a bellicose guard but rather that of one who knows his 

weapons intimately. These are not displayed in a showcase of bravery or heroism in the context 

of a particular event, but rather in an attitude of reflective pride or contentment as they are 

quietly showcased to the viewer.  The sense of enclosure within this small painting and the 

luminous sense of light in the inner courtyard beyond the main archway together with the 

elements mentioned above are all aspects that make this image highly personal. The treatment 

of light recalls Rembrandtesque tonalities in their high contrasts of light and shadow and in the 

luminous effect of the Janissary’s costume.  Decamps had not yet experienced the Orient in 

person, but it is interesting to note the extent to which the artist’s Oriental figure differs from 

mainstream Oriental themes. This interest in accuracy, in a sensitive and truthful representation 

of a figure and its entourage recalls both a search for realism and for originality. The generation 

of young artists of the early 19th century felt a great need for renewal in their art and turned 

towards representations of dramatic events in unfamiliar settings.25In literature this trend was 

explicit in works such as Victor Hugo’s Les Orientalistes and in Casimir Delavigne’s Les 

Messéniennes. Borrowing contemporary literary sources, such as Lord Byron’s Orientalist tales, 

and Medieval and Shakespearean themes, Romantics such as Delacroix were able to present 

highly original subjects focused on an exotic, explicit, and emotionally charged Orient.  
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Decamps’ treatment of Oriental subjects as seen in his Soldat distinguishes itself from 

the themes discussed above. Even before his trip to the Orient, Decamps invests his personal 

Orient with a sentiment of familiarity through the intimacy of detail with which he represents it, 

despite the fact that the Orient had yet to be fully explored, understood, and interpreted by him 

and his contemporaries. I will refer to this quality of Decamps Oriental work as his “un/familiar 

personal Orient.” Important to Decamps’ treatment of Oriental subjects is his general inclination 

towards genre painting, as we have seen already in his non-Oriental artistic production. Also 

influential was a revived interest in genre painting and in 17th century Dutch painting in general 

during the early 1820s. The work of genre masters such as Louis Le Nain and the 17thcentury 

Dutch master Jan Vermeer enjoyed a popular revival. Both trends, that is, genre and 17th 

century Dutch painting, certainly influenced the work of Decamps at different levels and we 

know that Decamps held Rembrandt in great esteem as he remained a marked stylistic influence 

and a point of reference throughout Decamps’ lifetime.26 Arnold Scheffer notes in 1828 with 

respect to the revival of genre painting that: “A crowd of easel paintings, almost all remarkable 

through their simple subjects, justness or finesse of idea, made the Salon of 1827 a new era for 

genre painting. A few exclusive critics did not hesitate to proclaim it as the only type that 

conformed to the new tendency of moeurs and national spirit.”27 Scheffer also notes that: “the 

public paid little attention to these large barren canvases... [The public] only occupied itself with 

paintings of genre, which, either by their choice of subject, or by their truth of execution, 

acquired, from that time on, a great importance.”28 The above quotations offer insight into the 

growing interest in genre painting despite the persistence of large historical compositions, since 

“by the 1850s painting scenes of everyday life were beginning to challenge the traditional 

predominance of history painting, with genre’s more historical emphasis.”29 Thus we see a 
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particularly interesting dichotomy between the pull towards large scale historical subjects 

focused on an exotic Orient and the pull towards small-scale genre painting, also based on 

historical subjects but focused on everyday life sources. Decamps’ synthesis of elements of both 

trends, that is, his Oriental subjects operating within the genre mode, are an innovative and 

highly original contribution that was further developed after his trip to the Orient, which, 

consequently, launched a vogue of voyages among his contemporaries and established 

Orientalist painting conclusively in the French scene. 

Finally, it is important to note that the delicate relationship between the imaginary and 

the real in Decamps’ personal Orient drew a range of responses from critics that varied as 

representations of the Orient also changed from that of an imaginary character to one of a 

naturalist, almost scientific, character as seen in the work of the Orientalists of the later 19th 

century in France such as Jean-Léon Gérôme (1824 – 1904), Gustave Guillaumet (1840 – 1884), 

and Léon Belly (1827 – 1877) (Figure 8and Figure 7).  

 

 

Figure 7 Gustave Guillaumet, Le Sahara, 1867. (101 x 

200 cm) Oil on canvas. Musée d'Orsay, Paris 

Figure 8 Léon Belly, Pélérins alland à la 

Mecque, 1861. (161 x 242 cm) Oil on canvas. 

Musée d'Orsay, Paris 
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As we have seen, Decamps followed the impulse, based on his voie naturelle and rooted 

in the ongoing trends of his time, towards depictions of contemporary everyday life. What is 

striking is that he inserted such subjects in unfamiliar, even imaginary settings as with his Soldat 

de la garde d’un Vizir. This dialectic of an un/familiar Orient will be explored in further detail. It 

is important to identify however, some aspects influencing Decamps’ unique approach in his 

representations of the Orient. Such an approach is one that comes out of the artist’s choice of 

subject, out of the educational path he followed and out of the technical procedures he devised, 

all of which situate his work within the Romantic movement. Decamps’ un/familiar Orient also 

comes out of the formal elements of his compositions, which align his work within the realm of 

genre rather than that of history painting as Decamps would have hoped. Such an approach 

comes out of his personal vision of the Orient, at times perceived by critics and artists alike as 

being “true to nature,” as a “revelation,” at times as a “pictorial fantasy”, and as neither 

“truthful nor plausible” (ni vrai ni vraisemblable) but rather as a mere product of the artist’s 

imagination.  

 

2.3 Criticism at the Salon of 1827: Early Interpretations of 

Decamps’ Orient 

 

Alexandre Gabriel Decamps’ formal entry into the art scene began in 1827 when he 

participated at this year’s Salon held at the Palais Royal in Paris. He participated during the 

closing years of the Restoration, a time during which artists were generously encouraged by the 

government through public commissions and official recognition and by an enriched aristocracy 

eager to fill their private collections and galleries.30 The Restoration (1814-1830) saw the coming 
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of age of Romanticism and although the social and political conditions during the reign of Louis 

XVIII and Charles X created an atmosphere of political tension, the arts enjoyed relative freedom 

as even political adversaries, such as the Bonapartist Jacques-Louis David by then in exile in 

Brussels, saw their work protected, as was the case with his Sabine Women and his Leonidas, 

both purchased from the artist by Louis XVIII.31  Decamps launched his public career at the Salon 

at this time. He exhibited his Soldat de la garde d’un Vizir (1827) (Figure 9) now at the Wallace 

Collection in London and his Chasse aux vanneaux (1827), the location of which is unknown 

today.32 By 1827 Decamps had long left the atelier of Alexandre Abel de Pujol, where he had 

studied for a brief time between 1818 and 1820.33 We know that by 1827 and upon leaving Abel 

de Pujol’s studio Decamps had produced and sold a modest number of paintings. The artist 

wrote in his autobiography for Dr. Véron in 1854: “Le dégoût me vint, et je quittai l’atelier. – 

J’essayai chez moi quelques petits tableaux : on me les acheta, et dès lors mon éducation de 

peintre fut manquée.”34  Decamps’ buyers and patrons were mostly members of an enriched 

aristocracy and of the bourgeoisie. Due to their personal taste and the artist’s choice of subject, 

they formed an intricate and longstanding relationship which contributed to some extent to 

Decamps’ art as remaining mostly within a small-scale genre mode of representation.  

Let us turn our attention to some of the thoughts and ideas produced in response to 

Decamps’ Oriental work. Shortly after Decamps’ death, Paul Mantz’ remarked concerning the 

artist’s Soldat:  

Il représente un janissaire, qui, debout auprès d’une porte, monte la garde, moins pour 
empêcher les visiteurs indiscrets de franchir le seuil que pour montrer sa robe d’étoffe 
chamarrée et sa ceinture, où scintille tout un arsenal de pistolets et d’yatagans. Au fond, 
quelques Turcs se promènent dans une cour ouverte, qui laisse voir le ciel et un coin de 
jardin. Nul effort de composition, d’ailleurs, dans  ce tableau, qui est comme la première 
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page du poème lumineux que l’artiste allait 
raconter mais qui présente cette singularité que 
Decamps n’avait encore vu l’Orient que dans ses 
rêves.35  

 
Ernest Chesneau wrote later, in 1883 : 
 
À son début, au Salon de 1827, il exposait déjà un 
Sujet turc, mais c’était là un pur caprice 
d’imagination ; dans ce petit Turc, vêtu d’une robe 
de cachemire, il ne faut voir que l’expression d’un 
désir secret, le pressentiment d’une réalité 
prochaine.36  
 

As early as 182737 and before he completed his trip 

to the Orient, Decamps’ choice of subject 

indicates what would become constant sources of 

inspiration. Both critics in the above passages 

refer to Decamps’ Soldat as forerunner of the artist’s Orientalist production throughout his 

lifetime. What is striking is that Decamps’ approach to representing the Orient, through quiet 

and subdued genre scenes, is one that remains unchanged within his Orientalist production 

both preceding and following his trip to the Middle East.   

In discussing contemporary criticism of Decamps’ work, I will focus almost exclusively on 

the reception of his Orientalist work to better understand not only his interpretation of the 

Orient but also the epoch during which he operated. The 1827 Salon saw the appearance of 

Eugène Delacroix’ Death of Sardanapalus which, for the critic Gérard-Georges Lemaire, marked 

the beginning of Oriental painting in France.38  It is important to mention that such Oriental 

subjects were certainly inspired by the recent events leading to the Greek war of Independence 

from 1821 to 1827 and were preceded by the lure of Oriental motifs caused by Napoleon’s 

Figure 9 Soldat de la garde d'un Vizir, 1827. 

(24 x 19 cm) Oil on canvas. Wallace 

Collection,  London 
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Egyptian expeditions of 1798. For the reception of Decamps’ Soldat de la garde d’un Vizir at this 

Salon, we can turn to Auguste Jal’s Esquisses, Croquis, Pochades, ou tout ce qu’on voudra sur le 

Salon de 1827 where he states:  

M. Decamps n’a fait que deux petits ouvrages, mais je les aime mieux que cent des plus 
grandes productions...historiques, comme disent messieurs tels et tels de leurs 
compositions où l’histoire, la nature et la raison sont trahies dans chaque figure. La 
Chasse aux vanneaux et le Soldat de la garde d’un visir sont des morceaux remarquables 
par le ton local, la franchise et la finesse de la touche.39  

 
Immediately we notice that Decamps’ paintings appear to have been classified as 

historic by some critics. For other critics however, like Jal, Decamps’ work does not possess the 

characteristics of history painting since “history, nature and reason are betrayed in each figure.” 

The problem of classifying Decamps’ work into pre-established genres is one that will be 

explored throughout this study since it is clear that the artist’s Oriental work, and his work in 

general, represented a constant challenge in this respect. G.-F. Farcy noted, in his entry for the 

Journal des Artistes of the same year:  

Il est à regretter que M. Decamps ne soit exercé que sur des sujets aussi minimes ; sa 
Chasse aux Vanneaux et son Soldat Turc sont touchés avec une légèreté et un esprit qui 
feraient honneur à des compositions plus importantes.40  
 

Farcy regrets that the lightness of touch and spirit in Decamps’ work was not applied to 

subjects of a grander nature. Mosby notes that the word importante “should not be taken 

strictly as a reference to size”41 and points out that by ignoring classical and literary sources at a 

time when the romantic-classical controversy was at its highest peak, Decamps attached himself 

to the genre mode as early as his first Salon.42 Decamps’ contribution at the Salon did not go 

unnoticed, however, despite his “sujets aussi minimes” or the small-scale size of his 

compositions. Pierre du Colombier notes that “son envoi de 1827 avait bien attiré l’attention 
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des connaisseurs – à telles enseignes que M. du Sommerard avait acheté La Chasse aux 

Vanneaux – mais le public n’avait encore eu de contact avec l’artiste que par ses lithographies 

politiques.”43 Concerning such political lithographs, a number of which were published in the 

Chronique des Arts, in the Vie politique et militaire de Napoléon, and in L’Album, all dating to 

1822, we find that Mantz and Du Colombier agree on the lithographs’ simplicity and on their 

inconsequential character.44 Du Colombier notes that “ce sont œuvres dont on rit, mais on ne 

retient guère le nom de leur auteur.”45 Nevertheless, we can establish that Decamps’ work and 

name were not entirely unknown by 1827 and that his envoi at the Salon drew considerable 

attention.  

It is important to note that it was with members of the nobility, with amateurs and 

private collectors that Decamps’ work found most attention and support. The artist himself cited 

a certain baron d’Yvry as his earliest and most loyal patron, and from Du Colombier we know 

that Alexandre du Sommerard46 (1779 – 1842) acquired Decamps’ Chasse aux Vanneaux.47 

Similarly, Decamps’ Janissary would be acquired by the Count James Alexandre de Pourtalès-

Gorgier (1776 – 1855) by 1841.48 To explain Decamps’ success among such an elite group of 

patrons the critic Ernest Chesneau states that “Decamps résume les incertitudes, l’amour de 

l’aventure, le culte de l’à-peu-près, *et+ l’esprit d’expédients du temps de Louis-Philippe.”49 In 

this vein, Chesneau identifies the art of Decamps, as a picturesque fantasy and describes it as 

follows : “Il est un régal de gourmets, un repos, une occasion de détente aux intelligences 

surmenées, une fête aux yeux ; il est le jouet des vieux peuples fatigués.”50  Thus it would 

appear that Decamps’ work offered its viewers an escape from the preoccupations of their time 

and in doing so it enjoyed the support and attention of an enriched class. The collections of the 

fourth Marquis of Hertford and of the duc d’Aumale, two principal collectors of Decamps’ 
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Orientalist oeuvre, are part of the Wallace Collection, London, and the Musée Condé, Chantilly, 

respectively, and comprise the most significant repositories of Decamps’ oeuvre together with 

the Thomy-Thierry and Moreau-Nélaton collections at the Louvre. As will be discussed in a later 

section, Decamps’ most prominent patrons had been directly involved with France’s 

expansionist policies and activities in the Orient and especially in North Africa. As such, 

Decamps’ quiet and subdued Orient presents a rather complex issue. 

 
 
 

2.4 Decamps’ Voyage to the Orient (1828): Context and 

Consequence 

 

In 1828 Decamps received an official commission and embarked on his own journey of 

discovery to record the battle of Navarino in Smyrna, now in Turkey, with his painter friend 

Ambroise Louis Garnerey (1783-1857).51 In the words of Chesneau, Decamps “alla demander à 

une nature moins familière des beautés moins connues.”52 He arrived in Smyrna on February 18, 

1828.53 But Decamps abandoned the task54 and set out, for nearly a year, to explore areas of 

Turkey, Constantinople, areas of the Middle Eastern littoral, and Greece, becoming the first 

major European artist to have ever embarked on an extensive journey of discovery and the first 

to bring back what Mantz referred to as “une moisson de souvenirs d’autant plus précieux que 

le monde oriental... *Et+ avec les premiers éléments d’une révélation.”55 Chesneau adds: “Ce 

voyage d’un an suffit à lui fournir une variété inépuisable de sujets et de paysages venus avec sa 

palette de ces climats que personne avant lui n’avait osé affronter en simple touriste.”56 The 

Orient that Decamps brought back was mostly within his mind and was composed of memories, 
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which he would begin to transfer onto canvas in 1831 during his second Salon and throughout 

his lifetime. In addition, it is important to note that at this time, during the late 1820s in France, 

embarking on prolonged trips, and especially to unexplored destinations as was the Middle East, 

represented many dangers. Only once expansionist expeditions asserted their influence 

conclusively, in Algeria and North Africa for instance, did travelers like Delacroix venture in their 

own journeys towards the Orient.  

Decamps did not execute any paintings while he was in the Orient and the watercolours 

and sketches that he produced were mostly done in his studio and not after nature. Again 

Mantz’ comment offers insight in this respect: “...dans cette course d’une année, il observa bien 

plus avec le regard qu’avec le crayon, et il est remarquable en effet que, parmi les nombreux 

dessins qui nous restent de lui, il en existe à peine quelques uns qui paraissent avoir été faits 

d’après nature en Orient.”57 We would be tempted to identify aspects of a Romantic tendency 

as defined earlier by Rosenthal’s definition of Romanticism.58 Indeed Decamps turned to “his 

inner-self for inspiration,”59 that is, to the memories of his experience in the Orient for all 

Oriental paintings he would produce throughout his life after his return from the Levant. 

However, the character of his Oriental productions, as we will discuss in the next section, again 

through the lens of contemporary critical responses, differs from the production of Decamps’ 

contemporaries. Contextualizing Decamps’ voyage to the Orient and of the two years following 

his return, at the end of 1828, before approaching his second Salon (1831) is of particular 

significance.  

An aspect of historical and political consequence during the 1820s and certainly having 

an effect, directly or indirectly, on Decamps’ voyage to the Levant, was that of the Greek War of 

Independence (1821-1829). This War held great sway in the imaginations of European artists, 
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for whom the stakes were regarded by some as nothing less than the survival of the cradle of 

Western democracy against the scourge of the Ottoman Turcks, of civilization against chaos.  

Delacroix’ 1824 Massacre of Scio (Paris, Musée du Louvre) is one expression of that polemic; 

Lord Elgin’s removal from 1801-1812 of part of the Parthenon Frieze to Britain is another. 

Decamps’ removal of himself from the task of documenting the battle of Navarino perhaps 

demonstrates his attitude towards mainstream politics in general. It must have been a conscious 

effort from the artist to not represent themes directly related to contemporary political 

struggles such as the Greek War of Independence. Instead he depicted a different aspect of 

contemporary history, that is, contemporary everyday life. I am basing this conclusion solely on 

the Oriental drawings and sketches kept at the Cabinet de Dessins at the Louvre and on the 

holdings within the Wallace Collection and the Musée Condé pertaining to Decamps’ Orientalist 

work, which I had the opportunity to visit. Nonetheless, Decamps’ focus on local costumes and 

customs rather than on violent spectacles is consistent all through his Orientalist oeuvre. This 

focus on genre and on aspects of everyday contemporary life with an emphasis on accuracy of 

Oriental costumes and customs, recalls an attitude pertaining to a general realism rather than to 

the Romantic mainstream. Such tendencies would be asserted in 1848 with the rise of Realism 

and an intensified interest in a naturalist, documentary approach towards representing the 

Orient.  
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Chapter 3 

Towards Change: Decamps’ Personal Style 

 

3.1 Social and Political Conditions during the Early 1830’s 

 

Decamps’ next Salon came four years later on April 15 of 1831. On 30 July, 1830 the 

Restoration had ended with the July Revolution that overthrew the Bourbon king Charles X and 

gave way to the reign of Louis-Philippe d’ Orléans. The July Monarchy (1830 – 1848) was 

generally supportive of the arts, establishing, for example, an annual rather than biennale 

schedule for the Salons after the second year of Louis-Philippe’s time in power. Louis-Philippe 

came to be known as “l’ami des artistes” and his son, the duc d’Orléans in particular, 

championed the emerging Romantics by developing close links to artists such as Ary Scheffer, 

Decamps, Cabat, and Delacroix, and championing their works through acquisitions. The 

tumultuous events of 1830 however, marked the artistic production of contemporary artists and 

especially of those who adhered to the Romantic School. It was at this Salon, for instance, that 

Delacroix’s Liberty Guiding the People was first exhibited. Decamps’ political views were 

expressed through his participation at the journals La Caricature and Le Figaro, where a number 

of his lithographs were published between 1830 and 1831 featuring political commentaries in 

his Arrêt de la Cour Prévotale, Liberté (Françoise Desirée) and La Liberté au Poteau among other 

series. Decamps is said to have participated at the barricades, armed with his hunting gun to 

chase, in his own words, “la grosse bête.”60   
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Once at the Salon however, 

Decamps did not represent such 

politically loaded themes or 

sentiments. The Salon of 1831 was the 

first public event in which Decamps 

would exhibit themes inspired by his 

Middle Eastern voyages of 1828. This 

Salon was also characterized by a 

considerable decrease in historical 

subjects exhibited and an increase in the presence of genre painting.61 Two out of five of 

Decamps’ Salon sumbissions were of an Orientalist subject:  Cadji-Bey, chef de la police de 

Smyrne, faisant sa ronde or la Patrouille turque (c.1830-1831) now at the Wallace Collection in 

London, and Vue prise dans le Levant (c.1831); current location unknown. These works were 

classed within the genre of familiar scenes and favourably received according to the critic 

Charles Lenormant.62 Decamps’ Patrouille turque (Figure 10), in contrast to his first entries at the 

Salon of 1827, incited considerable attention from the public, art critics, fellow artists and 

amateurs.63 We know that a general wave of enthusiasm was felt as early as the Salon of 1822 in 

favour of genre painting and that Decamps may have strategically aligned himself with it; 

alternatively, this trend may have come at a timely manner favouring the artist’s natural artistic 

inclinations. Lenormant remarked in his review of the Salon of 1831 :  

M. Decamps, [est] le plus original, sans contredit, des peintres de scènes familières qui 
se soient montrés depuis longues années dans notre école. [...] Depuis cette époque, M. 
Decamps s’est ouvert une voie beaucoup plus large et plus à lui ; il a exposé cette fois 
trois ouvrages qui excitent au plus haut degré l’attention publique.64 

 

Figure 10 Decamps, Cadji-Bey, chef de la police de 

Smyrne, faisant sa ronde known as La Patrouille turque, 

1830-31 (115 x 179 cm) Oil on canvas. Wallace Collection, 

London 
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Paradoxically, Lenormant would also remark, at the close of this Salon, that Decamps 

had been on a better track at the Salon of 1827, pursuing subjects that were more within his 

natural vocation.65 The latter commentary was made concerning the artist’s technique as it 

applied to new standards of appreciation for the emerging wave of familiar, anecdotal, and 

other genre scenes: 

Tout n’est pas également difficile dans l’art ; mais à mesure que le but est plus proche, 
on exige davantage de celui qui cherche à l’atteindre. C’est une justice distributive que 
le public exerce avec instinct, et qui rend la condition des peintres de paysages, 
d’intérieurs, d’anecdotes ou de scènes familières, tout aussi dure que celle des peintres 
d’histoire.66 

 
And later : 
 

Au moins est-il certain qu’on demande aujourd’hui beaucoup plus à un portrait, à un 
tableau de petite dimension, à un paysage, qu’on ne demandait alors; les succès 
s’obtenaient à meilleur compte, même dans la peinture d’histoire...67 

 
 

It is of significance to note these changes of opinion since they also seem to mark 

certain ambivalence in the appreciation and interpretation of the artist’s work. Decamps had 

brought back an entirely new and original vision/version of the Orient which contrasted highly 

with fantastical representations of the Orient during the eighteenth century including Horace 

Vernet’s mamelukes and even Girodet’s classicised Turks. Decamps had returned “with the first 

elements of a revelation.”68  
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3.2 Criticism during the Salon of 1831: Towards Decamps’ Personal 

Orient 

 

Let us turn our attention to some of 

the criticism produced at the Salon of 1831 as 

a response to Decamps’ innovative Oriental 

subjects and to the personal style and 

painterly means through which he articulated 

them. Concerning Decamps’ Vue prise dans le 

Levant (Figure 11), Lenormant notes the sense 

of authenticity suggested by the gestures of the spirited figures:  

Dans le premier, un Persan et sa famille profitent de la fraicheur de l’aube pour 
s’acheminer vers une ville dont on aperçoit les minarets dans le lointain ; c’est une 
charmante réminiscence du Levant, où ceux qui connaissent ces contrées s’étonnent de 
voir les habitudes populaires reproduites avec tant d’esprit et où le reste des amateurs 
croit deviner la vérité sous des formes un peu ironiques. 69  

 
On the other hand, Decamps’ friend Charles Royer, writing for Decamps’ brother 

Alexandre in Le Musé, remarked concerning the Patrouille turque (Figure 10):  

Quant à la Patrouille, l’ouvrage incontestablement le plus sérieux et le plus fort qu’eut 
fait M. Decamps jusque-là, les artistes seuls s’en occupèrent ; le public, frappé de la 
singularité de la scène qu’il ne s’expliquait pas, de la bizarrerie des costumes dont il ne 
pouvait constater la fidélité, s’était rebuté et avait fini par appeler une caricature le 
tableau dans lequel M. Decamps cherchait déjà les secrets d’une palette ferme et 
lumineuse, dans lequel, laissant déjà à d’autres les effets obtenus par des masses noires 
sur des fonds blancs et réciproquement, il s’étudiait à modeler des objets éclairés sur 
des fonds clairs, à faire détacher la lumière sur la lumière même : il était pourtant 
encore bien loin du but. Ce tableau, avec beaucoup d’incorrections de dessin, 
renfermait des parties traitées lourdement ; mais le public ne tenait pas plus compte 
des défauts de ce dernier ouvrage que de ceux du premier ; l’un lui plaisait, l’autre ne lui 

Figure 11 Decamps, Vue prise dans le Levant, 

c.1831 (51 x 73 cm) Oil on canvas. Location 

Unknown 
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convenait pas, parce qu’il comprenait le premier et ne comprenait pas le dernier ; aussi, 
pour le public, le début de M. Decamps date-t-il du tableau des Chiens savants seul, 
tandis que les artistes ne séparent guère l’une de l’autre ces deux manières de procéder 
dans l’art que M. Decamps abordait en même temps.70  

  

In the above passages the figures in both Decamps’ Patrouille turque and Vue prise dans 

le Levant drew particular attention. For Lenormant, as for G.-F. Farcy in his criticism of Decamps’ 

Janissary at the Salon of 1827, the innovative representation of Decamps’ Oriental figures was 

interpreted as containing a degree of spirit and character; on the other hand, for Royer they 

possessed a degree of strangeness due to the “costumes’ strangeness.” Royer notes how the 

public could not attest to the fidelity of the scene in Patrouille turque and that it was thus 

perceived by the public as a caricature. Manz’ comment offers some further insight. He states: 

Decamps a senti la note vraie, mais elle ne lui a point suffi. Il a grossi la tête des 
personnages en exagérant les dimensions de leurs turbans ; il a raccourci leurs jambes 
grêles, ou du moins il les a démesurément amincies, si bien qu’il a prêté aux soldats de 
la patrouille smyrniote un aspect systématiquement bizarre et quelque peu 
caricatural.71 

 
It would seem natural to perceive the scene in Decamps’ Patrouille turque as a type of satire on 

Oriental types and customs were we to base ourselves entirely on the above criticism. Yet as we 

turn to criticism of the later nineteenth century we become aware of some changes in the 

appreciation and interpretation of Decamps’ Oriental scenes and in particular of his Patrouille 

turque. Chesneau explains that the artist’s originality was not understood during such early 

periods neither by the critics nor the public and that Decamps’ personal research in his Oriental 

scenes was misunderstood as a type of caricature or satire:  

On ne comprit pas immédiatement la véritable originalité de ces œuvres, qui étaient 
surtout originales en ce qu’elles n’avaient demandé l’originalité qu’à la seule exactitude 
des costumes et des types reproduits. [...] quant à la Patrouille turque, qui le dépaysait, 
il ne vit dans ce superbe élan qu’une caricature peu digne de l’artiste. *...+ Déjà il y avait 
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une sérieuse recherche de la difficulté vaincue et des effets de clair sur clair 
singulièrement réussis.72 

 
 

 Decamps’ approach to depicting Oriental themes and subjects was unprecedented. It 

was unlike those based purely on either fantasy or ostensibly scientific views such as Vivant-

Denon’s archaeological notes de voyage taken during Napoleon’s expedition to Egypt. Such 

souvenirs exacts were of great value; however, they provided little inspiration to contemporary 

artists. Jean Alazard notes: “Ses *Vivant-Denon’s+ récits étaient précis mais sans grande vie, et 

dénoués de cette puissance d’évocation qui aurait pu intéresser les contemporains.”73 Thus 

Decamps not only provided a view into Oriental customs and costumes through his Orientalist 

work but he appropriated such themes into a powerful and highly personal translation of a first-

hand experience that opened the way for what we know as Orientalism today. In this context, 

Gustave Planche’s remarks in response to Decamps’ Patrouille turque are significant. He not only 

views the painting as a mnemonic record of the artist’s experience in the Orient (as observed by 

Lenormant); but also offers insight into the artist’s perception and interpretation of that 

experience, namely the caricature-like and bizarre aspects of the figures. Such remarks hint 

towards a more sensitive interpretation of Decamps’ personal Orient as a truthful 

representation of the impressions the Orient had left on his memory. After all, it was Decamps’ 

version of Oriental climes that would conclusively launch a vogue of voyages to the Orient and 

that would establish the parameters for later versions of Orientalist painting to come. The critic 

Planche wrote in his review of the Salon:  

De pareilles compositions ne s’inventent pas de toutes pièces: ce que M. de 
Chateaubriand dit quelque part, en parlant de l’épopée : ‘La meilleure partie du génie se 
compose de souvenirs,’  s’applique merveilleusement à la Patrouille turque. M. 
Decamps, en effet, a vécu plusieurs années dans l’Orient ; la scène qu’il a traduite, il s’en 
est souvenu, il y a lui-même assisté plusieurs fois dans ses voyages. Ce qu’il avait vu et 
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senti, il nous l’a montré ; et grâce a son talent, grâce a son exécution tout a la fois naïve 
et sévère, nous l’avons vu et senti comme lui.74  

  
Thus we are presented with an Oriental scene that creates a certain atmosphere and 

effect through the artist’s sensitive translation of first-hand experiences and executed in a style 

developed for that purpose. Planche remarks the primacy of experience, memory, and its 

translation in communicating a sensation to the audience in Decamps’ Patrouille turque (Figure 

10). It is remarkable that only a few years earlier Decamps had been searching for a style of his 

own; in his Patrouille turque he embodies the elements that would henceforth define his 

painterly approach: a sensitive treatment of light, heavy impastos and a textured surface in 

general, an atmosphere of estrangement, an essentially quiet and subdued Orient.  Mantz 

notes: 

Le Salon de 1831 lui permit de se manifester par des œuvres d’une personnalité très 
nette et d’une grande diversité d’accent. On y vit figurer l’Ane et les Chiens savants, les 
Enfants effrayés par une lice, l’Hôpital des galeux, une Vue prise dans le Levant, et 
surtout la Ronde de Smyrne. L’émotion fut des plus vives, et dès ce jour il devint certain 
*...+ que l’école française comptait un maître de plus.75 

 
Mosby identifies the years 1830 to 1832 as the period of Decamps’ stylistic refinement 

leading to public success.76 He also points out that at this time Decamps owned a copy of 

Rembrandt’s Good Samaritan that he identifies as the source for the general composition of 

Patrouille turque. The composition in Decamps’ painting is horizontal with the eye led 

horizontally by the figures in movement spanning just below the horizon line against a flat 

background composed of masonry, while Rembrandt’s composition is pyramidal, with the eye 

led upwards by a play of light and dark contrasts. Nonetheless, Decamps was perhaps influenced 

in the colour scheme and light effects by Rembrandt’s painting. Decamps’ own obscuring of 

sources makes this claim difficult to assert but we know that he greatly admired Rembrandt, and 
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his compositions seem generally to depend on Rembrandt’s late work.77 Decamps stated in his 

autobiographical account : “...aussi, pour n’en être pas le plus grand, *Rembrandt+ doit-il être 

considéré comme le plus extraordinaire des peintres.”78   

 Royer commented on the artist’s stylistic and technical results in his review and in the 

excerpt discussed above. He stated that Decamps had a long way to go in his quest for 

luminosity, in his research of light effects, and in the accuracy of his drawing skills.79 Not all 

criticism of Decamps’ early works was favourable, in particular not that concerning the artist’s 

unusual technique. Lenormant however recognizes Decamps’ technical debt to the Dutch 

School. He writes “Semblable aux graveurs de l’école hollandaise, M. Decamps a un travail de 

pinceau particulier pour chaque objet ; il les sculpte en quelque sorte par la vigueur de son 

exécution, et pourtant cette manière si accusée ne nuit en rien à la finesse et à la transparence 

des tons.”80 But even as the Salon drew to a close we see that critics’ opinions changed 

considerably. The same Lenormant notes:  

Je suis presque aux regrets d’avoir mis si peu de restriction aux éloges avec  lesquels j’ai 
accueilli les premiers ouvrages de M. Decamps. Au moins, ce peintre, capricieux peut-
être, parait-il s’être étudié dans les tableaux qu’il a dernièrement exposés, et surtout 
dans La Patrouille de Smyrne, à prendre le contrepied de ce que tout le monde avait 
admiré d’abord chez lui, la simplicité, la vérité, la conscience. Espérons qu’une meilleure 
lubie nous rendra le Decamps de l’Ane savant et de l’Opital des galeux.81  

 

Thus Lenormant, after initially extolling Decamps’ varied brush work, the finesse and 

transparency of his tones and his spirited execution, expresses regret in having so fulsomely 

praised the artist. This passage reveals the difficulty critics such as Lenormant consistently 

encountered in evaluating Decamps’ work. Clearly, in Lenormant’s criticism we see a reference 

to what he refers to as a wave of enthusiasm for the artist’s approach.82 It would seem as if the 
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enthusiasm for Decamps’ Oriental subjects had waned in favour of his genre and hunting scenes 

this time.  Lenormant added in this regard:  

Je n’aime pas non plus que M. Decamps ait donné tant de valeur à la selle blanche de 
son Persan ; ce point lumineux amortit le ciel, et donne au fond du tableau un aspect 
peu méridional. Je me rappelle avoir vu à la vente Coutan [1830, vente à Paris rue Saint-
Marc-Feydeau le 19 avril 1830] un admirable dessin de M. Decamps, représentant une 
famille lévantine à la porte de sa maison ; j’admirais la profonde vérité de ce dessin, 
quand j’entendis un de nos maitres les plus habiles s’écrier : « Toujours un fond clair et 
des figures en vigueur ; c’est une monotonie insupportable ! » M. Decamps aurait-il 
écouté de pareils avis, et renoncé par là au témoignage de ses souvenirs ? Il me semble, 
quant à moi, que le tableau persan sent déjà beaucoup trop l’éloignement du modèle. 
C’est un grand désavantage, quoi qu’on fasse, de peindre une nature à six cent lieues de 
distance.83  
 
Lenormant’s reservations focus on what he identifies as the monotony of Decamps’ 

compositions and technique, such as the unfinished or negligent state of figure’s hands, and on 

the choice of certain values as is the case of the center figure’s white cloak against the light tone 

of the sky. By analysing both favourable and unfavourable stances84 it is clear that Decamps’ 

Patrouille turque had a particular effect when experienced first-hand. It seems as if the elements 

critics had praised pertained mainly to a subjective interpretation of the works. To expand, 

aspects such as truthfulness, originality, spirited characters, finesse in general, and a naive and 

vigorous execution, seem to be subjective criteria, reliant on the ever changing artistic tastes or 

lubie the critic remarks.   We do not know how much time elapsed between the critics’ 

immediate response to this work and their later analysis of it, but we can assert that the latter 

criticism included most of the unfavourable commentaries. We do know however that Parisian 

Salons were lengthy events spanning through several months of exhibition. Concerning criticism 

during the Salon of 1831, and that of Lenormant in particular, Mantz noted that Decamps’ praise 

was based more on instinct than on reason: “l’éloge fut plus instinctif que raisonné.”85 Thus we 
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can assert that a first-hand experience of Decamps’ Oriental work is essential for an 

appreciation of the effect that such paintings communicate.   

On the other hand, and to account for such changes in responses to Decamps’ Oriental 

work, it is important to focus on the general tone that the Salon of 1831 took. Lenormant notes:  

Le résultat le plus clair de l’exposition de 1831, c’est le retour au vrai par toutes les 
routes; sous ce rapport, le progrès s’est manifesté à la fois dans les productions et dans 
les jugements : arrivés que nous sommes au quatrième mois de l’exposition, nous 
n’avons plus à regretter ni succès de surprise ni engouement de coterie ; si la plupart 
des amateurs, dont le goût s’est formé pendant ces dernières années, avaient autant 
d’argent dans leur poche que de bon sens dans leur tête, nous en serions à l’âge d’or du 
vrai talent.86 

 

The general thrust of the Salon of 1831 is described as a return to truth. If Decamps 

experimented with representing the Orient in a “truthful” manner, it is important to identify the 

subject/object to which the artist was being truthful in his work. Yet little is known about 

Decamps’ working method or his definition of truthfulness. However, in his autobiography he 

makes clear reference to first-hand experiences and direct observation as primary elements of 

what he considers to be an artistic theory:  “Il faut apprendre à voir! Là est la théorie.”87 In spite 

of this statement and as we will see in a later chapter, artists and critics realized that the Orient 

they had observed through their voyages differed from the one represented in Decamps’ 

Oriental paintings. Moreover, the return to truth during the Salon of 1831 and throughout the 

1830s was based on truthfulness to observed nature. On the other hand, Decamps’ Orient is 

truthful to a greater extent to the perception, understanding, and memory of his first-hand 

experience than to the object observed.  

On a different level, the above quotation also indicates the extent to which a growing 

population of amateurs influenced the increased production of, specifically, small-scale genre 
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paintings. Such works were particularly successful during the first half of the 19th century; not 

everybody, however, welcomed the trend. Gustave Planche noted:  

Je crois donc que la peinture de M. Decamps ressemble trop à ses aquarelles ; toutes 
deux sont également admirables. Mais ce qui suffit aux unes ne suffit pas à l’autre. Si un 
jour, encouragé par le succès il se décidait à traiter des sujets plus importants dans de 
plus vastes proportions, les défauts que nous venons de signaler, et qui, à notre avis 
sont très réels, deviendraient plus sensibles encore.88 
 
 Beyond, Lenormant’s remark suggests that this new collecting class might not have 

conducted their purchases with particularly knowledgeable criteria, but that in purchasing small-

scale paintings they influenced at different levels the artistic production of artists such as 

Decamps. Still, at the close of this Salon, Decamps was awarded a second class medal by the 

jury.  

 

3.3 Criticism during the Salon of 1831: Conclusion 

 

The overall criticism of Decamps’ works exhibited at this Salon was generally favourable, 

despite marked changes of opinion from some of the critics at the close of the Salon. For 

Lenormant, Decamps represented one of the most original new painters of genre scenes. 

Chesneau added that Decamps’ originality was mostly based on the accurate depiction of 

Oriental costume and types, an approach towards representations of the Orient that he 

regarded as innovative. For Royer and Chesneau, Decamps’ Patrouille turque was a particularly 

successful rendition of Oriental light and luminosity. For Lenormant, Decamps’ Vue prise dans le 

Levant represented a charming reminiscence of the Orient and for Charles Royer, the Patrouille 

turque was the artist’s most successful work to date. Lenormant praised the artist for having 
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found his natural vocation in Oriental and familiar subjects. On the other hand, he criticized him 

for expressing everything but simplicity, truth, and conscience in his Patrouille. Various critics 

commented on the strange and almost caricature-like figures in Decamps’ Patrouille turque, 

which made such painting incomprehensible to the public. Royer observed that Decamps’ 

draughtsmanship in this painting was particularly weak, but added that the public overlooked 

such faults and that his work attracted considerable attention nonetheless. Lenormant 

emphasized that Decamps’ unusual palette and brushstrokes, while problematic at times, did 

not compromise the finesse and the transparency of his tones. Planche remarked that Decamps’ 

naive but powerful execution expresses the Orient just as he experienced it.  

Overtime, the artist’s work came to be regarded as a fantasy, as picturesque, and in an 

ever more negative undertone, as neither truthful nor close to nature. Based on close 

observation of Decamps’ body of Oriental paintings held at the Louvre, the Wallace Collection, 

and the Condé Museum mainly, I have identified certain elements that allow his work to 

continue being indeed regarded as “truthful;” but assessments of these works’ “truthfulness” 

have inevitably changed with time. Decamps’ pursuit of truthfulness must also have changed 

overtime since he based his representations of the Orient mostly on his memories of the Orient, 

which he never renewed after his return from his sole trip to the Levant in 1828. Therefore I 

propose that such truthfulness is one based not only on factors as the historical time and 

geographical location of the place visited, but also on factors such as the personal history 

associated, consciously or unconsciously, with Decamps’ lived experience while in the Orient 

and on the memories surviving out of the contact between what was experienced and what was 

remembered.  
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3.4 Social and Political Conditions during the Salon of 1833: 

Official Patronage 

 

As mentioned earlier, by 1833 the Paris Salons had taken a yearly disposition at the 

request of some of the more renowned artists who signed a petition directed to Louis-Philippe 

d’Orléans, 89 who cultivated for himself a reputation of being a liberal amateur of the arts and 

generous supporter of emerging talents.90 On 13 October 1833 the king approved of the artists’ 

request and his official decree was published in the journal l’Artiste the same year. This period 

represents a particularly complex transitory stage from the failed Bourbon monarchy to a more 

liberal monarchy where king Louis-Philippe’s political views were made manifest through his 

patronage for the arts. Such a government aimed at finding a moderate stance between the 

politics of an absolute monarchy and those of a republic. Alphonse Pépin summarized the new 

regime’s juste milieu policy in 1833 emphasizing: 

[...] the condition of existence of this monarchy will always be to hold to a juste milieu, 
that it must remain equally distant from the abuse of royal power or absolutism, at risk 
of perishing like the Restoration, and the excess of popular power or the abuse of 
excessive liberty, at a risk of being submerged by the democratic element; that is to say, 
that this government must always be moderate.91  
 

In the arts, such efforts produced what scholars identify as juste milieu history painting 

or style Louis-Philippe. This was expressed in the subjects of official commissions as well as the 

ideology propagated therein. As such, the new government not only tolerated but encouraged 

the revival of what had been, under the Bourbons, considered as taboo: Napoleonic imagery 

and references to the Empire and the Republic in history painting. At the same time, the 

government sought to disseminate a less pompous image of the Monarchy and of their Citizen 
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King, consistent with the regime’s political agenda. We must not dismiss, however, that these 

political struggles occurred simultaneously with the dispute between Classical and Romantic 

trends. The classic/romantic antinomy was perceived by critics and philosophers of art allied to 

Louis-Philippe as a precise cultural parallel to the monarchy/republic polarity.92 Scholars agree 

that the idea of a juste milieu in arts and politics was the regime’s strategy for political 

consensus which paralleled the eclectic compromise between Classicism and Romanticism.93 To 

reconcile such polarities, to disseminate its own policies, and to both assert and justify its place 

within French history, the new regime developed an ambitious programme of official 

commissions and public decorations.  Among such endeavours were the completion of the Arc 

de Triomphe, the designation of the Église Sainte-Geneviève as a pantheon of French heroes, 

the mural cycle for the church of La Madeleine, and the creation at the Château de Versailles of 

a history museum, featuring a cycle of largescale murals by France’s most respected artists, of 

episodes of France’s history, culminating with Louis-Philippe’s reign.94 Most notable, however, 

was the July Monarchy’s launch of semi-open competitions for the decoration of the Chambre 

de Deputés at the Palais Bourbon in the late 1830s. Albert Boime notes that the government 

invited, particularly, younger members of the artistic community to participate in this program, 

suggesting the move as a strategy to “deflect the residue of revolutionary ardour into the safe 

channels of official art,”95  that is, the art of a juste milieu. Boime further argues that the idea of 

a juste milieu served only as a facade for Louis-Philippe in his political trajectory back towards 

absolutism and that, although there had been an illusion created of having a merge between 

monarchical and republican principles in the person of the king, the July Monarch had ultimately 

failed to fulfill the promises of the July Revolution.96  In any event, it is clear that the social and 

political forces active in Paris in the early 1830s were particularly complex and volatile. Decamps 
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himself remarqued on juste milieu politics in a letter to his friend David in 1835. Although the 

tone of his comment is somewhat ironic, it reveals a certain unwelcoming sentiment towards 

the nature of these politics. The artist stated: “Le bon juste milieu dont on parle va d’un trait à 

claquer avant 1840, cela serait pourtant dommage il est si drôle de n’être ni haut ni bas ni froid 

ni chaud ni male ni femelle.”97 

In propagating juste milieu politics Louis-Philippe’s regime provided numerous venues 

through public commissions, and thus contributed to supporting the arts in Paris in a generous 

way. In his study of the social conditions influencing the arts during the July Monarchy, Léon 

Rosenthal emphasized that public commissions became a popular means of recognition for 

artists when he remarked that “il n’est pas d’artistes audacieux à qui la Monarchie de Juillet ait 

refusé l’occasion de signer une grande page.”98 The Luxembourg Museum was a major venue for 

living artists of both classical and romantic traditions. Delacroix, Delaroche, (Eugène) Devéria, 

Ingres, Scheffer, and Fleury, together with Brune, Dazats, Larivière, and Ziegler, among many 

others, found encouragement in this venue. But such generous support from the government 

was not as inclusive as it would seem.  Not all genres were encouraged in such endeavours, and 

among those who did not exhibit at the Luxembourg Museum at this time were a group of 

innovative landscape painters whose subject matter was deemed too radical. The conflict 

between public recognition through official commissions and what Léon Rosenthal calls the 

artists’ voie intime was a reality artists must have had to face at different levels. It is important 

to note such conflict as it constituted an integral element in artists’ careers and in their 

perception of their role within society. It is not our purpose to determine the voie intime of all 

romantic artists but to focus on these conditions in our understanding of the context in which 

Decamps operated. Some critics were deeply aware of the regime’s political bias towards grand 
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historical subjects. For instance, the critic Alexandre Decamps, the artist’s brother, wrote in Le 

Musée concerning Horace Vernet and his Arrivée du duc d’Orléans au Palais Royal:  

M. Horace Vernet avait crée une peinture contemporaine dont le caractère manquait 
peut-être de noblesse et de gravité, mais qui était remplie d’esprit et de finesse; il est 
malheureusement bien difficile de retrouver le souvenir de ces qualités dans son 
tableau représentant l’arrivée du duc d’Orléans au Palais Royal ; on ne sait vraiment si 
c’est sous l’influence d’une mauvaise pensée politique, qu’il a fait une si faible peinture, 
ou si c’est pour déguiser la nudité du sujet qu’il y a introduit son malencontreux épisode 
politique. Quant au tableau des Arabes dans leur camp, quelques parties rappellent 
encore l’ancienne et habile facilité de l’auteur *...+99 

 

Thus, whereas numerous opportunities were indeed available to artists throughout the 

July Monarchy to obtain official commissions, those opportunities were restricted by and large 

to politicized episodes of modern history. Concerning artistic productions under the increasingly 

restrictive social and political conditions mentioned above, Michael Marrinan identifies genre 

historique as preceding the art of the juste milieu, both bridging the Romantic and Realist artistic 

productions from the 1820s to 1848.100 While genre historique and the art of juste milieu carry 

fundamental differences in their compositional strategies and manners of representation, their 

political nuances and inflections of emphasis within Louis-Philippe’s official historical program 

remain as shared attributes. Thus official history painting at this time took on a particular turn as 

it favoured scenes from modern and contemporary history in small format to perpetuate the 

regime’s political views. As such, certain modes of genre painting gained considerable attention 

and success in official commissions.  Such was the case with genre historique, which combined 

elements gathered from diverse pictorial traditions to “represent the union of antagonistic 

political positions around Louis-Philipe’s”101 regime and thus arrive at a synthetic or eclectic 

expression of at times conflicting concerns.   For many young artists, and certainly for Decamps, 

the prospect of recognition within the prestigious realm of history painting by means of official 
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commissions became significantly influential. For Decamps, the possibility of obtaining such a 

commission, approaching historical subjects in the manner of genre painting, must have been 

especially motivating and strongly influential.  These social and political contexts shed new light 

on Decamps’ alleged desire to become a history painter and allow for an assessment of the 

extent to which this preoccupation influenced his personal ambitions as an artist. Decamps’ 

autobiographical notice provides some insight into his perception and personal sentiments 

concerning his role as an artist. However, this document was written at a later time in the 

artist’s life; a period no longer reflective of his youthful ambitions, but rather one that expressed 

an overtone of defeat and melancholy, which Decamps overtly articulated throughout the 

1850s. For these reasons it is important to also consider what the artist stated throughout his 

artistic productions especially during the 1830s within and beyond his submissions to the Salons. 

Why Decamps never participated in any official commissions is of particular significance. In this 

regard, official commissions were certainly not the only promising venue for artists. Decamps’ 

work, and for our purposes his Orientalist work, was embraced early in his career by a particular 

class with particular interests and who provided the artist’s most continuous and prestigious 

patronage.  

In principle, at the annual Paris Salons, artists enjoyed more freedom in the subjects of 

their submissions despite the increased severity and conservative character of the jury under 

the July Monarchy,102 which often refused the works of innovative landscape painters such as 

Rousseau and Corot, and of a number innovative history paintings, including some works by 

Delacroix and even by Ingres’ students.103 Léon Rosenthal notes: “La proscription, au reste, n’a 

pas atteint une forme seule d’art; elle n’a pas visé les seuls Romantiques: elle a frappé les 
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paysagistes de toutes les tendances, et nous avons vu aussi que les élèves d’Ingres n’ont pas été 

épargnés. Elle s’est attaquée à tout ce qui était vivace et nouveau.”104
   

We also know that Louis-Philippe made substantial purchases at the Salons from artists 

such as Vernet, Delaroche and Delacroix, to decorate the vast hallways of the Palais Royal. But 

there was another prominent figure playing a decisive role in favour of the School of 1830. The 

Duc d’Orléans proved to be more radical than his father in his taste and support of the arts, 

which at times contradicted that of the Salons’ jury. The Journal des Artistes did not approve of 

such radical stances and in an article published in 1831 the anonymous author wrote: 

L’héritier du trône trempe aussi, sans s’en douter, dans la conspiration artistique. Livré, 
dit-on, à l’influence d’un jeune artiste doué d’un talent original, d’un talent à part, mais 
qui ne saurait jamais faire école,105 il est détourné de toute estime pour les œuvres de 
haut style et ne fait cas que des œuvres soudaines et désordonnées où brillent 
l’imagination et l’adresse à défaut de savoir.106 
 

The Duc d’Orléans continued nonetheless to champion the Romantics and to 

consistently encourage them through his patronage. As for L’Artiste, who also championed 

Decamps, the Duc d’Orléans was no less than a prince and protector of Decamps, Cabat, 

Delacroix, Scheffer, and Barye.107 Thus we can assert that the early 1830s were characterized by 

generous support of the arts including that of the duke of Orléans; that official commissions did 

not provide an equitable venue especially for innovative landscape and history artists; and that 

an enriched bourgeoisie became a popular alternative and an avid commissioner of small-scale 

paintings and in particular of portraits and genre scenes.  
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3.5 Unofficial Patronage: Enriched Amateurs and the Bourgeoisie 

 

Through their patronage, the bourgeoisie played a prominent role in the arts by the 

1830s. With their private ambitions, growing means, limited tastes and increased mobility, 

bourgeois patrons showed a marked preference for small-scaled paintings, or tableaux de 

chevalet, and portraits. Alexandre Barbier summarized these new patrons’ influence when he 

wrote of the Salon of 1836: “Dans nos démocraties modernes, où les richesses sont éparpillées, 

où la toute puissance réside de fait dans les classes moyennes, il faut, bon gré mal gré, que l’art 

s’accommode au gout des nouveaux maîtres, qu’il se rapetisse au niveau de leur fortune, qu’il se 

proportionne à l’exiguïté de leurs demandes, sous peine de mourir à l’hôpital.”108
  The critic 

Alexandre Decamps, the artist’s brother, notes that such paintings did not represent any 

strikingly original subjects nor were they executed in a bold and innovative manner since 

otherwise they would risk to shock or alarm their bourgeois patrons: “Les œuvres d’art d’une 

originalité trop indépendante, d’une exécution trop hardie, effarouchent les yeux de notre 

société bourgeoise, dont l’esprit étroit ne peut plus embrasser ni les vastes conceptions du 

génie, ni les généreux élans de l’amour de l’humanité.”109 Nonetheless, Decamps’ paintings 

were both, highly original in subject and composition and executed in his personal and 

innovative technique, without alarming neither his bourgeois nor aristocratic patrons.  

Decamps’ submissions to the Salon of 1833 were similar to the works he had exhibited 

at past Salons. He continued to exhibit Oriental and hunting scenes with his Sujet turc: cavaliers 

à l’abrevoir, also known as The Watering Place (1832) now at the Wallace Collection in London; 

his Chasse du Héron au Faucon (1832-1833), current location unknown; his Intérieur d’atelier, 
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also known as Le singe peintre (c.1832), at the Musée du Louvre in Paris; and his Paysage turc 

(1832), at the Musée Condé in Chantilly. By that time, he had traveled to the Midi and the South 

of France beginning his journey on November 1832 and ending it in March 1833.  

 

3.6 Criticism during the Salon of 1833 

 

Charles Royer, writing for Le Musée noted that: 

Le Salon de 1833 n’annonça aucun caractère nouveau dans le talent de M. Decamps, 
Halte de Caravane près d’une fontaine présenta seulement sous un autre aspect ces 
costumes si larges et si pittoresques du Levant; le public était déjà moins étonné de 
retrouver ces volumineux turbans de Zeibecs qui l’avaient si fort effarouché dans la 
Patrouille; il était peut-être moins défavorablement disposé, quoique ce tableau fut bien 
plus incomplet que le précédent: c’était un ciel étincelant de lumière mais dont les 
empâtements semblaient lutter d’épaisseur avec ceux des fortifications au bas 
desquelles on voyait des figures traitées avec une négligence qu’on n’avait pas encore 
reprochée à cet artiste. Cependant et malgré ces défauts le public s’initiait 
insensiblement à l’effet que l’auteur voulait produire *...+.110 

 

The critic noted Decamps’ consistency in 

the subjects he presented at this year’s 

salon and at the Salon of 1831. He 

reproaches the careless draughtsmanship 

of the figures in Halte de Caravane as well 

as the excessively thick impasto used to 

achieve both, the luminousity of the sky 

and the solidity of the building structures. 

Figure 12 Decamps, Paysage turc, c.1832 (49 x 65 cm) 

Oil on canvas. Musée Condé, Chantilly 
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Both Royer and Planche agree that there was no innovation in the character of Decamps’ work. 

In the Revue des Deux-Mondes, the latter critic noted: 

Je ne puis pas dire non plus que Decamps soit en progrès [...] Son Paysage turc me 
semble inférieur à une composition du même genre, envoyée au Salon dernier, et qui 
représentait le derrière d’une maison. *...+ Assuré comme il l’est de l’attention et de la 
bienveillance publique, avec une palette comparable à celle de Rembrandt, il est 
fâcheux que Decamps néglige un élément de succès et de durée, la vérité des lignes et 
des couleurs, attendons-le au Salon prochain.111  

 

Planche is perhaps referring to Decamps’ Vue prise dans le Levant of 1831, however, there is no 

back of a house represented in that painting and his exhibited works that year consisted of only 

one landscape painting among other subjects. Planche does not reproach Decamps’ impasto; 

but, in his opinion, both line and colour lack in truthfulness. He identifies nonetheless, the 

similarity of Decamps’ palette to that of Rembrandt.  In the opinion of Lenormant, the artist did 

not exhibit any major works in 1833 but in all, the works he did show, did not diminish the 

reputation he had achieved during the last Salon: “M. Decamps n’a exposé que des ouvrages 

peu importants, mais qui ne le font pas descendre au rang auquel il s’est élevé dans le dernier 

salon.”112  On a more positive note, Laviron and Galbaccio commented on Decamps’ vigorous 

execution in both his Paysage turc (Figure 12) and his Chase au heron: 

Par une route essentiellement différente [de celle de Delaberge], M.Decamps est arrivé 
à une peinture plus vigoureuse et plus puissante; chez lui, les détails sont toujours 
subordonnés aux masses. Il cherche d’abord le grand aspect de la nature, et puis le fini 
vient après, plus ou moins cherché, suivant le caprice actuel ou la volonté première de 
l’artiste. Son Paysage turc et sa Chasse au héron sont deux tableaux très rendus dans 
l’un et l’autre ouvrage. Tous les deux expriment bien également une belle journée d’été, 
avec cette différence cependant que dans l’un, c’est le soleil rouge des côtes d’Afrique; 
tandis que dans l’autre, si l’on reconnaît encore le soleil, ce n’est plus que le soleil tiède 
et pâle des régions septentrionales. Le travail matériel de la peinture de M. Decamps est 
admirablement approprié aux objets qu’il veut rendre: ses figures sont faites d’une 
touche intelligente, qui déguise habilement les incorrections de dessin qui pourraient s’y 
trouver. Sous le rapport de l’effet de l’entente générale de la lumière, ses tableaux sont 
toujours irréprochables.113 
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In the above passage the critics praised the grandeur of nature expressed in both of his 

landscape paintings and they remarked upon the artist’s skill in expressing a vibrant Oriental sun 

in one scene and a warm and pale Occidental sun in the other. In contrast to Royer’s criticism on 

the execution of the figures, Laviron and Galbaccio praise the artist’s skill in his brushwork, 

which, they argue, masked the inaccurateness of the artist’s draughtsmanship. Finally, they 

remarked on the fine quality of light and set his work apart as irreproachable.  

These citations provide a sense of the varied reviews and responses Decamps’ work 

elicited from critics. It is important to note that at this time, five years had passed since 

Decamps’ return from the Levant in 1828. More pertinently, Mosby has identified the 

landscapes represented in both Decamps’ Chase au heron and Paysage turc as belonging to the 

South of France and possibly sketched during his sojourn in the Midi of France in March of 

1833.114 One would be hard pressed to consider Decamps’ memories of the Orient as becoming 

less poignant and in need of renewal if he indeed was setting his Oriental subjects in landscapes 

from the French countryside. However, we must precise that Decamps was not the only one 

experimenting with this type of practice during the 1830s.  
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Chapter 4 

Towards Decamps’ New Oriental Sources 

Vernet also represented his Chefs arabes (1833) (Figure 13) against a Norman landscape 

and Alexandre Decamps, the artist’s brother, remarked on such juxtaposition when he wrote: 

Quant au tableau des Arabes dans leur camp, quelques parties rappellent encore 
l’ancienne et habile facilité de l’auteur; mais le ciel n’est pas celui de l’Afrique, le pays 
est en Normandie et non pas en Arabie; les vêtements sont des couvertures de coton et 
non pas ces larges et graves Bernus dont la draperie, placée sur le dos du dernier 
misérable, en fait une figure aussi belle que les statues antiques.115 
 

Whether Decamps 

observed similarities between 

the landscape of the South of 

France and that of the Orient, or 

whether he was acting based on 

his “creative venom”116 by 

making such a subsitution, is 

difficult to determine. Another 

example of these procedures is 

Decamps’s Turkish Landscape (1850-51), a watercolour and ink drawing at the Agnes 

Etherington Art Centre, Queen’s University. We know that during the later half of the 19th 

century the South of France became increasingly linked to notions of the exotic and of an 

Oriental “other,” especially among the Impressionists and particularly in the work of Vincent van 

Gogh. We also know through Decamps’ biographer Mantz, that the South of France held a 

privileged place in the memory of the artist. From Decamps’ autobiographical notice we learn 

Figure 13 Horace Vernet, Chefs arabes, 1833. Oil on canvas (99 

x 136.5 cm) Wallace Collection, London 
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that the Picardy region of the North of France was also dear to him and that he remembered his 

childhood days in the countryside with particular nostalgia. Decamps may have synthesized such 

evocative signifiers, that is, the landscapes of the South and North of France, or simply the 

French countryside, to which he certainly attached childhood memories, with his Oriental 

experiences and memories.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Through observation we can also draw parallels between the landscape in Decamps’ 

Paysage turc (seen in larger format in Figure 14) and those of Nicolas Lancret (1690-1743), Jean-

Antoine Watteau (1648-1721), and Jean-Baptiste Pater (1695-1736), among some 18th century 

French artists. The trees in the background of Decamps’ Paysage turc resemble those in 

Lancret’s Italian Comedians by a Fountain (Figure 16) (c.1719), those in Watteau’s Fête in a Park 

(Figure 18) (c.1718-1720), and the foliage in Pater’s Watching the Dance, A Concert, and 

Figure 14 Decamps, Paysage turc, 1833. Oil on canvas (49 x 64 cm) Musée 

Condé, Chantilly 
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Conversation galante by a Fountain (Figure 17) (c.1720), among many other examples. All the 

more interesting is to note that representations of these types of landscapes, and in particular 

the rendering of such trees, was inspired by the pull towards the Italian countryside and, by 

extension, to the French countryside in fête galante paintings, which preferred subjects 

borrowed from the Italian Comedia dell’arte. Although Decamps expressed admiration for 

Poussin in his autobiography, the foliage in his Paysage turc, as well as in the numerous 

Orientalist landscapes he produced later, does not resemble that of Poussin; it is instead similar 

to Watteau’s fête galante-type of landscape yet less stylized in its composition and handling.  

Camille Roqueplan’s (1802-1855) Italian Landscape: Evening of 1832 (Figure 15) is also an 

interesting comparison in its expressive translation of a landscape. In this regard Chesneau 

explains that Decamps’ vision is tainted by the Oriental light he experienced. He notes that even 

his scenes of Occidental landscapes are deformed by 

an Oriental light: 

Son interprétation de l’Orient se voit, et malgré le 
peintre, se coule dans ses représentations de l’Italie, 
de la France. La lumière Orientale a illuminé ses 
œuvres une fois en Europe méridionale.117 
 

More plausibly, the opposite is true. Decamps’ 

Oriental scenes are overshadowed by the influence of 

Occidental landscapes. For instance, the forest 

represented in his Paysage turc is taken from the 

South of France and is very much in the style of a 

French 18th century landscape painting as we have 

noted. More interesting is the inclination, conscious Figure 15 Camille Roqueplan, Italian 

Landscape: Evening, 1832. Oil on canvas 

(35.4 x 27 cm) Wallace Collection, London 
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or even unconscious, to Orientalize an otherwise French landscape scene and we can only 

speculate about the reasons behind such an approach. Based on the success and considerable 

attention his Oriental scenes had elicited among private collectors and the public, and based on 

an overall favourable criticism of this work, it would seem natural for Decamps to continue 

producing Orientalist motifs and variations of this subject. However, the artist is not merely 

reprising past Oriental compositions, despite his tendency to emulate his own compositional 

structures and to repeat certain popular themes and subjects. It would seem as if Decamps is 

creating a particular Orient through a process of synthesis and of de/re-contextualizing the 

familiar with the unfamiliar in a meaningful way at a very personal level and indeed in a way 

that continued to be appreciated by the art market.   

Another remark with respect to Decamps’ Orient as represented in his Paysage turc 

came from the critic writing for l’Artiste:   

L’Orient n’a pas partout cet aspect sec, découvert et brûlant que notre imagination est 
portée à donner à ses paysages. Ainsi que nous dans notre humide Occident, les Turcs 
ont su se créer des habitations abritées par une ombreuse et verte végétation. Voyez 
plutôt cette basse et discrète maison ; un escalier extérieur, qui la sépare en deux 
parties, descend au bord d’une pièce d’eau qui baigne ces murs. Au-dessus et par delà 
ses toits s’élève une masse impénétrable d’arbres verts, et tout auprès un cyprès élance 
dans les airs sa tête pyramidale. Le site est frais et humide ; on le voit aux tons gras et 
onctueux dont l’atmosphère a recouvert ces murs, aux arbustes qui croissent dans leurs 
interstices. Un jeune homme arrêté au bas de l’escalier a jeté sa ligne dans l’eau en 
s’appuyant nonchalamment sur la muraille. Un habitant de la maison se penche sur la 
balustrade du balcon qui s’avance sur la pièce d’eau, en regardant les femmes qui y 
lavent du linge et les canards qui courent sur le bord. La scène est tranquille, elle ferait 
naître des idées calmes et riantes, si ce n’étaient ces Turcs réunis à l’écart sous ces 
arbres qui touchent à la maison. A voir le mystère de leur entretien, leurs regards dirigés 
sur ce kiosque placé plus près de nous, ces deux cavaliers qui, sur notre droite, 
disparaissent de toute la vitesse de leurs chevaux au fond de cette clairière éclatante de 
la lumière concentrée du soleil, une sensation indéfinissable nous a révélé l’Orient tout 
entier avec ses mœurs défiantes, ses passions énergiques. Toute cette nature est naïve, 
mais profonde ; c’est l’Orient de Byron, c’est une page du Corsaire ou de la Fiancée 
d’Abydos. Nous venons de parler du second tableau de Decamps : Un paysage turc.118 
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Would the familiar landscape in Decamps’ painting be perceived differently given the title of this 

work as Turkish? Or, on the other hand, to what extent would the work’s title contribute to 

shaping the viewer’s perception of a greener and shadeful Orient? The above citation also 

makes reference to the serene character of Decamps’ Orient, consistent with Chesneau’s 

commentary on the audiences with whom Decamps’ Orientalist œuvre had most success. 

Chesneau identified the art of Decamps as a picturesque fantasy and describes it as “an 

abundance of good taste, a rest, an opportunity of repose for overworked intelligences, a feast 

for the eyes; it is the toy of old and tired peoples.”119 Let us examine more closely the nature of 

the buyers that supported Decamps’ Orientalist work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16 Nicolas Lancret, Italian 

Comedians by a Fountain, c.1719. Oil on 

canvas (91 x 83 cm) Wallace Collection, 

London 
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Figure 17 Jean-Baptiste Pater, Conversation 

galante by a Fountain, c.1720. Oil on canvas 

(65 x 81.4 cm) Wallace Collection, London 

Figure 18 Antoine Watteau, Fête in a 

Park, c.1718-1720. Oil on canvas 

(127.2 x 191.7 cm) Wallace 

Collection, London 
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4.1 A Closer Look at Decamps’ Buyers 

 

 

Decamps’ Paysage turc was purchased from the artist by the Marquis de Maison in 

1832, and his Watering Place was acquired by the Count d’Harcourt. These and other early 

collectors of Decamps’ Orientalist work likely had a perception and understanding of the Orient 

differing completely from that of Decamps himself. Both were aristocrats and officers who led 

political and military campaigns in the Middle East and northern Africa during the French 

occupation of Algeria throughout the 1830s. The Duc d’Orléans returned from a campaign in 

Algeria in 1836; the Maréchal Nicolas Joseph Maison was Commander of the Morée expedition 

in 1828; the Duc d’Aumale became Governor General of Algeria in 1847; and the Marquis of 

Hertford traveled frequently to the Middle East as he was attached to the British Embassy in 

Constantinople as early as 1829.120 Decamps himself had embarked to Smyrna as part of a 

mission to commemorate the battle of Navarino, but left the task to his painter friend Garnerey 

and instead traveled extensively through Turkey, Constantinople, areas of the Middle Eastern 

littoral, and Greece.121 It is interesting to think of Decamps’ activity in the Orient as that of a 

tourist and to consider his perception of the Orient in terms of a tourist’s expedition.  The image 

of the Orient Decamps formulated after his return to Paris became widely popular and 

accepted; however, it was detached from reality to a certain extent, and certainly detached 

from the military and political realities of the first half of the 19th century. Christine Peltre notes 

that in the case of the Duc d’Aumale, his interest in Orientalism was developed in particular 

through his experience of military campaigns.122 For the Duc d’Orléans, Decamps’ Enfants jouant 

près d’une fontaine symbolized a memory of the trip to Africa he completed in 1840 with his 
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secretary Alfred-Auguste Cuvillier-Fleury (1802-1887). Paradoxically, this painting had been 

commissioned from the artist by the Duc d’Orléans in 1836, that is, four years before his trip to 

Africa with Cuvillier-Fleury, to whom he bequeathed the painting:  

Je désire Monsieur, placer chez vous le portrait fait par Decamps de quelques-uns de ces 
enfants musulmans que nous avons si souvent observés ensemble dans les rues d’Alger, 
et dont nous ne nous lassions pas d’étudier l’étrange physionomie. Je tiens à ce que 
vous ayez toujours sous les yeux un souvenir qui vous rappelle notre voyage d’Afrique 
en 1840.123  

 
The images of Decamps’ Orient are not alone in their depictions of an idealized memory 

of the Orient; but in this Oriental vision, there is certainly no allusion made to any hardships of 

life. The image his Oriental works create is one of a place of rest; it is in my opinion a “virtual” 

Orient, one that perhaps represented what the artist experienced, but which, placed within a 

context of marketability at the Salon, also acquires the capacity to intrigue the viewers as it 

disrupts their expectations by presenting an attractive, quiet and subdued Orient rather than a 

violent and tumultuous one. An anonymous scholar once described the Salon experience for 

bourgeois publics as: “les hommes d’affaires, hommes de plaisir, bourgeois casaniers qui 

fréquentent le Salon le voient comme un magasin d’étoffes où leur goût se décide pour la 

couleur et le dessin qui recréent le plus leurs yeux.” 124 Through this lens we are hard-pressed to 

interpret Decamps’ Orient as being at the service of those who had traveled and seen the 

Orient, who had engaged in military campaigns or political endeavors, and who preferred a 

more tranquil and serene version of such places. At the same time, it is striking to remark the 

extent to which patrons not only accepted Decamps’ Orient, but also integrated it as reflective 

of their own experiences in the Orient regardless of the salient differences in contexts and 

conditions in such diverse voyages. Adolphe Moreau’s description of Decamps’ Oriental work 

within his collection is particularly insightful in the effects amateurs sought and valued:  
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La couleur trône chez lui et verse à pleins bords, du haut des murs, les perles, les 
diamants et les monceaux d’étoffes tirés de ses écrins les plus riches. [...] Deux seuls 
tableaux de Delaroche semblent s’ennuyer dans un coin, dépaysés qu’ils sont au milieu 
de cette furie de lumière et de tons ardents. Ils produisent, là, l’effet de glaçons 
achevant de dégeler sous l’âpre soleil de l’Afrique. 125  

 

4.2 Contemporary Concerns with Truthfulness and Realism 

 

Mantz also commented on Decamps’ method of transforming what he sees through his 

imagination to transmit to the viewer a certain effect:  

Mais Decamps transpose et exagère; ce qui est blond, il le voit roux; ce qui est roux, il le 
brûle; il joue, magicien fantasque, avec les bruns et les clairs, et substitue à la douceur 
attiédie des tons analogues la violence des oppositions brusques et stridentes. N’est-ce 
pas une chose étrange que de partir pour l’Orient à la recherche du soleil, et d’en 
rapporter des effets à la Rembrandt ?126  

 

And later :  

Il y a trente ans, la critique voyait dans Decamps un réaliste; nous autres modernes, 
nous saluons en lui un visionnaire. Assurément la figure du peintre n’en sera point 
diminuée, car ils ont tous eu l’esprit hanté de visions, ces maîtres que nous appelons 
grands précisément parce qu’ils se sont élevés au-dessus du niveau banal des réalités 
vulgaires. [...] Pour Decamps [ces réalités+ n’ont été que des prétextes bien choisis pour 
appliquer son système, sa recherche de la singularité, son goût curieux du caractère et 
aussi ses procédés d’artiste, sa manœuvre de pinceau.127 

  

It is important to note that during the first half of the 19th century the term realism held 

a less charged meaning, other than the Realism launched by Courbet in the second half of the 

century. If by the term realism critics of the first half of the century sought to identify art which 

reproduced nature in a visually truthful and accurate way, then Decamps’ Orientalist work 

cannot be described as such. We know from criticism of Salons up to 1833 that there was a 

general concern with truthfulness and with the direct imitation of nature. Compared with 
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depictions of Oriental scenes produced during the 18th century, Decamps’ Orient certainly 

seemed more real and less fantastical to his viewers. As we have seen, however, Decamps 

seemed to be working towards a personal Orient and towards a transformation of the Orient 

executed through his personal methods and technique. It is also significant to recall the primacy 

of a first-hand experience of the subjects Decamps represented in his interpretations of them. 

Decamps was intimately familiar with the subjects he depicted, whether they were hunting or 

Oriental scenes, and therefore his work also necessitates a first-hand experience from the part 

of the viewer for an appreciation of the effect he sought to transmit.  

 

 

4.3 Criticism during the Salon of 1833: Conclusion 

 

As we have seen through this analysis, the criticism surrounding Decamps’ Oriental 

entries at the Salon of 1833 was generally favourable. Planche compared his palette to that of 

Rembrandt, Laviron and Galbacio praised his brushwork, and Royer remarked on the powerful 

atmospheric effect of Decamps’ Oriental light. The writer for L’Artiste summarized Decamps’ 

Orient as a tranquil place for calm and deep-spirited contemplation. The writer also praised 

Decamps’ naïve but profound nature and compared his Orient to that of Byron.  Planche and 

Royer on the other hand preferred Decamps’ exhibited works of 1831, finding those of 1833 

poorly executed and repetitive. Laviron and Galbaccio also found fault in Decamps’ 

draughtsmanship. Planche and Royer noted that Decamps nonetheless continued to attract the 
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attention of the public, who was enthusiastic to find the effect Decamps sought to 

communicate.  

 

4.4 The Salon of 1834: Criticism and Decamps’ voie nouvelle 

 

After being criticized by some for the lack of depth of meaning in his genre and Oriental 

scenes, Decamps sent his Défaite des Cimbres (Figure 22) to the Salon of 1834, now at the 

Louvre, as a history painting. Here, the subject represents General Marius defeating the 

Cimbrian armies near Aix-en-Provence in 102 B.C, a theme that belonged to both French history 

and ancient history.128 Marius’ victory on French soil insured the safety of Rome against the 

invading troops and thus linked France to the great ancient tradition of civilization.129 While 

Défaite received overall favourable criticism, it was not considered as a history painting. Défaite 

des Cimbres was rather classed among the category of landscape painting and praised for the 

intimacy of detail and accuracy expressed in rendering the overall site of the battle. It is 

interesting to note that Decamps’ Défaite is now in a prominent location at the entrance of the 

French Nineteenth-Century grand-format paintings gallery at the Louvre and among the best 

history paintings of the Romantic period by artists as Delacroix and Géricault. Decamps’ Défaite 

was bequeathed in 1903 to the Louvre by the Cottier Collection [see Appendix A]. This suggests 

that Défaite des Cimbres is now considered to be part of the tradition, implicitly or explicitly, of 

19th century French history painting.  

The remainder of Decamps’ entries to this Salon consisted of five works, three of which 

are of Oriental subjects. Among these are his third Oriental landscape submission at a Salon, Un 
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Village turc, now in the Wallace Collection in London; his Lecture d’un firman chez l’Aga d’une 

bourgade, also at the Wallace Collection; and his Corps de Garde turc sur la route de Smyrne à 

Magnesie, now at the Musée Condé in Chantilly. Decamps’ Salon production reveals his efforts 

to respond to the criticism of 1833 and to that of prior Salons. As such there is a greater focus 

on the human figure in his Oriental scenes and also in his genre and hunting entries, which 

suggests, beyond, the artist’s new ambitions towards history painting. Mosby situates the 

period leading to 1833 as marked by Decamps’ search for a masterpiece and the period from 

1834 to 1849 as the artist’s “search for a higher” art worthy of official recognition.130 Mosby also 

identifies the period of 1834 to 1849 as one where Decamps’ conflicting desire to become a 

great history painter and his natural inclination towards genre painting is most prominent.131 

Decamps’ Corps de Garde (Figure 19) was his most successful Orientalist submission at the Salon 

of 1834 and Laviron describes it as follows:  

Le sujet de ce tableau, c’est une scène de la civilisation, ou, si vous aimez mieux, de la 
barbarie orientale : c’est l’intérieur d’un corps-de-garde avec le désordre et l’incurie 
habituelle des Turcs : des armes ça et là, des hommes au hasard qui fument ou 
reposent, un qui pince d’une espèce de mandoline, d’autres qui causent, et la cantinière 
qui verse à boire, délicieuse figure de femme qui contraste heureusement avec toutes 
ces figures d’hommes d’âge et de tempérament différents ; et puis, dans la poussière de 
la route, des voyageurs sur leurs chameaux qui avancent au grand trot dans la 
poussière, vivement éclairés par le soleil. Et sur tout cela une lumière franche et précise 
par endroits, et quand il faut, vague et harmonieuse autant qu’on peut le désirer. 132 
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The critics at the Salon continued to praise Decamps’ rich palette and his sensitive 

approach to light. Royer remarks that despite the high contrasts of light and dark and the use of 

a vigorous range of colours in Corps de Garde sur la route de Smyrne (Figure 19), Decamps 

creates a harmonious atmosphere of repose.133 Laviron praised the quality of light, reflected 

light, and shadows within shadows in this work.134 On the other hand, Decamps’ Orientalist 

work continued to receive criticism in its faults of draughtsmanship and in the excess of 

impasto.135 Decamps enlarged the format of his Corps de Garde compared to prior entries to the 

Salon (91 cm x 155 cm) and he produced his Défaite des Cimbres as a historical subject also in 

larger format (130cm x 195cm) in an effort to conform to the norms of history painting (Figure 

22). These changes in subject and scale must be linked to the criticism he had received in past 

Salons concerning his “sujets minimes,” as the critic Farcy had observed in the past: 

Figure 19 Decamps, Corps de garde sur la route de Smyrne à Magnesie, 1833. Oil on canvas 

(91 x 155 cm) Musée Condé, Chantilly 
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Il est à regretter que M. Decamps ne soit exercé que sur des sujets aussi minimes ; sa 
Chasse aux Vanneaux et son Soldat Turc sont touchés avec une légèreté et un esprit qui 
feraient honneur à des compositions plus importantes.136  

 

 Decamps in fact received encouragement in this new direction from numerous sources and 

critics.137 Laviron wrote: 

Quant à Défaite des Cimbres et à son Corps-de-garde, ce sont des œuvres à part, et 
d’autant plus remarquables qu’elles indiquent une nouvelle direction dans les études de 
cet artiste, et une marche décidée vers une carrière nouvelle [...] Son Corps-de-garde a 
fait voir qu’il ne reculerait pas devant l’exécution des figures d’une dimension plus 
élevée.138   

 
The same critic added later: 

La Défaite des Cimbres est distribuée comme l’aurait pu faire un général expérimenté ; 
elle rend bien l’action régulière des soldats romains, le désordre et la confusion des 
barbares. M. Decamps a peint la bataille comme les historiens nous la racontent 
[...+D’ailleurs le peintre est d’accord avec les commentaires qui méritent le plus de 
confiance, d’accord surtout avec le récit de Plutarque.139 

 

In addition, the writer for L’Artiste noted concerning Corps-de-garde: 

Ce qui explique surtout l’intérêt dominant du tableau, c’est que les dimensions des 
figures y sont plus grandes que dans aucun des tableaux précédents de Decamps [...] 
Voilà des figures d’assez grandes dimensions et dans des poses assez variées pour 
donner la mesure du talent de l’auteur dans la représentation du corps humain.140 

 
Fabien Pillet also remarked:  

On sera beaucoup plus satisfait du tableau dans lequel il nous représente un Corps-de-
garde turc sur la route de Smyrne à Magnésie. Quoi qu’on y trouve encore l’abus des 
tons de suie et l’affectation de n’employer que des teintes rousses, on ne peut nier que 
comme esquisse peinte au premier coup, ce ne soit un ouvrage très remarquable. Ce 
tableau, ainsi que le Village turc, par le même auteur, a surtout de la vérité.141 

 
It is important to consider the above criticism in this analysis, since later in his life 

Decamps would regret abandoning his foray into history painting due, he believed by then, to 

the lack of encouragement in that direction.142 Decamps did recognize however, that the critics 
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had been generously favourable towards his work. He wrote: “Quant à la critique imprimée (je 

parle de celle qui se lit), celle-là m’a toujours traité en enfant gâté *...+.”143 Although criticism 

was certainly favourable and encouraging in this respect, it is also important to note that 

patronage and commissions formed a substantial part of the encouragement Decamps might 

have sought at this time. As such, it is interesting to explore some of the reasons why Decamps 

did not pursue this voie nouvelle more vigorously. After all, this tendency towards la grande 

peinture held a great potential to respond to his personal ambition; it was embraced overtly by 

many artists and welcomed by critics and the public. More importantly, the artist’s own 

ambitions and aspirations pointed in this direction. As we will discuss in a later section, Decamps 

certainly explored this tendency to some extent, but always with a focus on genre and on the 

anecdotal. We know that the Duc d’Orléans purchased Decamps’ Défaite des Cimbres at the 

Salon and that the Marquis de Maison acquired his Corps de Garde also in 1834.144 In this regard 

Adolphe Moreau notes that: 

M. Le marquis Maison, à qui son acquisition du Corps de garde au Salon de 1834 avait 
aussitôt donné droit de cité chez Decamps, choisissait successivement, avec ce goût si 
sûr qui le caractérisait, Le Village turc, La Cavalerie orientale traversant un gué, connues 
seulement au sortir de l’atelier par un petit nombre d’amateurs et d’amis seuls admis 
dans l’hôtel de la place Vendôme, œuvres magiques qui toutes hélas ! viennent de 
quitter la France.145 

 

This indicates that Corps-de-garde (Figure 19) was sold with no delay and thus that such 

innovative works by the artist were welcomed by serious collectors such as the Marquis de 

Maison, who also acquired a number of Oriental subjects by Decamps in 1834 as mentioned 

above and prior to this Salon in 1833 (Paysage turc) (Figure 12). Corps-de-garde was also 

lithographed in 1834 and appeared in the Revue des Peintres,146 which helped to disseminate 

and popularize Decamps’ work broadly. In this way, Decamps’ novel direction in his art was 
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acclaimed by critics and welcomed by buyers. As early as 1832 and certainly by 1843, his work 

experienced a favourable reception on the art market. Dealers such as Arrowsmith, Tédesco, 

and Susse, whom he befriended and kept frequent correspondence with until the late 1850s,147 

helped popularize his work among the general public and had a marked influence on the soaring 

prices his works achieved. By 1832 Decamps was exhibiting at Mme Hulin’s gallery at the Rue de 

la Paix in Paris, which was one of the liveliest centres of artistic activity of the day.148 All this 

indicates that certainly by 1834 Decamps’ vision of the Orient became a highly popular and 

desirable one among critics, the public, and amateurs. Beyond, it marks the beginning of 

Decamps’ most prosperous period, when he produced his best paintings and expressed the 

vision of his Orient in its most luminous state. 

For varied reasons, however, whether it was due to a lack of encouragement or due to 

the artist’s continuing success in small-scale genre scenes, Decamps continued to paint his 

Orient in a small format, an increasingly popular format during the first half of the 19th century. 

His correspondence, conserved at the Cabinet de Dessins at the Louvre, reveals a certain passive 

expectation, on the part of the artist, for art dealers and even for his painter friends to visit him 

at his estate outside Paris in order to exchange ideas and even material goods such as frames 

and art supplies.149  Similarly, this tendency may also explain Decamps’ passive expectation of an 

official commission immediately following his 1834 foray into history painting, since he would 

not participate at another Salon until 1839. In 1836 however, Decamps received at least one 

commission by the Duc d’Orléans, which resulted in his Enfants turcs jouant près d’une fontaine 

(Figure 26).150 Although this commission did not bring Decamps closer to his ambition of 

becoming a history painter, it did provide general encouragement. Decamps wrote: 
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Toutefois, je dus beaucoup à un amateur né avec une imagination et une ardeur 
d’artiste: M. le baron d’Yvry, par ses bons avis et sa verve chaleureuse, me tira plus 
d’une fois de l’apathie et du dégoût, ou plutôt du découragement où je tombais de 
temps en temps ; depuis mon début jusqu’à sa mort, cet homme aimable et distingué 
m’honora de sa bienveillante amitié.151  
 

Ironically, Decamps received, that same year, an official commission to paint L’Entrevue du 

Général Maison et de Bhrmahim le Pacha à Navarin (Campagne de Grèce en 1827) for La Galerie 

des guerriers célèbres at Versailles,  which he refused.152 Little is known about this commission. 

Based on Decamps’ correspondence, Mosby notes that Decamps refused to accept this venue 

because he did not have the time to work on it, as he was already under commands from the 

Royal Prince, and because he had plans for successive voyages.153 Decamps might have seemed 

as the ideal candidate to depict an event that took place in Greece in 1827 since he himself had 

been in the Middle East in 1828, and had been sent specifically with the purpose of recording 

the battle of Navarino. We know however, that Decamps abandoned his mission and that he left 

it to his painter friend Garnerey. These events confirm Decamps’ natural inclination to depict 

genre scenes together with his personal preference for everyday contemporary scenes in 

Oriental settings, which may suggest that beyond his desire to receive just any official 

commission, Decamps wished to receive one where he found himself free to express the Orient 

in his own idiom, detached from the political connotations of the day. Still however, in 1851 

Decamps received a second official commission to paint a picture for the Musée du 

Luxembourg.154 This time, Decamps was left to execute a subject of his own choice.155 He began 

to work vigorously on his Job et ses amis (120 cm x 85 cm), now at the Institute of Arts in 

Minneapolis, but never sent it to the Salon nor delivered it to the government.156 The reasons 

for Decamps’ refusal to submit this painting are not clear. Mosby suggests that upon knowing of 
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a commission delegated to his painter friend Jadin, to decorate the dining room of the Ministry 

of Finance with hunting scenes, Decamps bitterly resented this move, since hunting scenes were 

his personal expertise.157 There may be other reasons however behind Decamps’ actions, based 

on his behaviour throughout the 1850s and especially during the second half of the 1850s. His 

artistic production during this period was relatively poor; he destroyed many incomplete and 

finished paintings kept in his studio; further, he sold the contents of his estate and retired to a 

secluded area in Fontainebleau in 1853; he did not intend to send any works to the Universal 

Exhibition of 1855;158 finally, Decamps’ correspondence reveals serious concerns with his 

health.159 Yet, none of these events provide answers to Decamps’ refusal to honour the official 

commission he had desired to earn for so long; they only provide a lens into the artists’ troubled 

state of mind.  

  We know from Decamps’ autobiography that he himself considered easel painting 

inferior to large scale history painting; given the renewed emphasis in this traditional genre 

during the July Monarchy, we can better understand the context in which Decamps’ and other 

artists’ regarded their role within artistic hierarchies. The direction Decamps’ art took at this 

time is thus a conflicting one since on one hand, it fulfilled his natural inclination as a genre 

painter but on the other hand, it fell short of reaching his ambitions as a history painter. While 

the figures were treated in larger scale and with a careful and accurate physiognomy in his Corps 

de Garde (Figure 19) and while his subject was a historical one in his Défaite des Cimbres (Figure 

19), these works were classed by the jury as landscape paintings at the Salon. Nonetheless, his 

Défaite earned him a first-class medal in that category:  

Les faiseurs de listes ont aussi de temps à autre des moments on ne peut plus facétieux ;  
ils ont donné une médaille à M. Decamps. Une médaille de quoi ? Une médaille de 
paysage ; oui une médaille de paysage ; comme ils ont dû être heureux quand ils ont eu 
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trouvé celle-là, paysage le Corps-de-garde turc, paysage la Défaite des Cimbres, paysage 
les deux Anes, paysage la Lecture du firman ; il faut convenir que ces messieurs 
pratiquent fort agréablement le charge au profit de la bonne peinture.160 

 

This success must have been bittersweet, and likely tainted the favourable reviews he 

received in 1834 that generally acknowledged his stature as an uncontested master of the first 

rank. Royer praised his Corps de garde  stating that : “*Corps de Garde] est l’ouvrage le plus 

complet que M. Decamps ait exposé en public ; il a tenu tout ce qu’avait promis jusque-là son 

talent.”161 Concerning his Défaite des Cimbres he wrote : “*Decamps+ a pris l’art d’un point de 

vue nouveau, poétique et élevé, sans cesser de conserver tous ses rapports avec la vérité.”162 At 

the same time Laviron praised these works and remarked the promising direction Decamps’ art 

had taken : “Quant à Défaite des Cimbres et à son Corps-de-garde, ce sont des œuvres à part, et 

d’autant plus remarquables qu’elles indiquent une nouvelle direction dans les études de cet 

artiste, et une marche décidée vers une carrière nouvelle.”163 The critic summed up the 

expectations for Decamps’ work in Salons to come: 

Espérons qu’il persistera dans cette voie nouvelle, et que l’assiduité et la persévérance 
de ses études l’amèneront à faire plus et mieux encore qu’il n’a fait jusqu’ici, car le 
public l’attend, au Salon prochain, avec une plus grande toile dans laquelle il 
développera bien des choses qu’il n’a pu qu’indiquer cette année.164 

 
A review of this Salon would not be complete without a study of the technical approach 

Decamps had developed by 1834, fundamental to his innovative translation of the Orient and of 

Oriental light. Let us turn to a brief study of these highly original technical procedures and of 

their critical reception among 19th century critics. 
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4.5 Decamps’ Innovative Technique 

 

We know that Decamps admired Rembrandt, and thanks to Mosby we know that he 

owned a copy of his The Good Samaritan.165 We also know that critics were disconcerted that 

having visited the Orient, Decamps had returned with a Rembrandtesque palette with which to 

illuminate his Oriental scenes. Having found a formula to render his Oriental light, Decamps 

reproduced these atmospheric effects consistently. Critics certainly remarked on Decamps’ 

systematic approach as early as 1831 and expressed discontentment in its monotony. In his 

review of the Salon of 1834 the critic Sezerac remarked: 

Le morceau le plus capital qu’ait cette année donnée ce jeune artiste, c’est son Corps-
de-garde, création animée de tout le prestige de la couleur. Il y a de tout dans cet 
ouvrage, de tout ce qui révèle une incroyable facilité unie à de piquantes combinaisons 
d’effets. À la vue de ce tableau on ne se sent pas le courage de chicaner le peintre sur 
quelques incorrections de dessin, sur quelques bizarreries de formes, qui d’ailleurs ne 
tiennent pas à un manque de savoir, mais seulement à un goût capricieux et peut-être 
aussi à une secrète envie de se rire de tous les systèmes adoptés, de toutes les règles 
suivies. Nous ne conseillons pas à tous ceux qui n’auraient point le talent de M. 
Decamps de les violer ainsi ; l’entreprise serait périlleuse et sans doute au-dessus de 
leurs forces.166 

For Royer, 

[...]Il laisse peut-être entrevoir quelque chose de la peine, de la tension d’esprit et de la 
fatigue qu’il a pu éprouver en cherchant à perfectionner constamment son œuvre, 
fatigue qu’il n’a pas tout-à-fait réussi à dissimuler à l’œil du spectateur. Le même 
résultat est peut-être plus sensible encore dans le tableau du Village turc, dont les 
murailles sont touchées lourdement et dans lequel on peut reprocher à l’auteur d’avoir 
appliqué un système d’empâtement trop uniforme sur les ânes et sur les pierres *...+167 
 

One amateur and collector, Alphonse Moreau, who also knew the artist personally and 

produced the first major catalogue on the artist’s lithographed work, commented on his 

technique and procedures as he understood them after visiting Decamps’ studio in 1846:  
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Ce qui m’étonna tout d’abord, dois-je le dire, ce furent les outils de peinture que mes 
yeux, curieux du moindre détail, aperçurent pour la première fois, posés sur le bord du 
chevalet; un rasoir couvert de couleur, une pierre ponce. C’était bien là, en effet, 
comme je l’appris depuis en les lui voyant manier, ces instruments qui, la patience de 
l’artiste aidant, donnaient en fin de compte à certaines toiles longtemps reposées cette 
solidité de ton, cet émail précoce que le pinceau seul n’aurait jamais pu obtenir. Ficelles, 
dira-t-on peut-être. Oui sans doute, entre les mains d’imitateurs maladroits ; mais 
lorsqu’on voit dans la moindre toile du maître cette préoccupation constante de la 
grandeur des lignes, le soin curieux de la composition et cette horreur du convenu qui 
caractérise si bien ses œuvre, on reconnaîtra sans peine que les moyens d’exécution 
pour être quelquefois singuliers entre ses mains, n’en restaient pas moins toujours 
secondaires.168  

 
Such unconventional materials drew a considerable amount of attention due to their 

originality, but already by 1834 their consistent use encountered disapproval from some critics. 

Jean Alazard, writing in 1930, observed that while Decamps’ principal concern was the search 

for an original subject, by never renewing the technique that lent itself so well to his 

interpretation of Oriental subject matter, his work became monotonous in character.169 Mantz 

provides insight into Decamps’ meticulous technique when he described his facture: 

Decamps était un homme de toutes les recettes: de ce beau métier de peinture il savait 
tout, il savait trop; des toiles, méthodiquement ébauchées, sont restées  à sécher 
pendant des années dans son atelier, dans son officine; il les reprenait ensuite, il les 
raclait, il les passait à la pierre ponce, il les repeignait et il les laissait sécher encore, 
obtenant ainsi des couches superposées d’une fermeté merveilleuse qui, se pénétrant 
l’une l’autre avec le temps, finissaient par acquérir la consistance et le brillant de 
l’émail.170   

 
Mantz notes that Decamps had devised this approach by 1833;171 thus, its effects as 

presented at the Salon of 1834 would have seemed startling and new. From his early beginnings 

Decamps revealed however, a tendency to apply paint thickly and to employ a Rembrandtesque 

palette, due in part to the influence of his first master Etienne Bouhot, who favoured such 

tonalities in his rendering of architectural structures.  Decamps guarded his original methods 

and technical procedures with zeal and had no students to whom he revealed his technical 
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innovations.  Despite his ostensibly secretive demeanour, the distinctively thick and solid 

surfaces of his work have become part of the artist’s unique legacy in their use of texture to 

communicate atmosphere and sentiment. The innovative ways in which Decamps incorporated 

texture to communicate a sentiment became fully developed and saw a conclusive 

manifestation only in the late 19th century with the advent of Impressionism. Such technical 

procedures were remarked by critics contemporary of Decamps and in particular by Zacharie 

Astruc, for whom the artist was “the alchemist of painting.”172 While not all criticism was 

favourable concerning Decamps’ facture we can assert that by arriving at such findings, as a self-

taught artist, Decamps certainly proves his originality and talent. It is also important to stress 

the influence that the revival of 17th century Dutch painting had in France and in particular in the 

art of Decamps in this respect. While he had always been particularly sensitive to lighting effects 

and to rendering tonalities in the manner of Rembrandt, the revived focus on 17th century Dutch 

Old masters, as Pieter de Hooch, Jan Vermeer, and Nicolas Maas, and French Baroque genre 

masters as Louis Le Nain, influenced Decamps’ rendering of his subject matter with particular 

focus on the character of the objects he represented. What is particular to Decamps’ approach 

is the focus on a textured surface unique to each object he represents. Gabriel Weisberg 

comments on this novel tendency and points to Laviron’s review of the Salon of 1833: “…art 

does not consist in simply fooling the eye, but in rendering the particular character of each thing 

one wants to represent.”173 Thus, Decamps’ choice of colour, his careful combination of tones of 

ochres and reds, of browns and ambers, his sensitive approach to light and shadow, to 

luminosity and reflected light, his juxtaposing of dark figures against a white washed wall, as 

well as his preference for impasto and textured surfaces, allow his work, and particularly his 
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Oriental work, to achieve comparable effects to those in the work of Jan Vermeer and 

Rembrandt himself.  

Also influencing Decamps’ choice of subject were scenes of Old Testament episodes and 

scenes of the Jewish community in Amsterdam depicted as Oriental types in the work of 17th 

century Dutch paintings and in particular in the work of Rembrandt. Certainly Rembrandt’s taste 

for Oriental types motivated Decamps in his predilection for such works and influenced the 

artist’s palette in consistently rendering his Oriental scenes with variants of ochers and reds. 

Moreover, the resemblance of Decamps’ work with that of 17th century Dutch masters’, 

especially before the 1850s revival, is a likely explanation for part of this works’ success and for 

the artist’s innovative stance. On the other hand, it would seem that the association with and 

similarities between 17th century Dutch genre scenes and Decamps’ Oriental genre paintings 

would distance his Oriental work from mainstream Orientalist expressions. These became more 

restricted in their range of colours, portrayed a less picturesque vision of the Levant, and 

expressed an ever increasingly concern for naturalist representations of the Orient. That 

Decamps did not renew his vision of the Orient and the fact that he used his technique in a 

systematic way separate him to a certain extent from the concerns of mainstream Orientalism, 

which were fully expressed during the late 19th century. His vision of the Orient, however, 

continued to occupy a place of resonance, even beyond his lifetime.  
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4.6 General Tone at the Salon of 1834: A Concern with 

Truthfulness 

 

To better understand how Decamps’ Orientalist work was understood at this time, it is 

important to take into consideration the general tone at the Salon of 1834, which was imbued 

by a concern for truthfulness to nature. The jury at this Salon was faced with a particular 

difficulty in defining and categorizing entries, especially genre works. The discordance between 

artists’ expectations and the jury’s decisions contributed to the complexity of the issue. We 

know that Decamps’ submissions were classed as landscapes, though he had intended 

otherwise; from his autobiography we know that the fate of La Défaite des Cimbres (Figure 22) 

particularly embittered him:  

J’essayai divers genres. Lorsque j’exposai cette grande esquisse de la Défaite des 
Cimbres (que je donnai conjointement avec un Corps de garde turc), je pensais fournir là 
un aperçu de ce que je pouvais concevoir ou faire. Quelques-uns, le petit nombre, la 
parcelle, approuvèrent fort ; mais la multitude, l’immense majorité qui fait la loi, n’y put 
voir qu’un gâchis, un hachis, suivant l’expression d’un peintre alors célèbre et que la 
France aujourd’hui regrette, à ce que j’ai su quelque part.174  

And later : 
Je vous ai parlé des Cimbres, parce que ce sujet est caractéristique de la voie que je 
comptais suivre ; mais le peu d’encouragement que je trouvai d’abord, le caprice, le 
désir de plaire à tous, que sais-je encore ? M’en ont plus ou moins détourné. – Je 
demeurai claquemuré dans mon atelier, puisque nul ne prenait l’initiative de m’en 
ouvrir les portes ; et, malgré ma répugnance primitive, je fus condamné au tableau de 
chevalet à perpétuité.175  

 
The authors of the Catalogue of Paintings at the Condé Museum in Chantilly however, agree 

that Decamps, with his Corps de garde (Figure 19), had achieved the status of a history painter:  

Avec cette œuvre *Corps-de-garde+, ce peintre jusqu’alors inclassable, ni vraiment 
paysagiste, ni complètement peintre de genre, se rattache à la peinture d’histoire, et 
fait la preuve de ses talents de dessinateur autant que de coloriste.176 
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Decamps was not alone in his frustration concerning what seemed to be arbitrary 

decisions by the 1834 jury. The writer for L’Artiste commented that there was certainly 

ambiguity not only in classifying Salon entries, but also in the real differences between the 

traditional genres. The writer noted that this was in part due to the fact that artists enjoyed 

more freedom in submitting different genres at the same time, which naturally diversified the 

nature of entries, all the while blurring distinctions between them. He identified the interest in a 

truthful imitation of nature as artists’ common aim: 

Ce Salon de 1834 a encore achevé de mettre en évidence un fait bien remarquable, c’est 
que toutes les distinctions de genres sont aujourd’hui effacées. Portrait, marines, 
histoire, intérieurs, genre, animaux, paysage, tous marchent aujourd’hui confondus et 
sont souvent même en partie traités de front par le même peintre. Affranchis de tout 
système [...] nos jeunes artistes marchent tous, par cette voie propre et distincte, à ce 
but commun, l’imitation vraie de la nature.177  
 
We know the decade was marked by a general impulse towards truthful imitation of 

nature and towards nature as a source of inspiration. Chesneau defined it as l’école de la 

sensation and l’école de la nature.178 We also have seen through our study of some of the 

criticism of Decamps’ Orientalist work that the artist’s apparent truthful observation was often 

admired. In addition to the criticism cited above, Pillet makes reference to Decamps’ 

truthfulness of execution as did Royer in his review of Decamps’ Corps de Garde. Pillet 

remarked: “Ce tableau *Corps-de-garde turc sur la route de Smyrne à Magnésie], ainsi que le 

Village turc, par le même auteur, a surtout de la vérité.”179 Truthfulness in expression and 

execution was a concern in the work of another Orientalist contemporary of Decamps, Prosper 

Georges Antoine Marilhat (1811-1847). The critic Laviron remarks that:  

...sa *Marilhat’s+Vue de la place du Caire, surtout, doit être d’une grande vérité. On y 
sent bien le soleil ardent du pays, et les arbres gigantesques n’on pu parvenir à ce point 
de développement que sous la température du tropique. Les autres tableaux de M. 
Marilhat offrent, dans une moindre dimension, la même puissance d’effet et la même 
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vérité de lumière. L’étude de la lumière et de l’effet est celle à laquelle nos paysagistes 
semblent s’attacher de préférence.180 

 

Later he states that for painting to be of its time, it must show a concern with a truthful 

representation of nature:  

Mais toutes ces belles théories ne peuvent plus guère avoir de succès de nos jours, que 
l’on commence à comprendre et à admettre généralement que la peinture doit être de 
son époque, et qu’elle est appelée à rendre tous les aspects de la nature, et à les 
reproduire tous avec le caractère de chaque chose.181 

 

This issue is further enriched with discussions of the types of truth to be explored during 

the early 19th century. Alazard begins by identifying an early concern for historical truth in the 

Orientalist works of Gros such as Les Pestiféres de Jaffa as early as 1804. Such a concern 

depended heavily on notes de voyage and on littérature de voyage as well as on maps, 

archaeological writings and especially Oriental artifacts brought back by the few who had made 

a trip to the Orient, since as we know, no major European artist had traveled to the Levant 

before 1828. We mentioned the importance of Vivant-Denon’s publication of 1802182 as he 

accompanied Napoleon Bonaparte during his Egyptian expedition. Prior to Vivant-Denon’s 

expedition, Ali Bey el Abassi completed several journeys to Africa and Asia in 1803 and every 

year until 1807 but did not publish a memoir of his travels until 1814. Chateaubriand himself set 

out to discover the Americas and in 1801 published Atala, the story that would inspire Girodet’s 

work of the same subject in 1808. The expedition of a lesser known figure, Jules Robert Auguste 

(1789-1850), known as Monsieur Auguste during his life time, was of special importance since 

he would bring back in 1817 a collection of Oriental artifacts, costumes, and weapons that 

would inspire artists such as Delacroix and Géricault in their search for exotic truths. Delacroix’ 

Massacre de Scio of 1824 is an example that follows that of Gros in depicting a moment of 
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contemporary history in a way as to reveal a strong concern with historical truth of Oriental 

costumes, types, and accessories, expressed without a personal knowledge of the Orient but 

already projecting what Baudelaire identified as “man’s incorrigible barbarism,”183 which would 

become, for Delacroix among other Orientalist artists, and even after their own journeys of 

discovery, a common way of perceiving the Oriental Other.  

The search for historical truth was guided by the choice of subject which, based on 

contemporary events, was a novelty that marked the works of those adhering to the Romantic 

movement. Before 1828, the search for historical truth in Oriental subjects was ultimately 

limited by the constraints of time and distance and the lack of a first-hand experience of what 

French artists sought to represent. After Decamps’ journey of discovery and the vogue of travels 

he initiated,184 the type of truth artists researched became more varied and ultimately more 

complex. Artists who traveled to the Orient and brought back their own interpretations of it, 

must have based such findings on their own understanding and experience of the Orient, and 

therefore Orientalist painting, at least in France during the 19th century, took on a particularly 

complex character comparable to that of a stained glass window: each artist bringing back a 

piece of glass, as it were, stained by their own understanding, interpretation, and expression of 

their experience. Christine Peltre commented at the recent colloquium of Art of the 19th Century 

held at the Musée d’Orsay, the Louvre, and the Institut National d’Histoire de l’Art in Paris 

during the fall of 2007, on French Orientalism not particularly as a movement, but rather as a 

group of individual renderings of Oriental subjects. She further commented on the unifying 

character of these expressions as held by their subject-matter rather than by stylistic or formal 

qualities. In this vein Alazard identifies a search for truth of atmosphere by artists who had seen 

and experienced Oriental light. The search for truth of costumes and customs, of types and 
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physiognomies, as expressed in Decamps’ first images of the Orient, seems to have been 

followed by the search for truth of expression and truth of atmosphere. In the work of Decamps, 

as we will see, such truth merged with elements of remembered experience and imagination; 

Decamps’ Orient was certainly not concerned with a documentary historicity or with a purely 

fantastical and romanticized reminiscence of the Levant. During the second half of the century 

however, we see a marked concern for a rigorous precision and for a naturalist documentation 

of the Orient, which tend to enhance the picturesque and anecdotal qualities of Decamps’ 

Oriental scenes.  

As for the Salon of 1834 and the period immediately following, we can focus on 

perceptions of truth as expressed by the critics of this time. Such perceptions, as reflected in the 

work of Granet and Decamps were analyzed by an anonymous writer in L’Artiste, and echo 

Chesneau’s commentary concerning l’école de la sensation and l’école de la nature. The author 

identifies a search for truth of imitation in the work of Granet and a search for truth of 

sentiment in the work of Decamps: 

Qu’est-ce que la vérité dans les arts? Pourrait-on se demander à propos de ces deux 
hommes, Granet et Decamps. Tous deux sont vrais. Quiconque aime la nature, l’épreuve 
devant leurs ouvrages.  Et pourtant il n’est guère possible de concevoir une 
dissemblance plus sensible que celle qui le sépare. Mais la vérité, qui est une dans les 
sciences exactes et dans la morale, a des faces diverses dans la nature extérieure. Ainsi 
pour les uns, et c’est le plus grand nombre, la vérité d’imitation est la reproduction 
exacte et scrupuleuse de tous les objets de la nature tels qu’ils frappent des yeux 
attentifs et intelligents ; pour quelques hommes plus rares, la vérité d’imitation est 
l’expression du sentiment intime dont ils sont affectés par la perception des 
circonstances de la vie de l’homme et de tous les accidents de forme des êtres les plus 
variés. 
Ce sont deux voyageurs dont les relations ont chacune un mérite supérieur mais 
distinct. Dans l’un, la narration, avec une miraculeuse exactitude, reflète comme un 
miroir les objets qu’a rencontrés sa course attentive ; l’autre, plus poète que narrateur, 
a vu dans les tableaux offerts par la nature à ses regards bien moins une occasion de 
faire admirer sa fidélité d’historien qu’un cadre où ses sensations et ses sentiments 
pouvaient prendre un corps et poser devant le spectateur.185 
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Decamps’ Oriental scenes were executed from memory; direct observation of the 

Oriental landscape/nature did not inform the process and methods he employed in planning his 

compositions once he returned from the Orient in 1828. Notwithstanding, his compositions, 

concrete and realistic, should be seen as a reaction against the fantastical images of the Orient 

fashionable during the 18th century. This pull towards the real is paralleled by the increase in 

popularity and demand of genre and familiar scenes, both within the Salon and through private 

commissions. We know that genre painting obtained a degree of historicity in its 

representations of scenes of modern life in small format as seen in genre historique paintings 

and in particular in the work of Paul Delaroche (1797-1856). Likewise we can take into 

consideration Decamps’ version of the Orient as one that seemed to provide a degree of realism 

by focusing on familiar subjects, on picturesque landscape scenes, and on interior scenes, all 

represented within a foreign (Oriental) context that might have served to disorient the viewer or 

caused him/her to feel estranged, but that ultimately provided an alternative version of reality. 

Decamps’ remembered/imagined images seemed real, to the degree of becoming desirable, 

especially to those who had traveled to the Orient. The most avid buyers of Decamps’ 

Orientalist works were those who had not only traveled to the Levant, but had done so through 

military campaigns and within a heavily charged political context. Decamps’ Orient does not 

commemorate any battles, nor did it serve the purpose of a national art as promulgated by the 

July Monarchy. It does not express the struggles inherent in the French presence in the Middle 

East and in Northern Africa at a time of colonial expansion; it portrays a desirable and palpable 

image of an Orient apparently untainted by an Occidental presence and quite free of Occidental 

conceptions of Orient as savage and violent. As such, Decamps’ un/familiar personal Orient 
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achieved an effect unlike any other painted representation of the Orient of the period. 

Decamps’ was a highly original vision grounded in a concern for truthful representations of 

sentiment, as well as an accurate depiction of customs, costumes, and physiognomies he had 

observed, offering a richly complex and personal vision of an Orient aligned, to be sure, with 

Romanticism, but also adhering to aspects of a general realism. We will proceed with a study of 

Decamps’ production for the Salon of 1839 in an attempt to further clarify these observations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20 Decamps, Samson combattant les Philistins, 

1839. Etching by Desmadryl and Berthoud (15.6 x 23 

cm) Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris 
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4.7 Salon of 1839: Towards a More Familiar Orient 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After a period of five years without participating at the Salon, Decamps returned in 1839 

with ten entries of a highly mixed and innovative character, seven of which present Oriental 

subjects (Le Supplice des Crochets and Moïse sauvé des eaux at the Wallace Collection in 

London; Enfants jouant près d’une fontaine and Etandard turc at the Condé Museum in 

Chantilly; and Un Café: Asie Mineure, Samson combattant les Philistins, and Bourreaux à la porte 

d’un cachot of which the locations are unknown) [See Appendix A].  His entries would make this 

event one of the artist’s most memorable Salons. Among the works exhibited were his first 

Biblical subjects in oil: Moïse sauvé des eaux (Figure 23), at the Wallace Collection in London and 

the presently unlocated Samson combattant les Philistins (Figure 20). These paintings 

demonstrate Decamps’ aspiration towards history painting in their subject and refined 

execution. They continue to reflect, however, his inclination as a realist genre painter in their 

small format, familiar tone, and anecdotal character. The strong horizontal lines in the historical 

Figure 21 Figure 21 Decamps, Sujet turc: cavaliers à 

l’abrevoir also known as The Watering Place, 1832. 

Oil on canvas (80 x 117 cm) Wallace Collection, 

London 
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landscapes he produced towards 1839 reflect an impulse towards classicism and are a direct 

response to the criticism he received in prior Salons. Although the location of Decamps’ Samson 

combattant les Philistins is unknown, the etching by Desmadryl and Berthout, at the 

Bibliothèque nationale in Paris, provides a record of the composition (Figure 20). While the rock 

formation on the left and the overall formal structure resemble that of his Watering Place of 

1832 (Figure 21), and while this can be associated with an Orientalist motif, the perspective 

depth of the terrain resembles that of 

his Défaite des Cimbres of 1833 

(Figure 22), and in particular that of 

his study of 1832 for the same 

painting (Figure 24). The uneven 

terrain shown from a high-range 

point emphasizes its vastness, a 

consistent compositional element of 

the landscapes he produced after his trip to the South of France in 1832. The historical 

landscapes exhibited in 1839 together with his Joseph vendu par ses frères (1838) at the Wallace 

Collection (Figure 27) and his Paysage avec le Bon Samaritain (1837) at the Institute of Arts in 

Minneapolis (Figure 29), share this emphasis on strong horizontal lines. With the exception of 

the Joseph these landscapes also cover most of the picture plane. Through these means, 

Decamps’ 1839 landscapes take on a Poussinist pastorale character more aligned with the 

classical tradition. While a stylistic analysis of Decamps’ historical landscapes is beyond the 

scope of this study, it is important to note here that Decamps’ use of Oriental “types,” in this 

Figure 22 Decamps, La Défaite des Cimbres, 1833. Oil on 

canvas (130 x 195 cm) Musée du Louvre, Paris 
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case for his Biblical figures, is a practice he had previously used as early as 1832 in his Paysage 

turc (Figure 12). Such a practice was common in the works of 17th century Dutch painters, such as 

Rembrandt, who based their Biblical figures on the Oriental types of the Jewish communities in 

Amsterdam. Whether Decamps incorporated Occidental landscapes in his otherwise Orientalist 

scenes as a means to classicize his work, or as a means of communicating a subdued vision of 

the Orient, is not clear. We do know, however, that his shift towards classicism was due in part 

to critics’ reception of and expectations for his work. Nevertheless, the general tendency 

towards greater historicity 

and truth of execution, 

juxtaposed with the artist’s 

preference for the familiar, 

the anecdotal and the 

picturesque, together with 

his “venom”186 of originality, 

found free expression in his 

Orientalist works. As such, 

these scenes incorporate elements that announce a realist approach to depicting nature, as well 

as a romantic tendency in juxtaposing the bizarre and the familiar through Decamps’ own 

poetics of estrangement and intimacy of detail. Whether the artist sought to conform to critical 

expectations, to please his buyers, or to pursue his aspiration towards history painting, it is clear 

that his Orientalist idiom reflects all of these concerns. Decamps’ Orient provides the viewer 

with an alternative reality where those who purchased such works certainly found solace. 

Decamps’ quiet, subdued, and strangely familiar Orient must have provided a comforting 

Figure 23 Decamps, Moïse sauvé des eaux, 1837. Oil on canvas (30 x 

47 cm) Wallace Collection, London 
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alternative reality to the violence and brutality associated in the many military campaigns to the 

Levant and in popular representations of the Orient.  

Albert Boime identifies the theoretical structure of Orientalist discourse in the 1830s as 

themes, images, and ideas based on forms of oppression, including sexism, slavery, colonialism, 

racism, anti-Semitism, and homophobism.187 He identifies these themes, in particular, in the 

Orientalist work of Delacroix, including the notes de voyage taken during his stay in North Africa 

in 1831, and in the Orientalist work of Vernet. Further, he states that such forms of oppression 

aim to rationalize and reinforce 

dominant political and social 

ideologies.188 It is of particular 

interest to compare such theoretical 

structures to the ideas that identify 

Decamps’ Orient. To begin, it is 

evident, through observation and 

based on the criticism Decamps’ Oriental work elicited up to 1839 and beyond, that the artist 

did not make the human figure a central character in his Orientalist oeuvre. We need only to 

look at his Café (Asie-Mineure) from the Salon of 1839, at his Village turc of 1834, his Paysage 

turc of 1832 and his Cavaliers à l’abrevoir of the same year. Even the Oriental scenes where he 

gives the human figure a prominent place, such as Enfants turcs exhibited at the Salon of 1839, 

Corps de garde turc (1834), and his Supplice des crochets (1839), together with his Patrouille 

turque (1831), which lend themselves to representations of a violent human spectacle, his 

Figure 24 Decamps, Étude pour Cimbres, c.1832. Oil on 

canvas (39.5 x 59.5 cm) Musée Saint-Lô, Saint-Lô 
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approach towards figural representation avoids preoccupations with dominant political and 

social ideologies. An example of this is the neutral stance of characters and the activities they 

perform in Decamps’ Oriental scenes, which often find their Occidental counterparts as 

Decamps replaces Oriental costumes and architectural structures with Occidental equivalents. 

For instance, his Enfants turcs jouant près d’une fontaine of 1836 (Figure 26) shows striking 

resemblance to the later watercolour of 1837 entitled Les Petits Nautonniers (Figure 25), now at 

the Cabinet de Dessins at the Louvre. In composition as well as in subject these works share a 

similar approach. In both, a scene of children playing in similar gestures is represented with 

differences in setting, costume and in the physiognomy of the figures.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25 Decamps, Les Petits 

Nautonniers, 1837. Watercolour (36.8 x 

44.8 cm) Cabinet de Dessins, Musée du 

Louvre, Paris 
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Enfants turcs is set under a 

sky full of high contrasts through the 

warm yellow-oranges of the sky and 

their complimentary blue mountains 

on the background. Petits 

Nautonniers, on the other hand, is set 

within a cooler Occidental landscape 

of harmonious green and blue tones. 

The children in Enfants turcs wear 

Oriental costumes, while Les Nautonniers are shown in Occidental dress. The Turkish children 

play with a tortoise by a fountain while the children in Petits Nautonniers play with a wood and 

paper boat, also by a fountain. The activities are interchangeable, and having the activity 

depicted in the Orientalist painting performed in Occidental costumes and customs does not 

result in a problematic picture. This is only one example to show that Decamps was not 

concerned with the theoretical structure of Orientalist discourse that characterized Orientalist 

painting throughout the 1830s in France.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26 Decamps, Enfants turcs jouant près d'une 

fontaine, 1836. Oil on canvas ( 72.5 x 91.6) Musée Condé, 

Chantilly 
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Figure 27 Decamps, Joseph vendu par ses 

frères, 1838. Oil on canvas (30 x 41 cm) 

Wallace Collection, London 

Figure 28 Decamps. Étude pour Sujet 

turc: cavaliers à l’abreuvoir, 1832. 

Gouache (15.1 x 24.9 cm) Albertina 

Museum, Vienna 

Figure 29 Decamps, Paysage avec le Bon 

Samaritain, c.1837. Oil on canvas (46 x 

64.4 cm) Minneapolis Institute of Arts, 

Minneapolis 
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4.8 Criticism during the Salon of 1839 

 

Decamps’ progress in the direction he had initiated with his Corps de garde is further 

exemplified in his Salon production of 1839. The historical nature of the subjects he approached 

was favorably received by critics. Decamps had traveled to Italy in 1835, and in his search for 

self-renewal he traveled again, following the Salon of 1839, to Provence, staying at Toulon and 

revisiting regions of Italy. We know that other Orientalist artists such as Marilhat also visited 

Italy in 1835 and that in 1836 this artist traveled to Provence with his painter friends Corot, 

Francey, and Lacroix. It is interesting that Decamps would travel to Italy several times and not 

back to Constantinople, Greece, or the Middle East.  But as we have discussed above, his 

intimate knowledge of French and Italian landscapes served not only to classicize his work but 

also to focus his Oriental scenes through a familiar lens. Let us turn to the criticism Decamps’ 

Oriental work received at this Salon. 

Decamps submitted ten entries to this Salon, seven of which were Orientalist paintings: 

Moïse sauvé des eaux (1837) and Le Supplice des crochets (1835-37), now at the Wallace 

Collection; Sampson combatant les Philistins, Bourreaux à la porte d’un cachot (1837), and Un 

Café (Asie-Mineure) (1837), of which the location is unknown; Enfants jouant près d’une 

fontaine (Turquie d’Asie) (1836) and Etendard turc, now at the Musée Condé in Chantilly. With 

the exception of Les Experts, a singerie picture now at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the 

remaining entries reflect the influence of his Italian travels: Rue d’un village en Italie des États-

Romains (1838), unknown location, and Souvenir d’une villa (Villa Panfili) at the Wallace 
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Collection. In commenting Decamps’ figures in general, Janin commended the artist’s richness 

and variety of types when he stated: “ce n’est jamais ni le même geste ni la même physionomie, 

ni le même costume.”189  In this respect, Decamps was responding to criticism concerning the 

monotony of his work.  Mantz’ remarks confirm that Decamps’ Orientalist work at this Salon 

aimed precisely at responding to the criticism from demanding critics during the preceding 

Salon: 

Aussi les sujets orientaux que Decamps exposait en même temps étaient-ils faits pour 
satisfaire plus complètement les juges difficiles. Le Supplice des crochets, les Bourreaux 
à la porte d’une prison, les Enfants jouant avec des tortues, frappèrent beaucoup les 
spectateurs par la nouveauté des types, par la netteté de l’accent, par cette allure 
personnelle et résolue qui prouvait que le talent de Decamps était en partie fait de 
volonté.190 

 
Mantz added that, while Decamps’ Orientalist entries continued to evoke a picturesque 

character, the artist had rendered such images so convincingly as to transport the viewer to the 

familiar realities of everyday life: 

Les Crochets, les Bourreaux, c’est du pittoresque encore; mais il est poussé si loin, le 
sentiment qui a présidé à l’exécution de ces œuvres nous enlève si bien aux réalités 
monotones de la vie quotidienne; le coloris et la lumière, les mérites d’une exécution 
libre apparaissent ici si éclatants, qu’on doit comprendre le succès obtenu par Decamps 
à la suite de cette mémorable exposition de 1839, qui reste une des plus heureuses 
dates de sa vie.191  

 
Prosper Mérimée praised Decamps’ work generously in his review of the Salon, published in the 

Revue des Deux-Mondes: 

Le Café de l’Asie mineure, la Rue d’un village des états romains, le Souvenir d’une villa, 
les Bourreaux à la porte d’un cachot, les Cavaliers turcs, offrent une telle richesse de 
tons, une si grande et si habile diffusion de lumière, des eaux si transparentes, une 
couleur si riche et si suave, une exécution si fine et si ferme, que je n’ai pas le courage 
d’ajouter à ces justes éloges les critiques que peuvent mériter de légères négligences.192  

 
Concerning Decamps’ Enfants jouant avec une tortue, Théophile Gautier added: 
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Les Enfants jouant avec une tortue sont bien les plus charmants petits monstres qu’on 
puisse imaginer ; celui dont la tête rasée offre des demi-teintes bleuâtres et celui qui 
agace la lente bête est la plus réjouissante mine du monde. Ces petits drôles ont l’air 
eux-mêmes de tortues, tant ils rampent avec des postures des contorsions étranges. La 
femme qui vient puiser à la fontaine avec son amphore sur la tête, égale pour la 
sveltesse et l’élégance de l’attitude des plus beaux bas-reliefs éginétiques. Les fonds 
sont du ton le plus fin et le plus précieux.193 

 

 Further still, Chesneau stated that  Decamps’ entries at the Salon of 1839 would 

permanently determine his reputation as one of France’s major artists: “Le Salon de 1839, où il 

exposa le Joseph vendu par ses frères, marque l’époque la plus brillante du talent de Decamps et 

consacra définitivement sa réputation.”194 Not all criticism was favourable however, and critics 

continued to note faults in draughtsmanship; yet such criticism seems less pronounced than 

that of the Salon of 1834. For instance, Amans de Chavagneux pointed out that perhaps the 

shadow cast by the chevalier on the foreground in Chevaliers turcs is somewhat 

exaggerated: “[...] des Cavaliers turcs, par M. Decamps, [est un] petit tableau plein de vie et 

d’harmonie, quoique l’ombre portée par le cavalier sur le terrain soit peut-être un peu 

exagérée.”195 More drastic however was Edmond About’s remark, which seems somewhat 

scornful: “Dans les Enfants à la tortue, qu’admire-t-on le plus ? Une magnifique auge de pierre. 

Les enfants son des accessoires, et sont, comme tels, un peu négligés.”196 Still, the richness of 

the tones, the quality of light, the finesse of execution, and the liveliness of the figures 

convincingly shaped a tangible and desirable image of the Orient that many imagined to truly 

exist; after all, the brush of an artist who had traveled and experienced the Orient carried with it 

considerable authority. Souvestre remarked in this regard: 

Tout cela ne vous semble-t-il pas quelque chose de curieux et d’étrange ? Est-ce bien 
l’Orient ? Que sais-je et que m’importe ? C’est l’Orient que le peintre a senti, l’Orient 
triste et monotone jusque dans sa beauté. Il faut bien que ce pays existe quelque part, 
car tout cela est vrai sur la toile.197 
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At the close of the Salon Decamps was named Chevalier de la Légion d’Honneur, thus receiving 

the highest degree of official recognition for the direction his art had taken. Yet he was not given 

a commission for a public decoration because, a government director rather disingenuously 

explained, “*...+nous n’avons rien fait pour vous en 1839 parce que le public aimant, appréciant 

vous ouvrages, vous n’aviez nul besoin de nous.”198  

 

4.9 Overall Tone at the Salon of 1839 

 

Alexandre Barbier, in his review of the Salon of 1839, remarked that the general tone at 

this Salon had taken a conservative stance even among the Romantics and that the “exhibition 

marked a return to order after art, and also literature, had been over run by an orgy of colour 

which afflicted the eye due to an intemperance of imagination.”199 Barbier also remarked a 

decrease in popularity and practice among artists for large-scale painting and the increase in 

small-scale paintings:  

Ce qui était jadis le partage de quelques-uns est devenu la prétention de tous ; [...] 
dorénavant n’attendez rien de grand de vos artistes..., ce sera la moyenne propriété qui 
paiera, et on lui en donnera pour son argent [...], vous aurez du petit, du joli, du soigné 
et du bien conditionné ; mais du grand, jamais.200 

 

Planche added in the Revue des Deux Mondes that : “Le goût des grands ouvrages, le goût du 

grand style, s’affaiblit de plus en plus.”201  As such, we can assess a pull towards less grandiose 

art and towards an art that emphasizes a certain intimacy of detail.  
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Chapter 5 

Towards Decamps’ Mature Subjects: An Effort towards Classicism 

 

5.1 Decamps’ Submissions to the Salons of 1842 and 1845 

 

Our discussion of the Salon of 1842 will be brief. Decamps exhibited the charcoal 

drawings of Épisode de la Défaite des Cimbres, now at the Musée d’Art Moderne in Brussel; 

Siège de Clermont en Auverne, at the Institute of Arts in Minneapolis; and a watercolour of La 

Sortie de l’école turque (Turquie d’Asie), now at the Wallace Collection (Figure 32). It is 

interesting to note that there are no oil submissions in Decamps’ envoi and that the oil version 

of Sortie de l’École at the Louvre (Figure 3), together with the gouache version at the Musée 

Bonnat in Bayonne (Figure 2), both seem to be studies for the watercolour at the Wallace 

Collection. These versions are executed with free and lose brushstrokes, especially the gouache 

at the Musée Bonnat (Figure 2).  

With exception of the 

central figure in the Louvre version 

(Figure 30), whose traits are highly 

finished and carry a high degree of 

realism, the figures in this and the 

gouache versions are less highly 

Figure 30 Decamps, Sortie de l'école turque (detail), 1841. 

Oil on canvas (66 x 89.5 cm) Musée du Louvre, Paris 
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worked than those in the watercolour at the Wallace Collection (Figure 32). The central figure in 

the Sortie de l’école at the Louvre is the only figure returning the viewer’s gaze, carrying with it a 

particularly strong communicative power due, to a certain extent, to the high degree of realism 

of his facial features which contrasts highly with the blurred faces of the children around him. 

The features alone on this boy’s face communicate a high spirited sentiment, which likely 

represents the artist’s remembered experience in Picardy. This leads me to believe that the 

central figure embodies to some extent the artist himself in an Orientalized portrait of his 

childhood experience in Picardy. This central figure is also present in the watercolour version at 

the Wallace Collection with the difference that the figure’s gaze is not directed towards the 

viewer; nonetheless, his facial features are highly expressive.  

All three representations of this theme date from 1841 and share a common general 

distribution of figures and general compositional structure, with two strong diagonals slanting 

inwards and meeting a flat surface parallel to the picture plane in the background. The light 

distribution is composed in similar patterns following a diagonal line from the upper left corner 

down to the lower right. It is interesting to note that Decamps had previously treated this 

subject in 1830-1832 in a watercolour entitled Sortie d’école (current location unknown) (Figure 

35). As with his Enfants turcs jouant près d’une fontaine of 1836 (Figure 26)and his Petits 

Nautonniers of 1837 (Figure 25), the Sortie de l’école of 1830-32 is a non-Oriental subject of 

children, in what would appear Provençal costume, running towards the viewer, and translated 

in his La Sortie de l’école turque (Turquie d’Asie)(1841) into an Oriental idiom (Figure 32). The 

source of Decamps’ subject must have been a reminiscence of his days in the Picardy 
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countryside as a child. From his autobiography we know that Decamps remembered his 

childhood in the countryside with particular nostalgia:  

Quant à moi, j’oubliai bientôt et mes parents et Paris, et ce que notre bonne mère avait 
pris tant de soin de nous montrer de lecture et d’écriture. Je devins, en revanche, habile 
à dénicher les nids, ardent à dérober les pommes. Je mis la persistance la plus opiniâtre 
à faire l’école buissonnière *...+ J’errais alors à l’aventure, parcourant les bois, barbotant 
dans les mares. C’est là, sans doute, que j’aurai contracté ce grain de sauvagerie qu’on 
m’a tant reproché depuis.202 

And after Decamps was brought back to Paris: “Durant des années, les bois, les larrils, les 

courtils, me revinrent en mémoire avec un charme inexprimable; parfois, les larmes m’en 

venaient aux yeux. Peu à peu le gout du barbouillage s’empara de moi et ne m’a plus quitté 

depuis.”203    

Thus, at a time when the direction of Decamps’ art continued to evolve towards more 

classicizing subjects and style, this Oriental scene takes on special significance. La Sortie de 

l’école turque (Turque d’Asie) not only indicates a direct reference to the artist’s childhood and 

to a period of relative carelessness and distance from the academic system during the young 

artist’s formative years, but it also indicates the direction towards which his Oriental scenes 

would be headed. Despite a strong tendency towards historical compositions within the art of a 

juste milieu, despite the call for a national art by Louis-Philippe, and despite even Decamps’ own 

aspirations towards grand-scale history painting and earning a major public commission, the 

artist reminds us in his La Sortie de l’école turque (Turquie d’Asie) of his natural inclination 

towards genre painting and of the realities of an art market that favoured small-scale genre 

paintings. The Oriental subject in La Sortie de l’école turque (Turquie d’Asie) (Figure 32) thus 

follows a trend we identified earlier in his Paysage turc of 1832 at the Musée Condé in Chantilly 
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(Figure 12). Since the subject in Sortie d’école turque (1841) had been previously explored in 

Sortie d’école (1830-32) in a non Orientalist idiom, it appears that Decamps is again Orientalizing 

an otherwise Occidental scene as he had done in his Paysage turc. Such a universal theme of 

children running out of school is one which audiences could easily identify with at a personal 

level, as was the case with the familiar topography and landscape in Paysage turc.  While being 

an Oriental scene in principle, as the works’ title and the children’s costumes suggest, La Sortie 

de l’école turque (Turquie d’Asie) includes elements that are not of an Oriental character. The 

foliage of the trees on the far right is a picturesque depiction of the same foliage found in the 

1837 Petits Nautonniers (Figure 25),  in Enfants turcs of 1836 (Figure 26), and in the later Enfants 

turcs près d’une fontaine, also known as Souvenir de la Turquie d’Asie, of 1846 (Figure 33). The 

application of the same type of foliage in both Oriental and non-Oriental scenes may question 

the authenticity or truthfulness of the elements that compose Decamps’ Oriental vision.  

Also, the architecture in all of the four paintings mentioned above and in his unlocated 

Sortie de l’école watercolour of 1830-32, is of a similar nature, with prominent block-like 

structures delineating prominent compositional lines to create a sense of enclosure and 

movement away from the picture plane. This type of architecture is used throughout the artist’s 

Orientalist oeuvre and it highly contrasts with the architecture depicted by other Orientalist 

artist such as Marilhat in his Une rue au Caire of 1840 at the Musée Condé or his Ruines de la 

mosquée du khalife Hakem au Caire (Figure 34), also of 1840, at the Louvre. By the mid-19th 

century, Orientalist painting had taken a more ethnographically sensitive, and a rigorously 

naturalist, approach. Thus, Decamps’ block-like structures take on a more generalized stance 

that nonetheless effectively unifies his Oriental oeuvre and characterizes his Oriental idiom. The 
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combination of Oriental motifs and non-Oriental elements, serves to assert the artist’s familiar 

Orient, that is, a geographically distanced and ideologically foreign place that nevertheless 

presents either subjects or settings that are recognizable to Occidental audiences as part of their 

every-day life familiar idiom. Whether it is a scene of children running out of school, or a vaguely 

familiar backdrop in an otherwise Oriental scene, Decamps’ familiar Orient creates a place that 

is real, as to exist at some level within the audience’s familiar experience, and at the same time, 

distanced and foreign, without appearing threatening or dangerous. In this way, the elements 

that compose Decamps’ Oriental vision lend themselves to an analysis that goes beyond 

evaluating its authenticity and towards a study of the effect they produce on the viewer. 

Decamps’ familiar Orient as an alternative reality takes special significance when considering, in 

particular, the audiences with which it found most support, that is, with those who had visited 

the Orient through military campaigns and had experienced the Orient in heavily charged 

political circumstances. 

 

 

Figure 31 Souvenir de la Turquie d'Asie or Enfants turcs près d'une 

fontaine, 1846 (detail) 
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Figure 32 Decamps, La Sortie de l’école turque (Turquie d’Asie), 1841. 

Watercolour (59 x 80 cm). Wallace Collection, London 

Figure 33 Decamps, Souvenir de la 

Turquie d'Asie or Enfants turcs 

près d'une fontaine, 1846. Oil on 

canvas (100 cm x 74 cm). Musée 

Condé, Chantilly 
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Figure 34 Prosper Marilhat, Ruines de la mosquée du khalife Hakem 

au Caire, 1840. Oil on canvas (85 x 131cm). Musée du Louvre, Paris 

Figure 35 Decamps, Sortie de 

l’école, c. 1830-32. 

Watercolour. (32 x 24 cm) 

Unknown Location 
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5.2 Works on Paper: A New Approach 

 

The nature of Decamps’ 1842 Salon entries, consisting of drawings and watercolours can 

be seen as a result of the artist’s direct response to the criticism made in previous Salons 

concerning the artist’s lack of skill as a draughtsman. The Catalogue of Paintings at the Wallace 

Collection contains information on the materials Decamps used in his works on paper and on 

the meticulous procedures he devised in works as his La Sortie de l’école turque (1841).204 In this 

work Decamps mixed watercolour and body colour with gum varnish on paper and he applied 

thin layers of varnish to achieve an intensified tonality and to create depth. As a watercolour 

technique this is remarkable. Decamps used the same procedure with oils in his application of 

thin layers of varnish and oil. Various scholars have commented on the assiduous processes he 

developed, which yielded thick and hardened surfaces with the appearance of enamel.  

By presenting highly finished works on paper with the potential of becoming grand scale 

paintings, especially his reprise of a Cimbrian theme, Decamps was not only responding to 

criticism, but he was also moving towards other genres, making references to them in his 

autobiography as his voie nouvelle.  Decamps’ submissions also reflect the influence of the 

artist’s travels to the South of France and his efforts to classicize his subjects and style, 

especially  in his Épisode de la Défaite des Cimbres. The criticism he received at the 1842 Salon 

was generally favourable, remarking on the powerful effect his work had on the viewer. Louis 

Peisse noted: 

Jusqu’à présent nous avons suivi, pour classer les ouvrages, l’analogie des sujets et la 
division, assez élastique du reste, des genres. Cet ordre aurait été  tout autre, si nous 
eussions suivi la hiérarchie du talent. Nous aurions eu alors à mettre en tête le nom de 
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quelques artistes que notre plan ne nous fait rencontrer qu’ici et trop tard *...+ d’abord 
M. Decamps [...] Il amuse, il entraine, il attache, il éblouit, il étourdit ; et de même que 
son talent échappe à l’analyse, ses œuvres échappent presque à la description.205  

 

The same critic commented later on the superiority of his Oriental scene over the two historical 

drawings and remarked upon its originality and lightness of spirit. For Peisse, Decamps’ 

historical drawings were executed with a strangeness and roughness that does not characterize 

the artist’s habitual tendencies: 

 Il y a dans ces compositions de rares qualités d’invention, de style et de dessin, et une 
détournante puissance d’exécution. Ce sont des œuvres d’un ordre fort élevé. 
Cependant la pensée et le sentiment de l’artiste n’y éclairent pas, ce nous semble, avec 
autant d’originalité, de franchise et de liberté que dans des productions du genre de 
l’École turque. En entrant dans l’histoire, il y trouve la tradition, les exemples des grands 
modèles, et y cherche naturellement des appuis. Quoiqu’il emprunte avec une rare 
intelligence et sache toujours jeter dans son moule à lui ces matériaux, il ne peut effacer 
tout-à-fait la trace de ces études. Ces influences étrangères, jointes à celles des 
habitudes d’esprit et de main contractées dans l’exécution de ses autres ouvrages, ôtent 
quelque chose à l’individualité de son talent et nuisent à l’unité du résultat. Il arrive de 
là que, malgré leur mérite extraordinaire, ces dessins ont quelque chose de singulier, de 
bizarre et de bâtard, qui ne se rencontre pas dans sa manière habituelle.206 
 

As for the Salon of 1845, Decamps submitted his series of the Épisodes de la vie 

Sampson, which was a series of nine charcoal drawings now held in private and public 

collections [See Appendix A]. These drawings represent a renewed attempt by the artist to 

receive recognition as a history painter. Although the focus of this thesis is not Decamps’ 

general oeuvre, but rather his Oriental works, it is nonetheless interesting to note the reception 

of these subjects at the Salon in light of the artist’s remarks about these drawings in his 

autobiography. In his review of the Salon of 1845, Baudelaire recognized the artist’s new 

intentions and expressed the hope that he would produce similar works in years to come:  

M. Decamps a donc fait une magnifique illustration et de grandioses vignettes à ce 
poème étrange de Samson – et cette série de dessins où l’on pourrait peut-être blâmer 
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quelques murs et quelques objets trop bien faits, et le mélange minutieux rusé de la 
peinture et du crayon – est, à cause même des intentions nouvelles qui y brillent, une 
des plus belles surprises que nous ait faites cet artiste prodigieux, qui, sans doute, nous 
en prépare d’autres.207  
 

Decamps clearly intended to demonstrate he was capable of progress and continued to 

hope for the State or for a venerable patron to commission him a work derived from his Salon 

submissions: 

J’espérais démontrer que j’étais susceptible de développements. Ces compositions, très 
diversifiées de contextures et d’effets, présentaient cependant un ensemble homogène 
dans sa variété : difficulté vaincue qui passa parfaitement inaperçue. Les dessins furent 
fort loués, sans doute, au-delà même de leur mérite, certainement ; un amateur 
distingué me les acheta généreusement ; mais ni l’État ni aucun de nos Mécènes 
opulents n’eurent l’idée de me demander un travail en ce genre.208  
 

In fact, a reading of Decamps’ correspondence at the Cabinet de Dessins at the Louvre, 

provides some insight into the commissions he 

did receive, especially from 1844 onwards, for 

example from the Marquis de Maison.209 

Decamps’ watercolour entitled Cavalerie turque 

asiatique traversant un gué, at the Musée 

Condé in Chantilly, was purchased by the 

Marquis de Maison in 1844 and may very well 

be one of the works to which the letters from 

this period refer. Another work, Arabs Fording a 

River, at the Wallace Collection, also from 1844 and 

purchased by Paul Périer, is an example of the type of commissions Decamps received during 

Figure 36 Decamps, Le Bon Samaritain, 

c.1845. Oil on canvas () Chrysler 

Museum, Norfolk , Virginia 
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the mid-forties, as is his Bon samaritain of 1845, also purchased by Périer and now at the 

Chrysler Museum in Norfolk, Virginia (Figure 36).  

In conjunction to the works mentioned above and to Decamps’ Salon production of 

1844-1845, we must mention that a large number of hunting, landscape and genre scenes were 

also produced during this period and that the artist’s exhibited works at the Salon of 1845 do 

not accurately reflect his artistic activity as a whole at this time. The historical Épisodes de la vie 

de Sampson series contrast highly with the vast number of genre and Oriental paintings and 

works on paper produced independently in his studio. We cannot assert with certainty the 

extent to which Decamps’ paintings outside of the Salon were a result of direct commissions 

and/or a result of his own inclination towards genre and Oriental subjects, however, his Oriental 

and genre paintings were certainly in high demand. Based on Moreau’s account of his visit to 

the artist’s studio in October of 1846, we know that Decamps’ Oriental paintings were highly 

sought after by distinguished collectors and amateurs. Moreau had gone with his father to 

commission, in his own words, “une toile vraiment capitale”: 

Aussi, la présentation une fois faite, mon père aborda la question sans préliminaires. 
‘J’ai déjà fait bien des promesses dont voici là-bas les muets témoins,’ répondit l’artiste 
en étendant la main vers les toiles retournées que nous avions aperçues en entrant : 
‘Patientez un peu, ajouta-t-il, bientôt je vous ferai quelque chose : du sujet nous 
causerons d’ici là, car je veux que vous soyez content de moi.210 

 
And later : 

 
C’est alors que Decamps, dont la pipe s’était éteinte, se mit à retourner ces toiles, 
aperçues par nous en entrant, et nous fit assister au plus beau défilé artistique, à 
l’exposition la plus variée que l’imagination puisse concevoir ; paysages, scènes 
d’intérieur, sujets turcs, il y avait de tout et dans toutes les dimensions. Mais, hélas ! la 
plupart de ces ébauches portaient déjà au dos, écrits à la craie, suivant l’habitude du 
maître, les noms des futurs destinataires.211  
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We can conclude from these passages that Decamps’ work was in high demand among 

some of the most respected amateurs of the time, that Decamps had his clients’ demands very 

present in mind – “je veux que vous soyez content de moi;” and that the artist, in his later 

statement of 1854, expressed his “désir de plaire à tous,” which certainly applied to his patrons 

and to his critics alike. We become aware of a great tension between Decamps’ aspirations 

towards history painting, his critics’ demands and commentaries, and the reality of his genre 

and Oriental paintings in their highly marketable qualities. As Baudelaire noted: “Le bourgeois 

est fort respectable, car il faut plaire à ceux aux frais de qui l’on veut vivre.”212 These tensions 

become more explicit in the Oriental productions of the following years and in particular in 

those Oriental paintings he submitted at the Salon of 1846.   

 

5.3 Salon of 1846: New Tensions in Decamps’ voie nouvelle 

 

At the Salon of 1846 Decamps exhibited four oil paintings, three of which were of 

Oriental subjects. His submissions consisted of École de jeunes enfants (1846), Retour du berger, 

effet de pluie (1843), and Souvenir de la Turquie d’Asie. Paysage (1846) (Figure 37), all three 

paintings at the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam; and Souvenir de la Turquie d’Asie also known 

as Enfants turcs près d’une fontaine (1846) at the Musée Condé in Chantilly (Figure 33). Mosby 

points out that there was a fifth painting, Le Jourdain, which was refused by the Salon jury.213 

The location of the Jourdain is unknown and there are no published reproductions of this 

work.214 The three Oriental paintings mentioned above are not of an innovative character. They 

depict themes he had explored in previous years, as much as he had done with his children and 
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school subjects of the early 1830s. Also, they seem to emphasize dramatic light effects as seen 

on the surface of walls and architectural structures, which Decamps represents so vividly. 

Indeed some contemporary critics of Decamps, as well as present-day scholars recognized that 

such an envoi indicates a return to themes the artist had already explored.215 There is more to 

these Oriental scenes however, if we take into account not only their critical reception at the 

Salon but also the context in which they were conceived, the artist’s personal ambitions 

throughout the 1840s, and the general social and political conditions affecting the artistic 

production at large, including the events leading to the Revolution of 1848, which brought an 

end to the July Monarchy, and witnessed the affirmation of Realism.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 37 Decamps, Souvenir  de la Turquie d’Asie. Paysage, 

1846. Oil on canvas (29 x 46 cm) Stedelijk Museum, 

Amsterdam 
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5.4 Social Conditions during the July Monarchy 

 

We know that Decamps aspired towards la grande peinture and sought a governmental 

commission in that vein. We also know that by 1844 both Chassériau and Delacroix had received 

such commissions. Delacroix executed the mural decorations for the Cour de Comptes and 

Chassériau decorated the Library of the Senate at the Palais du Luxembourg. Official 

commissions sought to disseminate Louis-Philippe’s ideals of a national art and of an art of a 

juste milieu, mainly through large scale history paintings, to assert the role and values of the July 

Monarchy within French history. However, as much as the July Monarch encouraged the arts in 

general, it certainly sought to encourage history painting that, in subject and scale, conformed 

to specific ideals. Analyzed in this context, commissioned works were at the centre of a political 

endeavour.216 Knowing that Decamps’ art tended in general to avoid a political stance, with the 

exception of the series of lithographs he produced for the French journals La Caricature and Le 

Figaro in 1830 and 1831, we understand that the government sought candidates elsewhere to 

complete public decorations. We must add that landscape artists in general did not find favour 

with the July Monarchy. Decamps was fundamentally a genre painter and was known as such to 

the public and critics. While the artist made several attempts at proving himself capable of self-

renewal and capable of directing his art towards grand history subjects, he was not given such a 

commission; upon inquiring on the reasons for his dismissal he was met with a simple: “vous 

n’avez nul besoin de nous.” 
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5.5 Criticism during the Salon of 1846 

 

Let us turn to Decamps’ critical reception at the Salon of 1846. The author for Le 

Magasin Pittoresque regretted Decamps’ return to subjects he had previously treated rather 

than a continuation of the new direction he had given his art with his historical subjects of 1839 

and 1845: 

Cette année, M. Decamps, dont le talent ne s’astreint point à une marche régulière, ni à 
tel ou tel ordre de sujets, a semblé revenir sur ses pas et rechercher encore le même 
succès qu’il avait déjà si pleinement obtenu : au lieu de suivre la voie nouvelle où il était 
entré l’an dernier avec un applaudissement général, il nous a donné derechef trois 
peintures empruntées à ses études sur la Turquie d’Asie.217 

  
In the same spirit, Baudelaire remarked that this year Decamps’ Oriental subjects did 

not stand out as they had done in previous years. Nonetheless, he praised the atmosphere of 

luminosity he had earlier identified, and the effect of a dust-lit atmosphere in École turque: 

Et cependant M. Decamps a reparu cette année avec des choses turques, des paysages, 
des tableaux de genre et un Effet de pluie ; mais il a fallu les charger ; ils ne sautaient 
plus aux yeux. M. Decamps, qui sait si bien faire le soleil, n’a pas su faire la pluie ; puis il 
a fait nager des canards dans de la pierre, etc. L’École turque, néanmoins, ressemble à 
ses bons tableaux ; ce sont bien là ces beaux enfants que nous connaissons, et cette 
atmosphère lumineuse et poussiéreuse d’une chambre où le soleil veut entrer tout 
entier.218 
 
Théophile Thoré’s criticism was more descriptive and detailed, and he also remarked 

Decamps’ sensitive light and dark contrasts visible against the architectural structures in Enfants 

turcs près d’une fontaine, the effect of a silver-like luminosity, and the richness of warm 

tonalities. He points out an excessive use of impastos on the edges of the painting and on the 

shadowed areas, which he proposes must be lighter in character, as should have been his 

depiction of the water. Finally, he comments on Decamps’ paint handling as being too thick and 
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inadequately solid at times due to his palette-knife based techniques, which, in his own words, 

would enable an artist to build a house out of paint alone: 

La vigueur des tons variés, l’éclat des lumières blanches, la fermeté de l’architecture, 
donnent à cette scène toute simple un aspect très réjouissant ; mais il y a beaucoup à 
dire sur les procédés de l’exécution ou plutôt sur l’abus exagéré des empâtements dans 
tous les coins de la toile. Les lumières sont obtenues par un mortier épais d’un pouce, et 
dont on voit le relief [...]. Gare à la maçonnerie ! Si cette sorte de bâtisse opaque et 
solide va bien aux murs, aux pierres, et quelquefois aux terrains dans le clair, elle est 
assurément déplacée dans les parties sombres, dans les demi-teintes, dans l’exécution 
de tous les objets qui exigent de la transparence et de la légèreté [...] Dans la nouvelle 
peinture de M. Decamps, on dirait que le pinceau est remplacé par la truelle ; il est 
certain que la brosse y fonctionne moins que le couteau à palette. Il semble que M. 
Decamps prenne à pleines mains de la couleur pâteuse dans un baquet et la jette contre 
sa toile ; après quoi le couteau-truelle étend cette matière dense, l’égalise et la 
consolide. On peut bâtir ainsi une maison, même en peinture : mais comment appliquer 
ce procédé à l’air et à l’eau ?219 

 

Baudelaire also reproached the artist for his technical procedures, which emulated rather than 

evoked the texture of the object he represented. But as we will discuss in a later section, such 

texture is an integral element of Decamps’ idiom: 

Le seul reproche en effet, qu’on lui pouvait faire était de trop s’occuper de l’exécution 
matérielle des objets ; ses maisons étaient en vrai plâtre, en vrai bois, ses murs en vrai 
mortier de chaux ; et devant ces chefs-d’œuvre l’esprit était souvent attristé par l’idée 
douloureuse du temps et de la peine consacrés à les faire.220  

  
Again, the author for Le Magasin Pittoresque commented on Enfants turcs près d’une fontaine 

(Figure 33) as being vividly original due to the engaging quality of light. The author remarked that 

even though Decamps’ lighting effects are rather stark, that the overall vision of this Oriental 

theme does not strike the viewer as sharp or violent but rather as calm and charming in its 

ardent extremes: 

De ces peintures, la plus remarquable, la plus digne de ses illustres ainées, c’est, sans 
doute Une salle d’asile, [...]. Trois enfants, trois petits Turcs occupés à regarder des 
canards qui barbotent dans une mare au pied du mur, voilà tout ; et le sujet est si peu 
de chose, vraiment, qu’il ne faut rien moins que le talent supérieur de l’artiste pour faire 
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un tableau avec de si modiques éléments. [...] L’expression des figures, la pose, 
l’attitude, la disposition des petits personnages, tout est, dans ce tableau, d’une vérité 
agréable, d’une originalité vive et gracieuse. Mais ce qui donne surtout à cette peinture 
un caractère singulier et saisissant, c’est la lumière : voyez ici, sur ce mur, quels chauds 
et puissants reflets, quel éclat de lumière, quel soleil brulant ! L’art du peintre est 
d’avoir si bien disposé les demi-teintes et les ombres autour et au travers même de ces 
clartés éblouissantes, que l’œil, au lieu d’être blessé par la lueur trop vive, en est au 
contraire charmé, et soutient avec plaisir cette ardeur extrême du ciel d’Orient, qui nous 
transporte par la pensée dans ces lieux brillants où les jours et les nuits elles-mêmes ont 
tant d’éclat et de beauté.221 

 

Planche provided a more trenchant commentary in his review. Beyond expressing 

certain distaste towards the subjects Decamps had represented, he also judged his works to be 

inferior to the paintings he had produced in previous years. The jury, criticism in general, and 

Planche in particular, were rather rigorous at this Salon: 

Il n'y a pas une de ces quatre toiles où il ne soit facile de signaler une rare habileté. Ce 
qui nous force à ne pas les louer sans réserve, et même à relever scrupuleusement 
toutes les taches que l'analyse y découvre, c'est le souvenir des compositions 
merveilleuses auxquelles M. Decamps nous a depuis longtemps habitués. Le parti 
excellent qu'il sait tirer des sujets en apparence les plus ingrats, l'intérêt qu'il donne à 
l'emploi de la lumière, le charme qu'il prête à un pan de muraille, l'organisation 
exceptionnelle dont il est doué, nous imposent le devoir de le juger, non-seulement en 
le comparant aux peintres contemporains, mais encore, et surtout, en le comparant à 
lui-même. Or, pour être sincère, nous dirons que M. Decamps est cette année inférieur 
à lui-même. Malgré les qualités solides qui recommandent chacune de ses 
compositions, il faudrait avoir perdu la mémoire pour ne pas reconnaître que M. 
Decamps a souvent mieux fait.222 

  

His commentaries on individual works also reveal general discontentment with the execution 

not only of the figures but also of their surroundings. Planche perceives the subject in Souvenir 

de la Turquie d’Asie, Enfants turcs près d’une fontaine as inconsequential and pointed out that 

the undifferentiated technical treatment of walls and water stands in the way of a more refined 

and sensitive execution: 
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Un Souvenir de la Turquie d'Asie rappelle, sans les égaler, plusieurs compositions du 
même genre signées du nom de M. Decamps. Le sujet n'est rien par lui-même et ne 
peut intéresser que par une exécution précise et définitive. Or, l'exécution de cette toile 
n'est ni précise ni définitive. La muraille et l'eau sont traitées de la même manière, et le 
résultat est facile à prévoir. L'eau manque de limpidité, et la muraille manque de 
solidité. Naturellement, et par une conséquence inévitable, les figures qui s'enlèvent sur 
la muraille n'ont pas toute la valeur, tout le relief qu'elles auraient si la muraille était 
plus solide, si l'eau était plus limpide. Cette donnée est si familière au pinceau de M. 
Decamps, que nous comprenons difficilement comment il a pu tomber dans l'erreur que 
nous signalons, à moins pourtant qu'il ne faille expliquer sa méprise par le nombre 
même des compositions du même genre qu'il nous a déjà données.223 
 

As for École de jeunes Enfants (Asie-Mineure), Planche recognized a direct link to 

Rembrandt and to 17th century Dutch painting in Decamps’ treatment of light in this interior 

scene. He notes however that Decamps’ treatment of light is too absolute, exaggerating the 

shadows that surround his figures to achieve a degree of greater luminosity from the ray of light 

coming from a window on the far left corner, but sacrificing the figures themselves, which 

remain obscured in shadow: 

L'École de jeunes Enfans (Asie-Mineure) est une donnée qui aurait séduit l'imagination 
de Rembrandt, et qui devait plaire à M. Decamps. Tout l'intérêt de cette donnée 
consiste dans l'emploi de la lumière. C'est un problème qu'un artiste habile doit aimer à 
se poser; mais je crois pouvoir affirmer sans présomption que Rembrandt ne l'eût pas 
résolu de la même manière. Le parti choisi par M. Decamps a quelque chose de trop 
absolu. Pour donner plus de valeur au rayon qui pénètre par la fenêtre du fond, il a 
volontairement exagéré l'ombre qui enveloppe les figures, surtout celles du premier 
plan; et il a poussé si loin cette exagération, que la forme des figures est presque abolie. 
Il n'y a guère que la figure du maître d'école qui soit éclairée suffisamment. Il est donc 
permis de dire qu'en cette occasion la puissance de M. Decamps n'a pas traduit 
nettement sa volonté. Il s'est proposé une difficulté digne de son pinceau, mais il ne l'a 
pas résolue d'une façon complète, et ses précédents ouvrages nous donnent le droit de 
le dire sans être accusé d'injustice.224 

 

These critics were not alone in signaling out such high contrasts of light and dark patterns 

in the work of Decamps. In fact, contemporaries had already pointed out his treatment of light 

in his lithographed work of 1830 and 1831. However, critics noticed even starker contrasts in 
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Decamps’ Oriental scenes of 1846. The Orientalist artist Fromentin’s comments in his Une Année 

dans le Sahel of 1859 are particularly insightful. He identifies Decamps’ stark oppositions as 

systematically violent, marked by a consistently increasing distance between his personal Orient 

and the Orient he had observed:  

Decamps y a vu l’effet, l’opposition nette, aigue, tranchante, des ombres et de la lumière. 
Ne pouvant pas atteindre directement le soleil, qui brule toutes les mains qui le cherchent, 
il a pris un détour fort spirituel, et dans l’impossibilité d’exprimer beaucoup de soleil avec 
peu d’ombre, il a pensé qu’avec beaucoup d’ombre il parviendrait à produire un peu de 
soleil, et il a réussi. Cette abstraction de l’effet, ce thème invariable des oppositions vives, il 
les a poursuivis partout, dans tous les sujets de figures ou de paysages, violemment, 
obstinément, et avec un succès qui a légitimé ses audaces. Il a beaucoup imaginé, 
beaucoup rêvé, mais à distance, à travers des partis pris d’esprit, de méthode et de 
pratique. Il n’est ni vrai, ni vraisemblable ; sa supériorité la plus incontestable lui vient de 
ce qu’il a, comme tous les visionnaires, l’esprit rempli de métamorphoses. Il invente encore 
plus qu’il ne se souvient.225 

 

Through this brief analysis of contemporary responses to Decamps’ submissions to the 

Salon of 1846, we can derive that critics focused mainly on Decamps’ approach to light effects,  

on his return to previously treated subjects, and on his raw methods and techniques. We must 

now contextualize this criticism and the characteristics of Decamps’ submissions mentioned 

above in light of his personal ambitions and the realities of his role as an artist.  

 

5.6 Decamps’ Personal Ambitions and New Tensions  

 

Considering Decamps’ Salon of 1845, represented in his historical Épisodes de la vie de 

Sampson series, his artistic productions outside of the Salon as consisting of mainly genre and 

Oriental scenes, and the Salon of 1846’s mainly Oriental character, we become aware of a great 
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tension between Decamps’ life as a working artist and his professional aspirations towards 

history painting. Although Decamps’ genre and Oriental scenes were in high demand, the artist 

did not find in his private patronage the encouragement he hoped to receive for the 

development of his art. Léon Rosenthal notes that artists in general did not derive from the 

bourgeoisie the moral support or the encouragement they sought in the development of their 

art. He also notes that the general public’s favour could be perceived as a sign of being a 

mediocre artist. Finally, he states that medals and prizes at the Salons contributed little to the 

progress and development of artists and their art. He wrote: 

Les artistes ne trouvent pas dans les bourses bien garnies le concours qui leur serait 
nécessaire. Ils en arrivent à considérer la faveur publique comme un signe de médiocrité, à 
la mépriser, et à s’exalter dans leurs conceptions personnelles sans tenir compte des 
sentiments de leurs contemporains. *...+ Quoi qu’il en soit, et bien qu’ils dussent souffrir de 
ne pas rencontrer chez leurs clients un appui moral, les artistes, en comparant leur 
situation sociale avec celle qu’ils occupaient autrefois, avaient lieu de se réjouir. [...] La 
répartition des médailles et des croix agit fort peu sur la marche de l’art. Nous n’insisterons 
donc pas sur ce point.226  

 

Rosenthal’s account of Chasseriau’s personal ambitions is particularly insightful. He noted: 

Celui qui a vendu quelques portraits peut trouver le loisir et la liberté de couvrir des toiles 
sans souci de l’acheteur, par amour pur de l’art: ‘Je désire,’ écrivait Chassériau le 23 
novembre 1840, ‘faire beaucoup de portraits pour me faire connaitre d’abord, gagner de 
l’argent ensuite, afin d’acquérir l’indépendance nécessaire qui me permettra d’accomplir 
les devoirs d’un peintre d’histoire.’ *...+En résumé, la bourgeoisie achète ; elle achète 
surtout des œuvres de chevalet ou des portraits.227    

 

The aspiration to receive official commissions for public decorations was indeed strong, 

and in the case of Decamps it conflicted, if not contradicted, the nature of his work as a genre 

painter. Decamps’ return to Oriental landscape and genre scenes for the Salon of 1846 suggests 

the artist’s troubled resignation.  The intensification of light and dark contrasts and the 
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increasingly textured surfaces in his Oriental paintings of the 1840s, and in particular in those of 

1846, may indicate an expression, conscious or even unconscious, of a degree of tension. In this 

respect, we do not find in Decamps’ correspondence a direct link between his social role as an 

artist, his notion of being a failed artist, or the marked shift in the direction his Orientalist art 

took during the mid-forties.  We do notice, however, that by 1840 Decamps developed a sense 

of being a failed artist. Some critics have argued that Decamps alone is to blame for this since he 

never independently commenced a project of the magnitude to which he aspired. Yet the social 

and economic realities allowing an artist to undertake such an independent endeavour are a 

complex issue. Decamps’ return to his Oriental subjects does reveal, however, what Mantz 

refers to as an “exaggerated effort and a great spiritual tension” in their technical execution, 

and point towards a heightened focus on his textured surfaces as integral to the interpretation 

of his Orient.228  

As the end of the July Monarchy approached – 1846 was indeed Decamps’ last Salon 

during the July Monarchy – some contemporary critics attempted to determine the direction the 

arts would take during a time of growing uncertainty. Some, like Théophile Gautier, remarked 

that the arts were in a period of transition. Today scholars agree that the Revolution of 1848 

gave way to Realism.229 Concerning Decamps’ Orientalist work of this period we encounter these 

sentiments in the criticism of both Gautier and Prosper Haussard. Gautier wrote: “Peut-être ce 

changement qui nous inquiète n’est-il que le prélude d’une transformation radieuse ? Que la 

transition à une manière plus haute et plus large ?”230 In the same vein Haussard noted in his 

review for Le National: “Ainsi Monsieur Decamps a surpris d’abord, et troublé même ses 
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admirateurs. Ils ne le reconnaissaient qu’à demi. Il faut attendre pour juger sainement cette 

tentative de transformation nouvelle, mixte encore et un peu voilée comme une transition.”231  

 
Studying Decamps’ Orientalist oeuvre of the 1840s in light of these sentiments and with 

the knowledge of their criticism as discussed above, certain elements of major significance 

become clear. First, that Decamps’ technique, although original from the beginning, was 

undergoing changes that link it to developments taking place during the latter part of the 19th 

century. The emphasis on a textured surface as integral to the effect, experience and meaning 

of a painting will be essential for the second half of the 19th century avant-garde movements, 

notably Realism and Impressionism. In his review of this Salon, Baudelaire offered an insightful 

remark concerning the effect Decamps’ paintings had on the viewer. He wrote: 

L’étrangeté de leur aspect vous arrêtait, vous enchainait et vous inspirait une invincible 
curiosité. Cela tient peut-être aux procédés singuliers et minutieux dont use souvent 
l’artiste, qui élucubre, dit-on, sa peinture avec la volonté infatigable d’un alchimiste. 
L’impression qu’elle produisait alors sur l’âme du spectateur était si soudaine et si 
nouvelle, qu’il était difficile de se figurer de qui elle est fille, quel avait été le parrain de 
ce singulier artiste, et de quel atelier était sorti ce talent solitaire et original.232 

 
In this sense, the intimate relationship between the physical components of Decamps’ 

paintings and its effect on the viewer take new meaning, where immediacy and a first-hand 

appreciation of the work are central to the understanding and interpretation of Decamps’ 

paintings, and in our particular case, of the Orient he re/composed. The reference to Decamps 

as an alchemist is also significant, since it underlines the sense of secrecy or zeal in his methods 

and technical procedures as well as the sense of marvel they produced upon the viewer.233 In 

turn, and with the concept of the works’ physicality in mind, the parallel between Decamps’ 

Orientalist oeuvre and work belonging to Impressionism and the Barbizon School is a striking 

one. I am specifically referring to the importance of a textured surface in the appreciation of a 
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painting, and while the brush stroke is not recognizable as such in the work of Decamps, partly 

because he used objects other than brushes in the making of his paintings, the highly sculpted 

textures he employs call to mind the role of the brush stroke in Impressionist art, and places 

Decamps among the predecessors of the late 19th century interest in textured surfaces. Anthea 

Callen noted at the recent Art of the Nineteenth Century Colloquium held in Paris at the Musée 

d’Orsay (2007), that “especially during the 19thcentury texture and brush work function as a 

personal way of rendering a sensation.” In the work of Decamps and especially in his Oriental 

scenes and landscapes, such texture is an integral element of the sensation produced and of the 

impression left upon the viewer. Decamps’ impastos seem to provide an almost tactile 

experience. For instance, in his Souvenir de la Turquie d’Asie also known as Enfants turcs près 

d’une fontaine of 1846 (Figure 33), the textured surface of the walls emulates the texture of 

eroded stones and stucco; the textured ripples of the water emulate the movement of water; 

the folds of the children’s clothes are sculpted in depth. They are worn and have a tactile quality 

to them.  The warmth of the tones on the rocks, vines, and even the water lit by a soft light 

reveal not only a surface that seems alive, but an engaging atmosphere where the olfactory and 

auditory senses are also invited to participate in the appreciation of the work. It is because of 

this appeal to the senses that the public found Decamps’ Orient not only engaging but also 

accessible at an unusually intimate degree of personal experience. 

Although texture was also relevant in the work of Delacroix for instance, we know that 

the artist communicated primarily through the powerful expression of his figures’ gestures and 

through the dramatic use of colour and dynamic compositions in subjects of both Oriental and 

non Oriental character, which were highly dramatic and often violent subjects. Yet as Baudelaire 

has noted, the poetics of Decamps’ work lie in the intimacy of detail with which he represented 
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his subjects, and in this sense, his carefully-textured surfaces take on new significance and a 

particular communicative power. His Oriental idiom as well as his non-Oriental hunting and 

genre scenes are based on the sentiment of a first-hand experience. Decamps’ quiet vision of 

the Orient, interpreted, transformed and re/composed in his memory is unprecedented, as is his 

use of texture to communicate a desired sentiment and atmosphere. Baudelaire wrote: “Les 

tableaux de M. Decamps étaient donc pleins de poésie, et souvent de rêverie ; mais là où 

d’autres, comme Delacroix, arriveraient par un grand dessin, un choix de modèle original ou une 

large et facile couleur, M. Decamps arrivait par l’intimité du détail.”234  

 
Pierre Colombier, writing in 1928, also commented on a particular sentiment Coriolis, 

the hero of the de Goncourt brothers’ Manette Salomon, describes when referring to Decamps’ 

representations of the Orient: “Il [Coriolis] parlait du tempérament, de l’originalité, de la 

puissance pittoresque de ce dessinateur [...] Il trouvait dans sa peinture la vie, la vie intime et 

pénétrante des choses, une intensité de vitalité, une étonnante âpreté de sentiment.”235 Also, 

Decamps’ treatment of local landscape in his Oriental scenes, such as in Paysage turc (Figure 12), 

was based on direct observation of the French countryside. Although the forests and landscapes 

depicted in his Oriental scenes represent mainly the north of France such as the Picardy 

countryside and forest regions, his non-Oriental genre scenes of this period include depictions of 

the region of Barbizon. This is significant because at this time, innovative landscape painters 

who took local landscapes as their subjects, found resistance especially with the Salon juries, 

and often had their work rejected. Decamps, on the other hand, was able to introduce these 

landscape scenes under the type of Orientalist painting. That Decamps succeeded in introducing 

such scenes at the Salon is not in itself as significant as the fact that these works functioned 
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within the hierarchy of “accepted” genres at the Salon, while carrying with them more 

experimental and innovative elements that may have inspired new generations of observant 

artists. It is true that Decamps did not pursue an in-depth exploration of landscape in the 

manner of the Barbizon painters, but we must take such elements into consideration as part of 

the vocabulary of his innovative Oriental scenes. Such elements have not been explored in 

depth and offer promising ground for better understanding Decamps’ place in the dynamic 

transformation of the arts during and beyond the July Monarchy.   

 Some scholars have found links in Decamps’ Orientalist and non-Orientalist oeuvre to 

Realism. However, while Decamps’ Orientalist paintings do not enter the vocabulary that 

developed late into the 19th century explored by Realist artists as Courbet, they do contain 

elements that link his oeuvre to aspects of an earlier realism comparable to that of 17th century 

Dutch painting. For this purpose it is insightful to trace the concepts of contemporaneity and of 

“being of one’s time” back to their origins.  Linda Nochlin notes that the idea of ‘il faut être de 

son temps’ can be traced back to the 17th century as described by Charles Perrault in his 

Parallèle des anciens et des moderns, published in 1688-97.236 She then points out that the 

philosopher-critic Diderot advocated the art of Chardin and Greuze which was based for the 

most part on contemporary, everyday life subjects. Nochlin describes how this concept was 

taken up by the Romantics less as a critical theory than as part of their general artistic 

practice.237 In particular she makes reference to Emile Deschamps, prominent advocate of the 

notion of ‘being of one’s time,’ and writes: 

 For Romantics, ‘being of one’s time’ implied a broad spectrum of far-from-
consistent values – revolt against established rules, conscious departure from 
‘correctness,’ a return to common speech and ordinary language, direct contact with 
nature, or, more broadly, simply an insistence on not repeating that which had already 
been done, not approving that which had already won approval [...]238 
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Picked up by Realists, she notes, this concept became narrower and more concrete in 

theory and practice since Realists excluded the “exoticism, historicism, insistence on the 

supremacy of the imagination and acceptance of the irrational” which, Nochlin goes on, had 

constituted the basis of much Romantic artistic practice.239 Instead, Realists embraced a 

meaning of contemporaneity that confronted “the concrete experiences and appearances of 

their own times with an earnest and serious attitude and a fresh, appropriate imagery.”240 

Concerning this appropriate imagery Nochlin notes that Realists rejected pompous and 

grandiose subjects and focused on imagery heavily imbued in the social and political realities of 

their everyday life surroundings, such as the theme of labour and the modern city with its 

industrial overtones and everyday life experiences.241  

 Based on this analysis of contemporaneity and of the notion of ‘being of one’s time’ we 

remark that Decamps’ genre scenes adhere closely to these notions as explored by 18th century 

artists such as Chardin, up to and including both artists’ exploration of singeries as a subject. By 

focusing on representations of interiors, on genre scenes and on familiar everyday life subjects 

treated with a particularly sensitive approach to light, Decamps also adheres to a tradition 

mastered by the 17th century Dutch masters and to the revival of 17th century Dutch painting 

during the 19th century. His Oriental landscape and genre scenes are particularly interesting in 

that they are rendered in a credible way through the intimacy of detail with which figures and 

objects are represented. When looking at Enfants turcs près d’une fontaine, one is struck, as we 

have observed earlier, by the richness of the shadows, by the solidity of the architecture, and by 

the exactitude of the children’s features and costumes. In light of the above discussion on 

Realism, however, we can trace a marked relationship in Decamps’ genre and Oriental scenes to 
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a 17th century notion of realism and understand why some 19th century artists, such as 

Fromentin, found neither truthfulness nor verisimilitude in Decamps’ Orient. We must also 

mention that Decamps was the first French artist of the 19th century to introduce into a 

contemporary idiom the image of a familiar Orient.  

 

5.7 Decamps’ Methodology: Working from Memory 

 

Also complicating the assessment of Decamps’ Orient is the innovative and highly 

personal methodology he employed in constructing such images. Based on his memories and 

recollections of his 1828 experience in the Middle East and in Constantinople, Decamps’ Orient 

represents reminiscences that are subject to change with time as the freshness of his memories 

diminished and changed. His approach to picture-making, based on memory, is one the artist 

used even while he sojourned in the Levant. Decamps would observe Oriental surroundings, 

costumes, customs, and peoples, and would draw at night in his studio from memory. Mantz 

noted that while in the Middle East, the artist retained his impressions of Oriental scenes less on 

paper than in his memory. Mantz writes:  

*...+ mais, dans cette course d’une année, il observa bien plus avec le regard qu’avec le 
crayon, et il est remarquable en effet que, parmi les nombreux dessins qui nous restent 
de lui, il en existe à peine quelques-uns qui paraissent avoir été faites d’après nature en 
Orient.242 
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While Decamps did not describe his approach in 

painting his Oriental scenes, the significance of first-

hand observations in his working method is evident. He 

wrote, “Il faut apprendre à voir! Là est la théorie,”243 and 

implicitly referred to first-hand experiences of the 

subject he painted. These two aspects of Decamps’ 

working method recall the innovative views of the 

educational reformer and painter Horace Lecoq de 

Boisbaudran (1802 – 1897), who in 1848 published a 

pamphlet entitled L’Education de la mémoire 

pittoresque, republished in a modified edition in 1862. 

Later he would also publish Coup d’oeil sur l’enseignement des beaux-arts (1872) and Lettres à 

un jeune professeur (1876) both elaborating on his publication of 1848. These publications were 

part of Lecoq’s teaching method, aiming at complementing and providing alternatives to 

traditional academic practices, against which many artists, particularly the Romantics, had 

rebelled. Lecoq’s teaching method was based on a step-by-step program with the purpose of 

training the visual memory of young artists to retain with accuracy the form of the object 

observed, in all its details, to be later reproduced in drawing. Only later, through an advanced 

curriculum and through intricate procedures, would students advance to memorizing colour and 

colour patterns and relationships to eventually proceed with painted work in oil. Petra ten-

Doesschate Chu notes that although Lecoq’s method was highly innovative and influential, 

mostly among the Realist and Naturalist generations, the idea of training the artists’ visual 

memory was not new.244 She points out Leonardo da Vinci’s recommendations to his students to 

Figure 38 Decamps, Femme de Smyrne 

revenant de la fontaine, undated. 

Watercolour study  Cabinet de 

Dessins, Musée du Louvre, Paris 
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review in their minds the outlines of the forms they had studied during the day,245 and to Joshua 

Reynold’s Discourses on Art delivered between 1769 and 1790. Reynolds wrote: 

It is indisputably evident that a great part of every man’s life must be employed in 
collecting materials for the exercise of genius.  Invention, strictly speaking, is little more 
than a new combination of those images which have been previously gathered and 
deposited in the memory [...] I would particularly recommend that after your return 
from the academy (where I suppose your attendance to be constant) you would 
endeavour to draw the figure by memory.  I will even venture to add, that by 
perseverance in this custom, you will become able to draw the human figure tolerably 
correct, with as little effort of the mind as to trace with a pen the letters of the 
alphabet.246 

 
Reynold’s evocation of the alphabet as an analogy of the tools available to artists for the 

construction of new imagery, through imagination based on memory, parallels Delacroix’ 

concept of a dictionary, from which the artist selectively extracts elements to compose an 

image.247 Baudelaire cites the artist, who stated: 

Nature is but a dictionary. [...] In it you look for the meaning of words, their genealogy 
and their etymology in brief, you extract from it all the elements that compose a 
sentence or a narrative; but no one has ever thought of his dictionary as a composition, 
in the poetic sense of the word. Painters who are obedient to the imagination seek in 
their dictionary the elements which suit with their conception; in adjusting those 
elements, however with more or less of art, they confer upon them a totally new 
physiognomy. But those who have no imagination just copy the dictionary.248   

 
In this light, it is important to note that, especially for Romantic artists, memory was a 

significant means of enhancing subjectivity and a tool for the transformation of observed reality 

into personal vision.249 Reynolds, Lecoq, and Delacroix share the belief that direct observation of 

nature produces the development of an available source of imagery to be later combined in 

innovative ways during the conceptual stages of composition. In Reynolds’ and Lecoq’s 

methods, such imagery was to be developed within an acute, visual, and working memory; 

although Delacroix does not make reference to memory explicitly we can assume he does so 

implicitly, since he makes reference to an appropriation of the dictionary of nature, which 
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necessitates, to a large extent, the storage of imagery within memory. Also, we know that 

Delacroix strongly rejected copying nature explicitly.250  

 It becomes evident that Decamps’ approach to composing his Orient lies within the 

realm of Romanticism in his highly personal vision of the Levant. What is striking is that this 

vision was so detached from mainstream Romantic representations of the Orient. It did not 

conform to the belligerent contexts made explicit within other Orientalist representations by 

Decamps’ contemporaries; it differed from the growing concern with accuracy and realism 

developed during the second half of the 19th century; and it distanced itself from 

representations heavily based on fantasy. Operating certainly within Romanticism, and yet 

differing from mainstream Romantic Orientalist expressions, we come to realize that Decamps’ 

Oriental scenes touch genres beyond Romanticism. We do not know the extent to which 

Decamps relied on memory for minute details in figures, costumes, and objects in his Oriental 

scenes, but he did own a collection of Oriental artifacts. The most striking aspect of his Oriental 

production is the fact that he never returned to the Middle East. Thus, the effect and the 

atmosphere he sought to render are based entirely on his memory of the impact of such foreign 

climes through his first-hand and long-lasting experience of them. We know little about 

Decamps’ intentions for his Oriental scenes unfortunately, but based on observation and on the 

consistency in style and execution of his Oriental landscape and genre scenes we can safely 

assert that his aim was not to reproduce what he had seen in the Middle East in an objective 

manner. His strong dislike for copying in general and the high value he placed on originality is 

evidence for this position.251 Rather, it seems as if an atmosphere consistently detached from 

notions of sentimentality was re/created in Decamps’ Oriental scenes. Indeed he was criticized 

for the lack of sentimental engagement in his work and, similarly for rendering his figures with a 
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lesser power of expression than that of the numerous scenes with animals or even inanimate 

objects he represented. Such criticism was mostly made however by contemporary critics of 

Decamps who operated within the Romantic movement as well as critics of later centuries. For 

instance Gautier, commenting on Decamps’ Salon works of 1839, remarked that the emotional 

stance in the artist’s work embodied: “l’indifférence absolue, la souveraine impartialité de son 

talent.”252 Describing Decamps’ Le Supplice des crochets (1839) (Figure 40) Rosenthal wrote in 

1987: “Decamps s’abstient, le plus souvent, de toute intention dramatique. Représente-t-il un 

drame, on sent qu’il n’en est pas personnellement touché. *...+ Decamps n’est pas ému et il ne 

se soucie pas plus de nous remuer que lorsqu’il lui plait de peindre un défilé de cavaliers arabes 

au crépuscule.”253  

 

 

 

Figure 40 Decamps, Le Supplice des crochets, 1835-37. 

Oil on canvas (91 x 137 cm) Wallace Collection, London 

Figure 39 Decamps, Le 

Supplice des crochets, (detail) 
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In this sense, Decamps’ Orientalist oeuvre stands apart from those elements so central 

to Romanticism, which advocate dramatic expressions of human emotions. While Decamps’ 

lighting effects can certainly be dramatic, his human figures lack any of the dramatic narrative 

that is so central to Romantic sentiments and expressions especially within history painting. 

Decamps’ Orient does not communicate the tumultuous atmosphere of his Romantic 

contemporaries; it rather represents a luminous, quiet and subdued Orient, a place that seemed 

real as to propose a convincing alternative reality to the viewer. It also seems as if Decamps’ 

exploration of light and luminosity, of the picturesque, of the quiet beauty of a sun-lit Oriental 

landscape, of the strangeness of Oriental architecture and costumes, were themes in their own 

right and created for their own communicative purposes. These elements conform to the 

Romantic notion of ‘art for art’s sake’; however, they surpass such notion in the direction this 

concept takes during the late 19th century as explored by artists belonging to the Aesthetic 

Movement in the visual arts as well as in literature. Advocating a mostly sensorial rather than 

moralistic or sentimental appreciation of art, this notion of ‘art for art’s sake’ finds early 

expressions in the Orientalist work of Decamps. Such parallels have yet to be explored in his 

work and although such an exploration escapes the scope of this research, it is nonetheless 

important to identify these similarities. Also significant for this stance is the place of mnemonics 

within Decamps’ methodology.  

Petra ten-Doesschate Chu points out that James McNeill Whistler relied on mnemonic 

techniques of his own, especially during the latter part of his career in his exploration of 

memory as a means toward selection and subjectivity.254 The extent to which Decamps’ 

mnemonic practices and Oriental scenes were influential, directly or indirectly, to artists like 

Whistler is a question with ample potential for discovery and research. Again, such an 
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exploration goes beyond the scope of this study. We can assert, however, that the lack of overt 

social or moral undertones, the subdued character and lack of emotion in the Oriental work of 

Decamps, to some degree dissociates his work from its contemporary mainstream trends such 

as Romanticism and Realism. We can also assert that Decamps’ Orient not only embodies the 

incertitude and transformational character of the 1840s, appropriating the notion of ‘art for 

art’s sake’ in a highly personal manner, but that it also contains elements that are widely 

explored during the later half of the 19th century and beyond. Decamps stated: “Pour moi, un 

tableau à l’effet était un tableau fait.”255 Considering such elements helps to better understand 

Decamps’ Orient as an unprecedented representation of a highly personal Orient charged with 

meaning and as a forerunner of significant trends that would take full shape in a myriad of 

different directions well into the 20th century. 
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Chapter 6 

Understanding Decamps’ Personal Orient 

 

 

6.1 Salon of 1850-51 and the Universal Exhibition 

 

The Revolution of 12 February 1848 had brought an end to the July Monarchy. By 1851, 

the provisory proclamation of France’s Second Republic had ended with Louis-Napoleon 

Bonaparte’s coup d’état,  giving way to the bonapartist Second Empire which lasted until 1870 

with the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian War (19 July, 1870  - 28 January, 1871).256 Decamps did 

not show a marked social or political involvement in his work throughout the late 1840’s or early 

1850’s, as he had done during the Revolution of 1830 through the caricatures he produced until 

1831. Rather, the artist’s submissions to the Salon of 1851 consisted of ten entries in which he 

returned to historical subjects. His Biblical scenes were again coloured with an Oriental vision, 

much as his work had been in the 1830s.  

The artist’s return to historical subjects is striking in the context of a growing general 

interest in humble subjects of everyday life scenes. His Biblical paintings attracted praise for the 

general truthfulness of the Oriental atmosphere communicated in these paintings. In this regard 

it is significant to note that the Salon of 1851 was a jury-free Salon and that the new 

government’s professed policy of non-interference in the Salon had turned the tide in favour of 

Barbizon landscape painters, in part because several Barbizon artists were active in the 
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government.257 The spirit of 1848 in the arts now favoured subjects based on everyday realities, 

and it is likely that because of such strong populist spirit in the arts and because of the strong 

pull towards realist subjects, his submissions were perceived as rather truthful to a general 

Oriental atmosphere and as carrying the most authentic mark of a national art.  Louis Geofroy 

wrote: 

M. Decamps est un de ceux qui ont le plus contribué à nous rendre difficiles sous ce 
rapport, car c’est lui le premier qui a importé en France l’Orient véritable, et non 
l’Orient des basses et des mamamouchis, dont se contentait la nonchalante érudition de 
nos ancêtres ; son tableau [Élyézer et Rébecca] porte donc le cachet de nationalité le 
plus authentique. Et d’abord, la fontaine où vient puiser de l’eau Rébecca avec ses 
suivantes n’est point telle que la concevait un Occidental du XVIIe siècle, qui n’avait 
jamais été plus loin que Rome, c’est-à-dire un simple puits à margelle surmonté d’une 
poulie : c’est une vaste citerne à l’ombre d’un bouquet de pins, où l’on descend par de 
larges gradins en pierre ; des esclaves demi-nus y emplissent des urnes canopéennes et 
les chargent sur leur tête.258 

 

Another critic wrote: 

L’auteur de la Patrouille turque et du Samson abordant à son tour ce sujet [Éliézer et 
Rébecca+, devait le faire avec le sentiment nouveau de l’Orient que lui ainsi que nos 
artistes modernes ont rapporté de leurs voyages. Il a donné au serviteur d’Abraham le 
costume des Bédouins et versé le sang arabe et africain dans les carnations des 
suivantes de Rébecca aux noires prunelles.259 

 
Decamps exhibited Eliézer et Rébecca, now at the Musée Condé, Chantilly [see Appendix 

A]; and Fuite en Égypte and Repos de la Sainte Famille, of which the locations are unknown. By 

1850 we know that Decamps was pursuing rather classicizing influences for his art as he states 

in his autobiography of 1854.260 He makes mention in particular of Ingres as an exemplary 

model. In doing so it seems as if he were departing from the concerns so central to his personal 

style in rendering the compositional structures of his Oriental Biblical scenes less dynamically 

and more static and composed. He adopts a more traditional arrangement of figures following a 

classical frieze formation with little or no movement, which contrasts greatly with his previous 
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Oriental compositions, such as La Sortie de l’école turque (1841) (Figure 32), in which he makes 

use of structural devices such as walls in varying angles to create a dynamic composition full of 

movement and depth. The artist wrote of his new-found admiration for Ingres: 

Son enseignement est tellement et si vigoureusement vrai, que les organisations les plus 
disparates y doivent trouver leur compte. Son principe est si radicalement fondamental 
et générateur, qu’on l’a vu poindre successivement dans les œuvres de ses plus violents 
détracteurs. *...+ J’ai toujours amèrement regretté de n’avoir pu, en temps convenable, 
profiter de ses précieuses leçons. *...+ Le mal affreux sous lequel je succombe m’est venu 
terrasser.261   

  
Mosby remarks that Decamps’ classicizing endeavours in his historical Oriental subjects 

were based on purely visual properties.262 Indeed Decamps is not known to have conducted in-

depth literary research for his historical Oriental scenes. Mosby’s effort to trace Decamps’ 

sources is insightful,263 but ultimately we can assert that for Decamps, a first-hand experience 

was certainly more important than any literary sources for his subjects. When looking at 

Decamps’ Biblical scenes of the early 1850s such as La Pêche miraculeuse (c.1853) at the 

Wallace Collection (); Le Christ sur le Lac de Genesareth (c.1853) and Paysage, Saul (c.1853) at 

the Louvre; and Saul poursuivant David (c.1853) at the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, we notice 

striking resemblances in the type of landscape the artist employs in these scenes. Such vast, 

mountainous, rocky terrains seem to be variations on the site-specific landscape Decamps 

employed in his Défaite des Cimbres of 1834, based on the terrain he had observed and 

experienced while in the South of France and the Midi in November 1832. With variations on 

vegetation, placement of figures, and at times, bodies of water, these scenes reveal the primacy 

of a lived experience in the artist’s picture-making and compositional processes as well as what 

seems to be his personal interpretation of history painting; that is, Decamps produces variations 

of an observed and experienced reality. It is difficult to assert the intention of the artist, but 
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such scenes do not seem to intend to transport the viewer towards a world of fantasy or of 

imagined lands. On the contrary, they appear to contextualize his Oriental and Biblical figures 

within settings that appear real and that were ultimately derived from the experience of a 

tangible place within a clear geographic location. Decamps did not begin using this strategy 

during the early 1850s however. We see a similar approach already in his Murs de Jéricho 

(c.1846) and his Gorges d’Ollioules (c.1839). Other historic Oriental scenes with predominant 

landscapes are his Moïse sauvé des 

eaux (1837) (Figure 23) and his Paysage 

avec le bon Samaritain (1837) (Figure 

29), where the terrains are variations 

of each other and derive their most 

salient shapes from Watering Place 

(1832) (Figure 42) and his Paysage: 

Etude pour Cimbres (c.1832) (Figure 

41).  

 

 

 

 

 

Also, we have discussed a 

Figure 41 Decamps, Paysage: Étude pour Cimbres, c.1832. 

Oil on canvas (39.5 x 59.5 cm). Musée, St. Lo 

Figure 42 Decamps, Watering Placce, 1832. Oil on canvas 

(80 x 117 cm). Wallace Collection, London 
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similar approach in his Paysage turque of 1833 (Figure 12) where he inserted an architectural 

structure of an Oriental-type within an otherwise Occidental landscape and we suggested that 

Decamps was creating an Orient for and of himself through a process of synthesis and of de/re-

contextualizing the familiar with the unfamiliar in a meaningful way at a very personal level. If 

Decamps did not renew his approach towards Orientalizing his subjects, that is, his approach of 

juxtaposing Occidental landscapes and Oriental, or for that matter rather unfamiliar elements, 

such as his block-like architectural structures consistently present in his Oriental scenes, it is 

likely that he had indeed achieved the desired effect for his Oriental artistic production. Scholars 

have concluded in this respect that Decamps was a man of formulas, and that he merely applied 

the findings of his early career, that is, compositional devices, figures, facture, and subjects, 

throughout his lifetime without conducting an in-depth exploration of either a purely visual art 

or an art of deeper meaning and grander sentiment.264 Chestneau wrote in 1883 concerning 

Decamps’ Défaite des Cimbres (1833) (Figure 22) and his Joseph vendu par ses frères (1838) 

(Figure 27): “ *...+ l’action principale est complètement subordonnée au cadre naturel, et si nous 

devons louer sans restriction la solidité des terrains, l’éclat et la profondeur des ciels, cela 

semble aussi nous autoriser à conclure que l’artiste n’avait en lui rien moins qu’une 

prédestination à la grande peinture.”265  

 
The critic concludes however that for Decamps the status of history painter remained 

for him mere illusions.266 He added:  

Dans les tableaux de Decamps, l’homme est rarement autre chose qu’un accessoire, et, 
dans celles de ses œuvres où il lui a réservé la prédominance, il néglige de le montrer 
dans sa beauté morale pour ne s’attacher qu’à son geste, à un pli de son costume, à son 
coté tout extérieur. Dans le drame humain, il n’aperçoit que l’effet, *...+ mais dans tout 
cela nulle émotion.267 
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Decamps’ Oriental Biblical and historical scenes reveal the artist’s limited understanding 

of history painting as based solely on representations of a historical subject; but the artist 

oversaw the grand scale and manner inherent to this genre. Apart from composing the Biblical 

figures in a more reposed frieze-like manner, he continued to rely on the superimposing of 

familiar and unfamiliar elements, be they Occidental landscapes and Oriental figures or 

everyday life activities in Oriental climes, which is a device he used consistently in his Oriental 

scenes. In addition, Decamps used comparable devices in his Orientalizing of Oriental scenes. 

When looking at Rebecca à la fontaine (1848) (Figure 51), at his Centenier (c.1848), his Elièzer et 

Rebecca (1847) (Figure 45), his Femmes turques à la fontaine (1851), his Le bon samaritain 

(c.1853) (Figure 43) and his Well in the East (1847) (Figure 46) we notice that Decamps’ use of 

architecture is central to his Oriental idiom in these Oriental landscape scenes. Such block-like 

architectural devices are used consistently throughout his Orientalist oeuvre and find their 

sources in the drawings he produced of his Oriental souvenirs, such as his Une Rue en Orient 

(c.1836-38) (Figure 44) and drawings such as Sujet turc: cavaliers à l’abreuvoir known as The 

Watering Place (c.1830-32) (Figure 21).  
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Figure 44 Decamps, Une rue en 

Orient, c. 1836-38. Black and white 

chalk on paper (40.5 x 29 cm). 

Collection Kurt P. Ross, New York 

Figure 43 Decamps, Le bon samaritain, 

c.1853. Oil on canvas (93 x 74 cm). The 

Metropolitan Museum, New York 

Figure 45 Decamps, Elièzer et Rebecca, 1847. Oil on canvas 

(110 x 160 cm). Collection M. de Montesquieu, Longpont 

(L’Abbaye de) 
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Even with more Realist approaches, or within the Barbizon School where landscape 

painting reaches higher status in its own right, Decamps’ historical Orient escapes such 

categorization, since the terrain he represents is not strictly objective in its truthfulness to 

nature or in adhering to the social and political implications Realist landscape embodied. It 

rather takes nature as a point of departure for the variations and subjective interpretations 

upon which he embarks, as is the highly personal role that memory plays in his work. At the 

same time, Decamps’ Oriental scenes are not purely fantastical. The correlation between the 

familiar and un/familiar elements in his Oriental scenes, aspects of his Orient which recall a 17th 

century realist, a Realist, and a Romantic approach, indicate that Decamps’ personal Orient 

embodies elements of both the latter trends, and in doing so, it offers an exemplary case study 

of an artist who bridges a gap between Romanticism and Realism. What is more striking is that 

Decamps’ approach towards representing the Orient does not date to after 1848, but to an 

entire decade before and to a time where Romanticism was at its peak.  

Figure 46 Decamps, A Well in the East, 1847. Oil on canvas (31 

x 42 cm). Wallace Collection, London 
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In 1853 Decamps underwent a severe crisis, destroying many unfinished as well as 

finished paintings of all genres.268 Early that same year Decamps held a major sale of the 

contents of his studio and retired permanently to his estate in Fontainebleau.269 By looking at his 

correspondence we also become aware of a drastic decline in his health and a general apathy, as 

he discusses almost exclusively the banalities of his daily life. Contributing to his decline was 

certainly the death of his brother Maurice-Alexandre on 1 February 1852. The retrospective he 

received together with Ingres and Delacroix at the Universal Exhibition of 1855 did little more to 

change the artist’s sentiment of being a failed artist than had his title of Officier de la Légion 

d’Honneur, awarded after the Salon of 1850-51. His regret for not having pursued an academic 

artistic education and the alleged lack of encouragement in his voie nouvelle are the artist’s 

recorded explanations for his sense of failure.  Mosby points out that Decamps had considered 

not participating at the Universal Exhibition and that Nieuwerkerke, then director of the fine 

arts, wrote to the artist with the sole purpose of persuading him to change his mind.270 We 

know that Nieuwerkerke succeeded in persuading Decamps,271 but by looking at Decamps’ 

correspondence with his painter friend Godefroy Jadin of 6 April 1855, we realize that the artist 

left to his friend’s good judgement the selection of the paintings to appear in the exhibition.272 

Once at the Universal Exhibition, Decamps’ submission of fifty-nine entries elicited minimal 

criticism. Those who commented focused mostly on the repetitive nature of his work. However, 

Planche provides an insightful commentary in writing for the Revue des Deux Mondes in 1855: 

Il y a dans l’école française trois noms qui dominent tous les autres et qui montrent les 
tendances diverses de notre génération dans le domaine de la peinture : Ingres, 
Delacroix et Decamps. Quiconque a bien étudié les œuvres de ces trois artistes sait à 
quoi s’en tenir sur l’état du génie français.273 
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Figure 47 Decamps, La pêche 

miraculeuse, c. 1853. Oil on canvas (28 

x 46 cm) Wallace Collection, London 

Figure 48 Decamps, Jésus sur le lac de 

Génésareth, c. 1853. Oil on canvas (40.5 x 

74 cm) Musée du Louvre, Paris 

Figure 49 Decamps, École de jeunes enfants, 1846. Oil on 

canvas (117 x 91 cm) Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam 
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Figure 50 Decamps, Épisode de la Défaite 

des Cimbres, 1840. Charcoal (70 x 112 cm) 

Musée d'Art Moderne, Bruxelles 

Figure 51 Decamps, Rebecca à la fontaine, 

1848. Oil on canvas (30 x 41 cm) Musée Condé, 

Chantilly 

Figure 52 Decamps, Saul poursuivant David, 

1853. Oil on canvas (82.5 x 119.5 cm) 

Montréal Museum of Fine Arts, Montréal 
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Figure 55 Decamps, Paysage. Saul, 1853. Oil on 

canvas (45.5 x 81.5 cm) Musée du Louvre, Paris 

Figure 54 Decamps, Cavalerie turque 

asiatique traversant un gué, 1844-45. Pastel 

(66 x 98 cm) Musée Condé, Chantilly 

Figure 53 Decamps, Cavalerie turque asiatique traversant un gué, 1844-45 (detail) 
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Conclusion 

It is clear that Decamps’ contribution to the art of his time was understood and 

recognized in his own time as a foundational element of 19th century French paining, not only 

because he discovered the Orient and expressed it in painting, but also because he represented 

his Oriental vision in such a way as to inspire what we now call Orientalism. It is widely agreed 

among scholars that Decamps initiated Orientalist painting, but the particular and unique nature 

of the Orient he represented needs to be fully defined. His un/familiar personal Orient is one 

that embodied the complexities and uncertainties of his time at different levels; it is an 

exemplary case of a highly original artistic production which traces the transition from 

Romanticism to Realism and in doing so goes beyond the commonly accepted notions of its 

place within Orientalism alone, providing ample space for an exploration of its influence in the 

art of the late 19th and early 20th centuries.  
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Appendix A 

Decamps’ Salon Production  

Salon of 1827 
 
Soldat de la garde d’un Vizir, c. 1827 (24 x 19 cm) Wallace Collection, London ; Mosby, no. 149 

Provenance: Anonymous sale, December 25, 1855 ; Coll. Compte de Pourtales-
Gorgier, Sale, March 27, 1865, no. 244 ; Coll. M. le marquis d’Hertfort  

 
Chasse aux vanneaux, c.1827 (45.7 cm x 54.6 cm) Unknown location ; Mosby, no. 483 

Provenance : Anon. Sale, Jan. 9, 1843 ( ?) ; Coll. Du Sommerard in 1869 ; Coll. 
Mme. Brun ; Coll. Widener, sold by 1915.   

 
Salon of 1831 
 
Cadji -Bey, chef de la police de Smyrne, faisant sa ronde or la Patrouille turque, c.1830-1831 (115 
x 179 cm) Wallace Collection, London ; Mosby, no. 156 

Provenance : Coll. M. Abel Formé ; Coll. M. le marquis d’Hertfort.  
 

Des Enfants effrayés à la vue d’une chienne, c. 1830 (91 x 137 cm) San Francisco, California 
Palace of the Legion of Honor : Mildred Anna Williams Collection ; Mosby, no. 456 

Provenance : Coll. Charles Royer, in 1829 ( ?); Durand-Ruel and Co., Sale, Jan. 28, 
1845; Coll. Albert, Sale, March, 1866; Coll. Adolphe Moreau; Coll. Moreau-
Nélaton, Sale, May 11-15, 1900, no. 25; Knoedler and Co.; Coll. David Watson by 
Aug. 13, 1900; Knoedler and Co.; Coll. H.K.S. Williams, gift to present in 1940.  

 
Opital des Galeux, c. 1830 (19 x 24 cm) Unknown Location ; Mosby, no. 509 

Provenance: Anon. Sale, April 4, 1868 ; Coll. Laurent Richard, Sale, 1878 ; Coll. H. 
I. Seney, Sale, Feb. 7-9, 1894, no. 257.  
 

Vue prise dans le Levant, c.1831 (51 x 73 cm) Unknown Location ; Mosby, no. 530 
Provenance : Coll. Albert, Sale, March 15, 1866 ; Coll. Cohen ; Anon. Sale, June 
26, 1905, no. 13; Anon. Sale, July 4-5, 1919; Coll. Trotti; Munich, Heinemann 
Gallery.  
 

L’Ane et les Chiens Savants, 1831(28 x 22 cm) Paris, Private Collection-MR ; Mosby, no. 396 
Provenance : Coll. Albert, Sale, Jan. 28, 1861 ; Coll. Baron James de Rothschild.  
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Salon of 1833 
 
Sujet turc: cavaliers à l’abrevoir also known as The Watering Place, 1832 (80 x 117 cm ) Wallace 
Collection, London; Mosby, no. 158 

Provenance: Coll. D’Harcourt, Sale, March 22, 1851, no. 27; Coll. Lord Hertford  
 

La chasse du Héron au Faucon, 1832-1833 (29 x 46 cm) Unknown Location ; Mosby, no. 486 
Provenance : Coll. D’Harcourt, Sale, March 22, 1851, no. 26; Coll. Van-Praet in 
1869 
  

Intérieur d’atelier dit aussi Le singe peintre, c.1832 (32 x 40.5 cm) Musée du Louvre, Paris ; 
Mosby, no. 292 

Provenance: Coll. Binat, Sale, Feb. 5, 1844; Coll. Duc de Mrony, Sale, May 31, 
1865; to El Coll. André, still in 1878; Coll. Dreux; Coll. Thomy-Thièry, bequest to 
present in 1902.  
  

Paysage turc, 1832  (49 x 65 cm) Musée Condé, Chantilly; Musée Condé, no. 66 
Provenance : Coll. Marquis Masion, purchased directly from the artist in 1832; 
acquired by the duke of Aumale on January, 1868 no. 32  
 

L’Accord parfait – Le Désacord, 1832 (Two watercolours) (41 x 62 cm) Louvre, Paris; Mosby, no. 
302 

Provenance: Coll. Prince Demidoff, Sale, Jan. 13, 1863; to Coll. Reinach.  
 

Salon of 1834 
 
La Défatie des Cimbres, 1833 (130 x 195 cm) Musée du Louvre, Paris; Mosby, no. 280 

Provenance: Coll. Duc d’Orléans (purchased from the Salon of 1834) ; Coll. 
Duchesse d’Orléans, Sale, 1853, no.14 ; to Coll. Cottier, bequest to present in 
1903.  
 

Un Village turc also known as Asses at Boulac, 1833 (43 x 68 cm) Wallace Collection, London; 
Mosby, no. 147 

Provenance: Coll. Mme Paturle, 1872 ; Coll. Sir Richard Wallace. 
  

Un Corps de garde sur la route de Smyrne à Magnésie, 1833 (91 x 155 cm) Musée Condé, 
Chantilly ; Mosby, no. 88 

Provenance : Coll. Marquis Maison.  
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Lecture d’un firman chez l’Aga d’une bourgade, c.1833  (Watercolour) (30 x 44 cm) Wallace 
Collection, London ; Mosby, no. 179 

Provenance : Coll. Abel Formé ; Coll. Pallard de B..., Sale, Jne 18, 1834 ; Coll. Paul 
Périer, Sale, Dec. 19, 1846, no.53 ; Coll. Lord Hertford.  

 
Des Baigneuses, c. 1833 (Watercolour) (26 x 39 cm) Unknown Location ; Mosby, no. 534 

Provenance : Coll. Abel Formé ; Coll. Paul Périer, Sale, Dec. 19, 1846 ; Coll. Le 
Hon, Sale, April 2, 1861; to Coll. Lord Hertford; to Coll. John Murray Scott, Sale, 
June 27, 1913 no. 17; to Agnew and Sons. 
 

Salon de 1839  
  
Moïse sauvé des eaux, 1837 (30 x 47 cm) Wallace Collection, London ; Mosby, no. 152  

Provenance: Coll. Joseph Fau, Sale, March 16, 1861 ; Coll. Lord Hertford. 
 

Samson Combattant les Philistins, 1839 (83 x 123 cm) Unknown Location; Mosby, no. 517 
Etching of the same subject by Desmadryl and Berthoud (Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale) 

Provenance: Coll. Duchesse d’Orléans, Sale, Jan.18-20, 1853; to Coll.Demidoff, 
Sale, Jan. 13, 1863; to Coll. Fould, Sale, April 5, 1869; to Coll. Bishoffsheim, still 
in 1889.  
  

Le Supplice des crochets, 1835-37 (91 x 137 cm) Wallace Collection, London ; Mosby, no. 154 
Provenance: Coll. Stephens; Coll. Lord Hertford by 1858.  
            

Rue d’un village en Italie des États-Romains, 1838  (92 x 73 cm) Unknown Location ; Mosby. 516 
Provenance : Coll. Arrowsmith ; Coll. Dubois, Sale, Feb. 22, 1843 ; Coll. Van-
Isacker, Sale, May 15, 1852 ; Coll. Gaillard père, Sale, Feb. 25, 1867 ; Coll. 
Marischrine, Sale, 1883 ; Coll. Maryshire, Sale, July 13, 1889. 
  

Un Café (Asie-Mineure), 1837 (46 x 65 cm) Unknown Location ; Mosby, no. 479 
Provenance: Coll. Comte de Lariboisière (purchased directly from the artist in 
1837); Coll. Williams, Sale, May 5, 1920, no.18. 
 

Les Experts, 1837 (46 x 63 cm) Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; Mosby, no. 201 
Provenance:  Coll. Lord Seymour (purchased directly from the artist in 1837) in 
1855 ; Coll. De Viterne in 1860; Coll. Siltzer by 1869; Coll. Secrétan, Sale, July 1, 
1889 , no.11 ; Durand-Ruel and Co. In 1889; to Coll. Havemeyer, gift to present 
in 1929.  
 

Souvenir d’une villa (Villa Panfili), c. 1839 (33 x 41 cm) Wallace Collection, London ; Mosby, no. 
157 
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Provenance: Coll. Tedesco by 1839; Coll. Thévenin, Sale, Jan. 27, 1851, no. 21; to 
Coll. Lord Hertford.  
  

Enfants jouant près d’une fontaine (Turquie d’Asie), 1836 (100 x 74 cm) Musée Condé, Chantilly ; 
Mosby, no. 84 

Provenance: Coll. Duc d’Orléans, bequest to ; Coll. Cuivillier-Fleury; Coll. Paturle 
in 1855.  
 

Bourreaux à la porte d’un cachot, 1837 (60 x 46 cm) Unknown Location ; Moreau, no. 156 
Provenance : Coll. M. de Villars  
 

Etendard turc, c.1839 (32 x 38 cm) Musée Condé, Chantilly ; Mosby, no. 85 
Provenance : Coll. Madame Bouclier ; Coll. Marquis Maison. 
            

Salon of 1842 
 
Siège de Clermont en Auvergne, 1840 (Charcoal drawing) (57 x 109 cm) Institute of Arts, 
Minneapolis; Mosby, no. 187 

Provenance: Coll. Dubois ; Coll. Baron Gustave de Rothschild in 1860 ; New York, 
Shepherd Gallery in 1969 ; to present in 1969  
 

Épisode de la Défaite des Cimbres, 1840 (Charcoal drawing) (70 x 112 cm) Musée d’Art Moderne, 
Bruxelles ; Mosby, no. 72 

Provenance: Coll. Paul Périer, Sale, April 2, 1861; to Coll. Joseph Fau; entered 
present in 1867.   
 

La Sortie de l’école (Turquie d’Asie), 1841 (Watercolour) (59 x 80 cm) Wallace Collection, 
London; Mosby, no. 474 

Provenance: M. Paul Périer, Sale, Dec. 19, 1846, no. 49 ; Coll. Comtesse Le Hon, 
Sale, April 2, 1861 ; Coll. M. le marquis d’Hertfort  
 

Salon of 1845 
 
Histoire de Samson, 1844-45 (Nine charcoal drawings)  

1. Le Sacrifice de Manoé (42 x 61 cm) Unknown Location; Mosby, no. 542 
Provenance:  Coll. Benjamin Delessert (purchased directly from the 
artist in 1845), Sale, May 11, 1911, no. 7; to Bernheim and Co.  

 
2. Samson met le feu aux moissons des Philistines (42 x 123 cm) Private 

Collection – SL, Paris; Mosby, no. 407 
Provenance: Coll. Benjamin Delessert (purchase directly by the artist in 
1845), Sale, May 11, 1911, to Brown and Co.; to family of present.  
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3. Samson enlève les portes de Gaza (50 x 62 cm) Private Collection – SL, Paris; 
Mosby, no. 404 

Provenance: Coll. Benjamin Delessert (purchase directly by the artist in 
1845), Sale, May 11, 1911, to Brown and Co.; to Family of present.  

 
4. Samson tue le lion (41 x 61 cm) Musée du Louvre, Paris; Mosby, no. 305 

Provenance: Decamps sale, 1853, no. 85 ; to Coll. Joseph Fau, Sale, 
March 17, 1861 ; to Coll. Adolphe Moreau; Coll. Moreau-Nélaton, gift to 
present in 1906.  

 
5. Samson défait les Philistins (43 x 124 cm) Private Collection – SL, Paris; 

Mosby, no. 406 
Provenance: Coll. Benjamin Delessert (purchased directly from the artist 
in 1845), Sale, May 11, 1911, to Brown and Co.; to Family of present.  

 
6. Samson et Dalilah (41 x 62 cm) Private Collection – SL, Paris; Mosby, no. 405 

Provenance: Coll. Benjamin Delessert (purchased directly from the artist 
in 1845), Sale, May 11, 1911, to Brown and Co.; to Family of present.   

 
7. Samson emmené prisonnier (41 x 62 cm) Unknown Location; Mosby, no. 543 

Provenance: Coll. Benjamin Delessert (purchased directly from the artist 
in 1845), Sale, May 11, 1911, no. 13; to Bernheim and Co.  

 
8. Samson renverse la salle des festins (43 x 124 cm) Private Collection – SL, 

Paris; Mosby, no. 408 
Provenance: Coll. Benjamin Delessert (purchased directly from the artist 
in 1845), Sale, May 11, 1911, to Brown and Co.; to Family of present.  

 
9. Samson tourne la meule (42 x 61 cm) Musée des Beaux-Arts, Lyon; Mosby, 

no. 177 
Provenance: Coll. Benjamin Delessert (purchased directly from the artist 
in 1845), Sale, May 11, 1911, no. 14; to present.   

 
 
Salon of 1846 
 
École de jeunes enfants, 1846 (117 x 91 cm) Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam; Mosby, no. 9 

Provenance: Coll. Royer; Coll. Thévenin, Sale, Jan. 27, 1851; to Coll. Fodor; to 
Amsterdam, Fodor Museum, by 1869; to present in 1959. 
           

Retour du berger, effet de pluie, 1843 (79 x 115 cm) Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam; Mosby,no. 5 
Provenance: Coll. Dubois, Sale, Feb. 16, 1860; to Coll. Lamme; to Amsterdam, 
Fodor Museum in 1860; to present in 1959.  
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Souvenir de la Turquie d’Asie also known as Enfants turcs près d’une fontaine, 1846 (100 x 74 
cm) Musée Condé, Chantilly; Mosby, no. 89 

Provenance: Coll. Cuvillier-Fleury; to Coll. Duc d’Aumale.  
  
Souvenir de la Turquie d’Asie. Paysage, 1846 (29 cm x 43 cm) Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam; 
Mosby, no. 7 

Provenance: Coll. Souty, Sale, Jan. 19, 1847; to Coll. Wertheimher; Coll. Véron, 
Sale, March 17, 1858; to Coll. Fodor; to Amsterdam, Fodor Museum by 1869; to 
present in 1959.  
  

Salon of 1850-51 
 
Eliézer et Rébecca, 1848 (30 x 41 cm) Musée Condé, Chantilly ; Mosby, no. 87 

Provenance: Coll. Roger; Coll. Marquis Maison; Coll. Duc d’Aumale, February, 
1868.  
Discrepancies: Mosby’s provenance for Eliézer et Rébecca at the Musée Condé 
appears as Coll. Duc d’Aumale in 1878. (Mosby, no. 173) 110 cm x 160 cm 
Mosby recognizes a second version of this theme at the Collection M. De 
Montesquieru in Longpont as the version appearing at the Salon of 1850-51. The 
dimensions for the latter are 110 cm x 160 cm which corresponds to Moreau’s 
account for the version of Eliézer et Rébecca appearing at that Salon. (Moreau, 
no. 159) 

 
Cavalerie Asiatique traversant un Gué (Pastel), 1844-1845  (66 x 98 cm) Musée Condé, Chantilly; 
Mosby, no. 90 

Provenance : Coll. Marquis Maison   
 
Fuite en Égypte, 1846 (31 x 40 cm) Unknown Location; Mosby, no. 515 

Provenance : Anon. Sale, April 26, 1854; Coll. Tédesco; Coll. Goldschmidt, Sale, 
May 17, 1888, no.10   

 
Quand les Canes vont aux champs, c. 1848 (63.5 x 53.5 cm) Robert Hull Fleming Museum, 
University of Vermont; Mosby, no. 463 

Provenance: Anon. Sale, Feb. 18, 1853; Coll. Hartmann; Coll. Goldschmidt; Coll. 
Bonnet; Coll. Miss Jean Simpson, gift to present in 1958. 
   

Repos de la Sainte Famille, c. 1847 (31 x 40 cm) Unknown Location; Mosby, no. 515 
Provenance: Anon. Sale, April 26, 1854; Coll. Tédesco; Coll. Godschmidt, Sale, 
May 17, 1888, no. 10.  
  

Hallali, 1849 (13 x 40 cm) Unknown Location; Moreau, no. 160 
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Provenance: Coll. Goldschmidt, Sale, May 17, 1898, no. 10; Coll. X..., Sale, Dec. 4, 
1918. (Mosby, no. 498) As per Adolphe Moreau this painting first belonged to 
M. Tédesco then to M. Gaillard fils. 
 

Pirates grecs, c. 1847 (26 x 32 cm) Unknown Location; Moreau, no. 160-161 
Provenance: Coll. M. Constant Say  
 

Albanais se reposant sur des ruines, 1849 (24 x 30 cm) Taft Museum, Cincinnati; Mosby, no. 98 
Provenance : Coll. Collot, Sale, May 28, 1852 ; Coll. Baroness Nathaniel de 
Rothschild by 1869, still in 1886; Coll. Robertson, Sale, April 11, 1892, no. 107  
 

Intérieur de cour, n.d. (46 x 28 cm) Unknown Location; Moreau, no. 162 
Provenance : Coll.  M. le baron Michel de Trétaigne  
  

Intérieur Savoyard, n.d. (38 x 44 cm) Unknown Location; Moreau, no. 161 
Provenance : Coll. M. Revenaz   

 
Universal Exhibition of 1855 
 
La Pêche miraculeuse, c. 1853 (28 x 46 cm) Wallace Collection, London ; Mosby, no. 151 

Provenance: Decamps sale, 1853, no. 15; to Coll. Joseph Fau, Sale, March 16, 
1861; to Coll. Lord Hertford. (Mosby, no. 151)  
 

Moïse sauvé des eaux, 1837 (30 x 47 cm) Wallace Collection, London ; Mosby, no. 152 
Provenance: Coll. Joseph Fau, Sale, March 16, 1861; Coll. Lord Hertford   
 

Poules et Canards, 1844 (15 x 20 cm) Unknown Location; Mosby, no. 512 
Provenance: Coll. Didier, Sale, May 3, 1849; Coll. Maurice Cottier; to Coll. Mme, 
Maurice Cottier. – belonged to M. Maurice Cottier.  
 

La Chasse au miroir (34.7 x 50.3 cm) Clark Art Institute, Williamstown; Mosby, no. 467 
Provenance : Coll. Duc de Morny, Sale, May 31, 1865, no. 9; Coll. Khalil-Bey, 
Sale, Jan. 16-18, 1868; Anon. Sale, Dec. 17, 1868; Coll. Haro, Sale, May 30-31, 
1892, no. 75; Durand-Ruel and Co., 1892-98; Coll. R.S. Clark, in 1933.  
 

Don Quichotte et Sancho Panza, 1834 (38 x 46 cm) Unknown Location ; Moreau, no. 163 
Provenance : Coll. M. le baron G. de Rothschild. 
   

Espagnols jouant aux cartes, 1836 (47.5 x 62.5 cm) Musée du Louvre, Paris ; Mosby, no. 270 
Provenance : Coll. Jules Delon in 1855; Coll. Mlle. Davillier in 1869; Coll. Thomy-
Thièrry, bequest to present in 1902  
  

Anes d’Orient , 1833 (42 x 67 cm) Unknown Locaction; Moreau, no. 163 
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Provenance : Coll. Mme Paturle  
  

Cour de ferme, 1849 (59 x 41 cm) Unknown Location ; Moreau, no. 164 
Engraving by Courtry at the Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris. 

Provenance : Coll. M. le baron Corvisart then to M. Goldschmidt             
 
L’Enfant au lézard, c. 1836 (39 x 46 cm) Private Collection-A, Paris ; Mosby, no. 331 

Provenance: Coll. Véron in 1855; Coll. Didier in 1860; Coll. Alexandre Dumas fils, 
Sale, March 28, 1865; to Coll. Baron A. Rotschild; Galerie André Watteau, to 
present.   

 
Chevaux de Halage, 1842 (65.7 x 81.5 cm) Musée du Louvre, Paris ; Mosby, no. 271 

Provenance: Coll. Napoléon III; Coll. Alexis Revenaz by 1860, gift to present in 
1860.  
  

Tigre et Éléphant à la source dit aussi Le désert indien, 1849 (22.2 x 38.3 cm) Musée du Louvre, 
Paris ; Mosby, no. 281 

Provenance: Coll. Van-Isacker, Sale, May 15, 1852; to Coll. Gaillard père, Sale, 
Feb. 25, 1867; Coll. Comtesse Duchatel in 1869; Coll. Thomy-Thièry, bequest to 
present in 1902.  
 

Le Boucher turc, 1843 (83 x 68 cm) Private Collection-LS, Paris ; Mosby, no. 392 
Provenance: Coll. Emile Gaillard, Sale, June 7, 1904, no. 3; to Mme. Emile 
Gaillard, still in 1910; to Durand-Ruel and Co; to Family of present.  
 

Paysan italien, 1842 (30.9 x 31.5 cm) Clark Art Institute, Williamstown; Mosby, no. 469 
Provenance: Coll. Emile Gaillard, Sale, June 7, 1904; Wildenstein and Col.; Coll. 
R.S. Clark by Nov. 1, 1944.  
  

La Grand’Mère, 1842 (39 x 31 cm) Unknown Location ; Mosby, no. 497 
Provenance: Coll. Emile Gaillard by 1869, Sale, June 7, 1904, no. 9. 
 

Les Joueurs de Boules, 1847 (24 x 57.5 cm) Unknown Location ; Mosby, no. 504 
Provenance: Anon. Sale, Feb. 16, 1850; to Coll. Emile Gaillard, Sale, June 7, 1904, 
no.4.  
 

Le Chenil, Valet de Chiens, 1842 (47 x 39 cm) Louvre, Paris ; Mosby, no. 272 
Provenance : Coll. Michel de Trétaigne by 1855, Sale, Feb. 19, 1872 ; Coll. 
Thomy-Thièry, bequest to present in 1902.  
  

Intérieur de Cour, 1842 (Unknown dimensions) Unknown Location ; Moreau, no. 166 
Provenance : Coll. Baron Michel de Trétaigne 
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Albanais, n.d. (21 x 27 cm) Unknown Location ; Moreau, 166 
Provenance : Coll. M. Henri Didier  
 

Bohémiens sur le bord de la mer, n.d. (14 x 20 cm) Unknown Location ; Moreau, no. 166 
Provenance : Coll. M. Henri Didier to M. Denain.  
 

Chasseur au Marais, 1849 (51 x 39 cm) Unknown Location ; Moreau, no. 167 
Provenance: Coll. M. Bonnet to M. Constant Say.  
  

Chiens de chasse au repos, 1839 (26 x 37.5 cm) Paris, Louvre ; Mosby, no. 276 
Provenance: Coll. D’Harcourt, Sale, March 22, 1851, no. 25; Coll. Thomy-Thièry, 
bequest to the present in 1902. 
  

Grand Bazar turc , n.d. (65 x 95 cm) Unknown Location; Moreau, no. 167 
Provenance: Coll. Lord Seymour  to M. Le baron Lucas  
  

Le Singe au miroir, 1843 (38 x 46 cm) Unknown Location ; Mosby, no. 507 
Provenance: Coll. Perier; Anon. Sale, April 30, 1849; to Coll. Cottier; Coll. Henry 
Sayles; Leroy and Col, in 1907; Coll. Fmmon, Sale, Jan. 14-15, 1920, no. 128. 
             

Paysage en Anatolie, n.d. (68 x 93 cm) Unknown Location ; Moreau, no. 168 
Provenance : Coll. M. Goldschmidt to Prince Narischkine  
  

L’Ane et les chiens savants, c. 1831 (90 x 116 c) Private Collection-MR, Paris ; Mosby, no. 396 
Provenance : Coll. Albert, Sale, Jan. 28, 1861; Coll. Baron Jemes de Rothschild  
 

Mendiant comptant sa recette, 1833 (41 x 32.5) Musée du Louvre, Paris; Mosby, no. 286 
Provenance: Coll. Albert, Sale, March 15, 1866; Coll. Bischoffsheim in 1869; Coll. 
Thomy-Thièry, bequest to present in 1902.  
 

Josué arretant le soleil, c. 1853 (65 x 228 cm) Unknown Location ; Mosby, no. 545 
Provenance: Decamps sale, 1853, no. 84; to Coll. Marquis Maison; Coll. Véron in 
1855; Coll. MM. Revenaz by 1869, still in 1878.  
 

Le Gué, n.d. (54 x 29 cm) Unknown Location ; Moreau, no. 169 
Provenance: Coll. M. Véron  to Mme la baronne Nathaniel de Rothschild  
 

Les Singes boulangers – Les Singes charcutiers, n.d. (33 cm x 47 cm) Unknown Location ; 
Moreau, no. 169 

Provenance : Coll. M. Joseph Fau  
  

Also at the Exposition Universelle: 
 La Ronde de Smyrne – Salon of 1831 
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La Chasse du Héron au Faucon, les Cavaliers à l’Abreuvoir, Le Singe peintre – 
Salon of 1833 

 La Défaite des Cimbres, Unvillage turc (Asses at Boulac) – Salon 1834 
Le Café turc (Asie Mineur), Joseph vendu par ses frères, Les Enfants à la tortue 
(Enfants jouant près d’une fontaine), La Rue d’un village en Italie-États-Romains, 
Les Experts – Salon 1839 
L’Épisode de la Défaite des Cimbres, Sortie de l’école – Salon de 1842 
L’Histoire de Samson (nine drawings) – Salon de 1845 
Le Souvenir de la Turquie d’Asie – Salon 1846 
Éliézer et Rébecca, Intérieur de Cour, Intérieur Savoyard – Salon 1850-51 
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